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Abstract
Despite the proliferation of speech-enabled applications and devices, speech-driven
human-machine interaction still faces several challenges. One of theses issues is the
new word or the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem, which occurs when the underlying
automatic speech recognizer (ASR) encounters a word it does not "know". With ASR
being deployed in constantly evolving domains such as restaurant ratings, or music
querying, as well as on handheld devices, the new word problem continues to arise.
This thesis is concerned with the OOV problem, and in particular with the pro-
cess of modeling and learning the lexical properties of an OOV word through a
linguistically-motivated sub-syllabic model. The linguistic model is designed using
a context-free grammar which describes the sub-syllabic structure of English words,
and encapsulates phonotactic and phonological constraints. The context-free gram-
mar is supported by a probability model, which captures the statistics of the parses
generated by the grammar and encodes spatio-temporal context. The two main out-
comes of the grammar design are: (1) sub-word units, which encode pronunciation
information, and can be viewed as clusters of phonemes; and (2) a high-quality align-
ment between graphemic and sub-word units, which results in hybrid entities denoted
as spellnemes. The spellneme units are used in the design of a statistical bi-directional
letter-to-sound (L2S) model, which plays a significant role in automatically learning
the spelling and pronunciation of a new word.
The sub-word units and the L2S model are assessed on the task of automatic lex-
icon generation. In a first set of experiments, knowledge of the spelling of the lexicon
is assumed. It is shown that the phonemic pronunciations associated with the lexicon
can be successfully learned using the L2S model as well as a sub-word recognizer.
In a second set of experiments, the assumption of perfect spelling knowledge is re-
laxed, and an iterative and unsupervised algorithm, denoted as Turbo-style, makes
use of spoken instances of both spellings and words to learn the lexical entries in a
dictionary.
Sub-word speech recognition is also embedded in a parallel fashion as a back-
off mechanism for a word recognizer. The resulting hybrid model is evaluated in
a lexical access application, whereby a word recognizer first attempts to recognize
an isolated word. Upon failure of the word recognizer, the sub-word recognizer is
manually triggered. Preliminary results show that such a hybrid set-up outperforms
a large-vocabulary recognizer.
Finally, the sub-word units are embedded in a flat hybrid OOV model for contin-
uous ASR. The hybrid ASR is deployed as a front-end to a song retrieval application,
which is queried via spoken lyrics. Vocabulary compression and open-ended query
recognition are achieved by designing a hybrid ASR. The performance of the front-
end recognition system is reported in terms of sentence, word, and sub-word error
rates. The hybrid ASR is shown to outperform a word-only system over a range of
out-of-vocabulary rates (1%-50%). The retrieval performance is thoroughly assessed
as a function of ASR N-best size, language model order, and the index size. More-
over, it is shown that the sub-words outperform alternative linguistically-motivated
sub-lexical units such as phonemes. Finally, it is observed that a dramatic vocabulary
compression - by more than a factor of 10 - is accompanied by a minor loss in song
retrieval performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Despite the significant improvements achieved in automatic speech recognition (ASR)
systems over the last several decades [Glass, 2003; Lamere et al., 2003; Prasad et al.,
2005; Chen et al., 2006], and the proliferation of speech-enabled applications and
devices [Chang et al., 2002; Gorin et al., 1997; Muthusamy et al., 1999; Zue et al.,
2000; Vlingo], speech-driven human-machine interaction still faces several challenges.
One of theses issues is the new word or the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem, which
occurs whenever the underlying ASR encounters a word that it does not "know".
This thesis is concerned with the OOV problem and in particular with the process
of modeling and learning the lexical properties of an OOV word. To appreciate the
new word issue, it is important to understand what it means for an ASR system
to know a word. ASR is the process of decoding a spoken utterance into a string
of words. The prevailing approach to ASR is to model the spoken utterance as
a weighted network of sub-lexical units, which are typically phones, the smallest
distinguishable speech sounds in a language. A phone graph models all possible
speech sounds that correspond to the input acoustic signal, and is constrained by three
knowledge sources: (1) the acoustic model, which statistically models context-
dependent or context-independent phones, and is trained on the acoustic-phonetic
measurements extracted from the speech signal, (2) the lexicon, also known as a
phonetic dictionary, which typically maps words to their phonetic pronunciations, and
(3) the language model, which models the probability of a word sequence. A search
through the constrained phone graph gives a string of words that best matches the
input acoustic signal. Ideally, for an ASR system to know a word, the acoustic model
should be able to appropriately model the phonetic representation of the word, the
lexicon should contain the word and its pronunciation, and the language model should
reliably predict the occurrence of the word [Hetherington, 1995]. Figure 1-1 illustrates
the aforementioned ASR process, and demonstrates a potential ASR outcome when
the system is presented with a word that it does not know, in this case euthanasia.
Since the ASR system is not designed to deal with new words, it hypothesized word
sequences that closely matched the input acoustically.
The new word problem is an important one, and with ASR being deployed in
constantly evolving domains such as broadcast news transcription, restaurant rating,
or music querying, such an issue continues to arise. The root of the problem lies in
Speech -Feature Extraction Kecognizer Word Hypotheses
Example Input: Search Space Example Outputs:
euthanasia youth in Asia
using Asia
use in Asia
euthanasia V Lexicon
Figure 1-1: A block diagram of a standard speech recognition system, which decodes
an acoustic signal into a string of words guided by an acoustic model, a lexicon, and
a language model. The figure illustrates the erroneous recognition outputs when the
ASR system is presented with a word, euthanasia, that is not in its lexicon.
having the basic lexical unit in ASR be a word. Hence, if a word is not in the ASR
lexicon, there is no way of hypothesizing it, and the system will always produce an
error. Table 1.1 illustrates this idea through a dialogue snippet from a flight reser-
vation domain [Seneff, 20021, where the user wishes to reserve a flight to Dominica,
a destination unknown to the ASR system. If the dialogue system had some mecha-
nism to detect the occurrence of new words and learn them, then the hunman-machine
interaction would become less frustrating and more useful to the user. Whereas hu-
mans can naturally recognize new nonsense syllables and words [Lippmann, 1997],
ASR systems with static lexicons and simple lexical access techniques lag in their
ability to detect a new word, let alone learning and adding it to the lexicon. As will
be shown in Section 1.1, despite the research invested in the new-word problem, there
remains much room for improvement.
With this in mind, the focus of this thesis is two-fold:
* Automatic lexical learning and generation, which addresses the lexical
aspect of acquiring a new word, and which involves learning the graphemic
orthography and the phonetic representation of a new word.
* Sub-word modeling and recognition, which addresses the more general
problem of OOV modeling in ASR, and which involves modeling words using
sub-word units.
In this thesis, we propose to use linguistically-motivated sub-syllabic sub-word
units as the basic recognition units instead of whole words. The sub-word units
are intermediate forms between phonemes and syllables, and are designed to model
positional and phonological constraints while encoding pronunciation information.
One can view the sub-syllabic sub-word units as clusters of one or more phonemes.
In the process of designing the sub-word units, a set of hybrid entities denoted as
U I would like to fly from Miami, Florida to the island
of Dominica [Seattle and Atlanta] on December 17th .
S Okay, from Miami to Seattle on Monday December
17 th . Can you provide a departure time or airline
preference?
U No, I don't want to go to Seattle.
S What city does the flight arrive in?
U Roseau, Dominica [Toronto, Connecticut].
S Okay, from Miami to Toronto on Monday December
1 7th . Can you provide a departure time or airline
preference?
U No, I'm not going to Toronto. I want to go to Do-
minica [Jamaica].
S Okay, from Miami to Kingston on Monday December
1 7th . Can you provide a departure time or airline
preference?
U No, I'm not going to Kingston [Houston], I want to
go to Dominica [Connecticut].
Table 1.1: Sample dialogue from the Mercury flight reservation domain [Seneff, 2002]
where the user, U, wishes to reserve a flight to a city that the system, S, does not
know. [Italic words] correspond to what the system actually recognized. ( From
[Filisko and Seneff, 2005] )
spellnemes' are developed. Whereas the sub-word units encode only pronunciation,
the spellnemes encode both spelling and pronunciation. Given the hybrid nature of
the spellnemes, they can be used, in a fairly straightforward manner, to design bi-
directional letter-to-sound/sound-to-letter (L2S/S2L) models. At this point, we note
the following remarks:
* Automatic lexical learning and generation can be achieved with the help of
bi-directional L2S/S2L conversion. For example, if a trained L2S model is
presented with a letter sequence, it could generate its corresponding phonetic
(sound) representation, and a lexical entry would be produced.
* When sub-word units are incorporated into an ASR, the recognizer becomes
open-ended and can potentially model any word, including OOV ones, as a
sequence of sub-word units.
The aforementioned points constitute the core of the research presented in this
thesis, and will be covered in more depth in later chapters.
1The term spellneme stands for spelling and phoneme, where the phoneme is the smallest abstract
unit in the sound system of a language that distinguishes meaning. In this research, a spellneme
is one or more letters concatenated with one or more phonemes. A spellneme is also denoted as a
graphone in the literature (grapheme and phoneme) [Bisani and Ney, 2005].
In the rest of this thesis, we refer to the linguistically-motivated sub-syllabic units
as simply sub-word units unless clarification is required, in which case we refer to
them by their full name.
In the rest of this chapter, we further motivate the new word problem and the
proposed approach through a literature review of OOV modeling, sub-word modeling,
and L2S/S2L conversion. We then describe the approach, the thesis contributions, as
well as the outline of the remaining chapters.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 The New Word Problem
The rate of new word occurrence is tied to the design of the ASR vocabulary. Previous
studies have shown that it is practically impossible to design a vocabulary capable of
covering all possible speech input [Hetherington, 1995]. Moreover, constantly increas-
ing the vocabulary size is bound to introduce acoustic ambiguity and worsen ASR
performance [Rosenfeld, 1995]. Hence, to address the new word problem, ASR should
undergo a paradigm shift from vocabulary design to that of an adaptive system that
can reliably detect and learn new words.
A thorough study of the new word problem was presented in [Hetherington, 1995],
where nine corpora covering multiple languages and applications were examined. The
applications consisted of human-computer interactive problem solving with small vo-
cabularies, spontaneous human-human interaction with medium vocabularies, and
newspaper text with large vocabularies. Sample corpora that corresponded to the
aforementioned applications were Voyager [Zue et al., 1989a], Switchboard [Godfrey
et al., 1992], and the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) [Paul and Baker, 1992]. The lain-
guages covered were English, French, and Italian. In Figure 1-2 from [Hetherington,
1995], the vocabulary growth is illustrated for each of the nine studied corpora. The
largest vocabulary growths correspond to the news transcription corpora, which are
relatively open-ended. The smallest vocabulary growths correspond to the limited-
dormain human-computer interactive problem solving corpora. More importantly,
even for a large number of training words such as the WSJ or Switchboard, the
vocabulary growth does not plateau.
Figure 1-3, also from [Hetherington, 1995], illustrates the rate of new words as a
function of number of training words over the nine corpora. The results in Figure 1-3
are consistent with those in Figure 1-2 indicating that corpora with large vocabulary
growth also exhibit high new word rates, more commonly known as OOV rates2 .
Moreover, although the OOV word rate decreases with training data size, it never
reaches zero. It is further shown in [Hetherington, 1995] that it can take a vocabulary
size at least as large as 100,000 words to reduce the OOV rate below 1%. Although
a 1% OOV rate might seem to have little impact on ASR performance, it could
correspond to a 17% OOV utterance rate, i.e. 17% of the utterances have at least
2 00V rate typically refers to OOV word rate, i.e. the rate at which OOV words occur in a
particular text. A detailed description of the OOV rate is provided in Section 7.3.1.
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Figure 1-2: The growth of the vocabulary size as a function of the number of training
words for nine corpora spanning the English, French, and Italian languages. ( From
[Hetherington, 1995])
one OOV word. This could have adverse effects on a user's interaction with a spoken
dialogue system.
In [Fang and Huckvale, 2000], different-sized vocabularies were drawn from 90% of
the 100-million-word British National Corpus (BNC) [Burnard, 1995], and were eval-
uated in terms of OOV rates on several English corpora. The test corpora included
the remaining 10% of the BNC, the International Corpus of English (ICE) [Green-
baum, 1996], the Survey of English Usage (SEU) [Greenbaum and Svartvik, 1990],
and the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen Corpus of English (LOB) [Hofland and Johansson,
1982]. The first three test corpora consisted of transcribed speech and written text,
and were split accordingly, e.g. ICE-S (speech) and ICE-W (written). LOB consisted
only of written text. Table 1.2 illustrates the OOV rates on the test corpora for the
different vocabulary sizes. The results were consistent with those reported in [Hether-
ington, 1995], whereby test data corresponding to written text exhibited higher OOV
rates than those corresponding to transcribed speech. Moreover, the lowest OOV rate
was 0.7% which is still significant. It was also shown that, as the 100-million-word
BNC was swept, the vocabulary size grew to -600k unique words with no indication
of a plateau.
In [Bazzi, 2002], OOV modeling was introduced to JUPITER, a weather domain
dialogue system [Zue et al., 2000]. An analysis of the effect of OOV words on JUPITER
utterances was also conducted and sample results were reported in Figure 1-4. The
results were reported for in-vocabulary (IV) and out-of-vocabulary utterances sepa-
rately in terms of word error rate (WER) and sentence error rate (SER). Figure 1-4
illustrates a major consequence of OOV words: the ripple effect, whereby not only
are OOV words nmisrecognized, but potentially, so are the neighboring words. This
explains the fact that the WER of OOV utterances is nearly four times that of IV
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Figure 1-3: The new word rate as a function of the number of training words for nine
corpora. Though the new word rate decreases with the size of the training data, it
never reaches zero. ( From [Hetherington, 1995] )
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Figure 1-4: The WER and SER for in-vocabulary and out-of-vocabulary utterances
from the JUPITER domain. The WER of OOV utterances is nearly four times worse
than that of IV utterances. ( From [Bazzi, 2002] )
More recently, it has been shown that new words are responsible for performance
breakdown even in the most state-of-the-art ASR systems [Furui et al., 2005; Duta
et al., 2006]. An analysis of the errors produced by the BBN RT04 (Rich Text) ASR
system [Nguyen et al., 2005; Prasad et al., 2005] in the DARPA EARS evaluations[Wayne, 2003] showed that 10-15% of the errors on broadcast news occurred due to
named entities which are mostly poorly trained or OOV words 3 [Duta et al., 2006].
3 00V rates on the broadcast news test sets were quite low and ranged between 0.2% and 0.7%
BNC 3.6 1.9 1.4 1.1 0.9
ICE-S 2.9 1.5 1.0 0.8 0.7
ICE-W 5.1 3.0 2.1 1.8 1.5
LOB 5.1 2.9 2.1 1.6 1.4
SEU-S 3.2 1.8 1.3 1.0 0.9
SEU-W 5.3 3.3 2.5 2.2 2.0
Table 1.2: The OOV rates of various English corpora, spanning both written text
(W) and transcribed speech (S), as a function of vocabulary size. The different-sized
vocabularies are drawn from the British National Corpus. ( From [Fang and Huckvale,
2000] )
Named entities constituted 75% of OOV words and the rest were rare, compounded, or
improvised words. It was also shown that OOV words caused 2 errors per occurrence.
In [Furui et al., 2005], an analysis of a large-scale continuous speech recognizer
was reported on a corpus of spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) [Maekawa, 2003; Maekawa
et al., 2004]. In the study, a regression model was proposed to model the recognition
accuracy as a function of several parameters, one of them being the OOV rate. It
was demonstrated that the recognition accuracy is highly correlated with the OOV
rate, possibly due to the OOV ripple effect.
So far, we have motivated the need for robustly handling and learning OOV words.
In the rest of this section, we present an overview of OOV modeling as well as sub-
word modeling and L2S/S2L conversion.
1.1.2 Previous Work: OOV Modeling
The task of OOV modeling can be viewed as a two-stage process: (1) OOV word
detection and (2) OOV word learning. In this section, we present an overview of the
literature covering those two aspects of OOV modeling.
OOV Word Detection
Over the last two decades the interest in OOV detection has grown and resulted in
a rich literature [Asadi et al., 1990; Asadi, 1991; Hayamizu et al., 1993; Suhm et al.,
1993; Young, 1994a,b; Klakow et al., 1999; Bazzi and Glass, 2000a, 2001, 2002; Bazzi,
2002; Schaaf, 2001; Yazgan and Saraclar, 2004; Bisani and Ney, 2005; Thomae et al.,
2005; Lin et al., 2007]. In this section, we present a sample of this work.
One of the earliest approaches to OOV detection was proposed in [Asadi et al.,
1990; Asadi, 1991]. OOV modeling was achieved by introducing a generic OOV
word to a word-based recognizer. The generic OOV word was modeled using hidden
Markov models (HMM) [Rabiner and Juang, 1993], and different configurations were
examined. This method is typically referred to as the filler approach, whereby the
model absorbs the phonetic sequence corresponding to an OOV word. The HMMs
Corpus 20k 40k 60k I 80k 100k
were designed to generate any sequence of phones, but enforced a minimum number of
2 or 4 phones. In addition, both context-dependent and context-independent acoustic
phone models were evaluated. The OOV models were tested on the DARPA 1000-
word Resource Management database for continuous speech recognition [Price et al.,
1988], and the Byblos BBN ASR system was used [Chow et al., 1987]. OOV words
were artificially introduced by removing words from the lexicon. The OOV words
were constrained to be in one of seven classes: ship name, ship name possessive, port
name, water name, capability, land name and track name. The best performance
was an OOV detection rate of 74% and a false alarm rate4 of 3.4% for an HMM
constrained to have at least 2 context-independent phonemes. These preliminary
results demonstrated the challenges of robustly detecting OOV words even for small
domain ASR and a highly constrained language model.
Multiple knowledge sources including acoustics, semantics, pragmatics, and dis-
course were combined to detect OOV words in limited-domain spontaneous dialogue
systems in [Young, 1994a,b]. The evaluation was performed on subsets of ATIS
[Price, 1990] using the SPHINX-I HMM-based ASR system [Lee et al., 1990]. Using
a confidence measure derived from a normalized acoustic score, 53% of misrecognized
words were accurately detected, and 6% of the correct. words were mistakenly rejected.
Next, a discourse model analysed the recognition output and its semantic parse, and
was able to detect 88% of the contextually inconsistent errors. The combination of
the acoustic confidence measure with the discourse model produced even better re-
sults where 73.1% of all misrecognized errors were correctly detected and 5% of the
correct words were incorrectly rejected. The combined model detected 19% and 14%
more errors than the acoustic and senmantically-based systems alone respectively.
Extensive research on OOV modeling was presented in [Bazzi and Glass, 2000a,
2001; Hazen and Bazzi, 2001; Bazzi and Glass, 2002; Bazzi, 2002]. The research and
the results summarised here were all reported on the JUPITER weather domain data
[Zue et al., 2000] and were generated with the SUMMIT landmark-based ASR [Glass
et al., 1996].
In [Bazzi and Glass, 2000a], a generic corpus-trained phone recognizer was im-
plemented as an OOV model using the filler approach. Transition into the OOV
model was controlled using a penalty term. Following the implementation of the
phone-based OOV model, around 50% of OOV words were detected and very few
in-vocabulary (IV) words were falsely classified as OOV words. Meanwhile, the WEB,
of the ASR system suffered minor deterioration of 0.3%.
Three different configurations to the OOV model were investigated in [Bazzi and
Glass, 2001]: (1) a phone-based oracle trained only on the OOV words in the test set,
(2) a phone-based OOV model trained on the LDC Pronlex dictionary [Pronlex], and
(3) an OOV model trained on variable-length units generated by combining phones
using the mutual information (MI) criterion. The results showed that, when 6% of
IV words were falsely rejected, the oracle OOV model had an OOV detection rate of
around 87%, while the dictionary-based and MI OOV models had detection rates of
4 False alarm rate refers to the frequency at which in-vocabulary words are classified as out-of-
vocabulary.
around 74% and 80% respectively. The MI OOV model was able to outperform the
initial results presented in [Bazzi and Glass, 2000a] and was the closest to the upper
bound performance of the oracle model.
In [Hazen and Bazzi, 2001], the OOV detection model was followed by confidence
scoring [Hazen et al., 2000a,b] on the hypothesized IV words. The combined approach
reduced the false acceptance rate of misrecognized keywords by 25% while accepting
98% of correct keywords.
In [Bazzi and Glass, 2002], instead of implementing a single OOV model, several
OOV models representing different classes of words were added. The classes were
selected using two approaches: (1) part-of-speech tagging and (2) iterative and au-
tomatic clustering. In terms of results, there was no significant difference between
the two approaches; however, there was gain in using more than one OOV model.
For example, for an OOV detection rate of 70%, the false rejection of IV words was
reduced from 5.3% for a single class to 2.9% for an eight-class model.
Further experiments were conducted on the JUPITER domain in [Bazzi, 2002],
demonstrating that a dictionary-trained OOV model could detect 70% of the OOV
words while falsely rejecting 5.3% of the IV words. At that operating point, the IV
WER worsened by an absolute 0.3% while the overall WER improved by an absolute
0.7%. The OOV modeling experiments were also evaluated on the broadcast news
domain, HUB4 [Graff and Liberman, 1997], which is less constrained and has a larger
vocabulary than the JUPITER domain. The results had a similar trend to the ones
obtained on JUPITER, but were worse overall. The overall WER on HUB4 improved
from 24.9% without an OOV model to 23.5% with one.
A hybrid ASR system combining both words and sub-lexical units such as phones
and syllables was proposed in [Yazgan and Saraclar, 2004]. Following recognition,
the phone or syllable sequences in the output lattice were replaced with an OOV tag.
OOV detection was then performed by modeling the OOV count in each utterance
and comparing it to a threshold. On the other hand, the baseline system, which
was a word-only ASR model, performed OOV detection using the utterance posterior
probability. The assumption was that erroneous utterances would have low posterior
probabilities. Experiments were conducted on the RT02 Switchboard Evaluation data
[Garofolo et al., 2002] using the AT&T Switchboard Evaluation ASR system [Ljolje
et al., 2002]. The results indicated that the hybrid model had a 10-15% improvement
in OOV detection over the word-only model.
OOV Word Learning
In [Hetherington, 1995], it was proposed that learning a new word involves the update
of three knowledge sources: the acoustic model, the lexicon, and the language model.
In this section, we briefly present previous work related to each of these aspects.
Language model adaptation was discussed in [Jelinek et al., 1990], where new
words were dynamically added to a statistical language model. The proposed ap-
proach avoided the need for a large amount of training data, by adding every newly
encountered word to a synonym word class. A new and old word were synonymous
if they had comparable word contexts. The resulting language model was evaluated
by computing its perplexity 5 on several sets of text data. Perplexity results were also
reported for new and old words separately. The results indicated that it was advan-
tageous to use synonym word classes as opposed to a single generic new word class.
Moreover, the synonym approach modeled new words well without compromising the
performance of old words.
In [Asadi and Leung, 1993; Asadi, 1991], acoustic adaptation to new spoken words
was examined. Adaptation was performed and evaluated on a limited data set con-
sisting of the 25 most frequent cities in the metropolitan Boston area. The proposed
approach required the orthographic spelling of new words, which was converted to a
phonetic representation using letter-to-sound rules. The phonetic representations and
the spoken instances of the new words were then used to adapt the acoustic model in
a supervised fashion. The adapted acoustic model was evaluated on the city domain
and results showed that, with around 30 tokens per new word, the word error rate
was reduced from 34% to 8%. Two hundred tokens per new word reduced the error
rate further to 4%. Although the results were significant, the research assumed the
availability of the spelling of each new word as well as a reasonable amount of training
data, which is not always the case.
Several approaches have been proposed to learn the pronunciation of a new word or
its orthographic spelling or both [Asadi et al., 1991; Asadi, 1991; Suhm et al., 1993;
Chung, 2000a,b, 2001; Galescu, 2003; Chung et al., 2004; Scharenborg and Seneff,
2005; Oger et al., 2008].
One of the earliest research efforts on automatic lexical learning was presented
in [Asadi et al., 1991; Asadi, 1991]. Pronunciations were generated using a phonetic
recognizer as well as DECtalk, a text-to-speech synthesizer [Hallahan, 1995]. The best
results were obtained when both modules were combined. Phonetic transcriptions
were initially generated by DECtalk, and were expanded into phonetic graphs using
a phone confusion matrix. The phonetic graphs were then used to constrain the
search space of a phonetic recognizer. The resulting pronunciations were comparable
to manually transcribed ones and outperformed the pronunciations generated by a
phonetic recognizer alone.
In [Scharenborg and Seneff, 2005], a 2-stage module was designed to handle OOV
words in a continuous speech recognition task. OOV words were detected in the first
stage using the filler approach described in [Bazzi and Glass, 2000a; Bazzi, 2002]. All
words that were phonetically close to each OOV word were extracted from a fallback
lexicon and added to the original lexicon.
A three-stage approach that can detect and learn OOV words was proposed in
[Chung, 2000a,b, 2001]. The first stage, which encapsulated linguistic constraints
[Seneff, 1996] and modeled both graphemic and pronunciation information, was used
to generate the phonetic graphs. The second stage converted the phonetic graphs to
word networks and identified possible OOV locations. In the third stage, the word
networks were parsed using a natural language module [Seneff, 1992], and spellings
5Perplexity is a measure of how well a language model represents or models a text. It is a
function of the entropy of the text. The lower the value of a language model perplexity, the better
the language model.
were hypothesized for OOV words. The 3-stage system was evaluated on JUPITER
[Zue et al., 2000], where the test utterances were chosen to have a single OOV word
each. The OOV words were all city names. The results exhibited a 29% reduction in
WER.
1.1.3 Previous Work: Sub-word Modeling and L2S/S2L Con-
version
Sub-word modeling and L2S/S2L conversion go hand in hand, where L2S/S2L mod-
els are typically implemented at the sub-lexical level [Lucassen and Mercer, 1984;
Alleva and Lee, 1989; Bahl et al., 1991; Meng et al., 1994a,b; Meng, 1995; Deligne
et al., 1995; Fosler et al., 1996; Sloboda and Waibel, 1996; Westendorf and Jelitto,
1996; Deligne and Bimbot, 1997; Jiang et al., 1997; Black et al., 1998; Whittaker
and Woodland, 2000; Kneissler and Klakow, 2001; Chung, 2001; Galescu and Allen,
2001; Bisani and Ney, 2002; Decadt et al., 2002; Galescu and Allen, 2002; Chen, 2003;
Chung et al., 2004; Bisani and Ney, 2008]. Whereas sub-word modeling is concerned
with modeling words using sub-lexical units, L2S/S2L modeling involves converting
symbols from one domain to another (e.g. pronunciation to spelling). Moreover, both
sub-word modeling and L2S/S2L conversion are critical building blocks in the pro-
cess of learning the pronunciation and spelling representations of new lexical entries.
Letter-to-sound models can typically be inverted to provide sound-to-letter (S2L)
capabilities and vice versa. S2L transformations are useful to learn the graphemic
representation of new words from phonetic transcriptions, whereas L2S models are
commonly used for automatic lexicon learning and speech synthesis purposes.
[Bahl et al., 1991] was one of the first to model letter-to-sound and estimate
phonetic baseforms from the model. Phonetic baseforms were learned using at least
one spoken utterance of the word as well as automatically-derived L2S rules. The
L2S rules were generated by aligning letter and phone strings based on context using
decision trees. Context clustering was performed using decision trees, by posing
binary questions about context, e.g. "Is the next letter a vowel?". The phonetic
representation was chosen to maximize the posterior probability of the pronunciation
given the spoken utterance and the spelling. When faced with multiple utterances,
the aforementioned approach was performed for each utterance and the generated
pronunciations were concatenated. The generated phonetic baseforms were evaluated
on an isolated word recognition task. The best results were obtained using four spoken
utterances of each word and the corresponding spelling.
An unusual approach towards sound-to-letter conversion was proposed in [Alleva
and Lee, 1989]: phonetic representation was completely bypassed, and HMMs were
used to model letters of the alphabet instead of phones. To account for the highly
context-dependent letters, each letter was modeled in the context of two left neighbors
and one right letter. Silent letters, e.g. g and h in night, were handled by skipping
entire HMMs. The sound-to-letter model was tested on 30 ship and place names and
had a 39.3% letter error rate and a 21.1% word error rate.
The research in this thesis is influenced by the work presented in [Meng et al.,
1994a,b; Meng, 1995] on bi-directional L2S/S2L modeling. The semi-automatic ap-
proach made use of a parser framework that modeled linguistic information in a hier-
archical structure, which encoded morphology, stress patterns, syllabification, phone-
mics, and orthography. A set of hand-written rules defined the relations among the
hierarchical layers. The parser was trained and tested on subsets of the Brown Corpus
vocabulary [Kucera and Francis, 1967]. During L2S and S2L conversion, 6% and 5%
of the input strings could not be parsed respectively. For the input that was parsed,
the L2S miodel had a phonetic accuracy of 92.5%, and the S2L model had a letter
accuracy of 89.4%.
In [Galescu and Allen, 2001, 2002], a bi-directional L2S model that incorporated
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion units was designed using a joint n-grain model. Re-
sults were reported on the CMU dictionary [Weide, 1998] in terms of string accuracy
- a spelling or phonetic transcription is accurate if it exactly matches the correspond-
ing entry in the dictionary. The grapheme-to-phoneme accuracy was 71.5% and the
phoneme-to-grapheme accuracy was 50%. The model was also tested on nouns only,
and accuracies of 68% and 41% were reported for the graphemne-to-phoneime and
plhonemie-to-graphenme systems respectively.
In [Deligne et al., 1995], an unsupervised and statistical approach was devised
to mratch multiple streams of symbols according to the maximum likelihood crite-
rion. The resulting model, denoted as joint multi-gram, was trained on streams of
phones and letters, where variable-length sequences of symbols from both streams
were matched based on a maximum likelihood criterion. One of the outcomes of this
research was a set of hybrid units that encoded both orthographic and pronunciation
information. The joint multi-gram model proposed in [Deligne et al., 1995; Deligne
and Bimbot, 1997] was repurposed for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion [Bisani and
Ney, 2002, 2008]. In [Bisani and Ney, 2002], the joint multi-gram approach was used
to generate hybrid units denoted graphones. A language model was then trained on
the graphone alignments produced by the model. Experiments were performed on
English and German phonetic transcription tasks. The phonetic error rates on the
German task were lower than those on the English one. This is likely due to the
simpler letter-to-sound rules in the German language. Different sized hybrid units
were generated, and the best phonetic error rates, obtained with a maximum of two
letters and two phones per unit, were 0.52% and 4.02% on the German and English
lexicons respectively. In [Bisani and Ney, 2008], instead of separately implementing
the joint nmulti-grain model followed by a language model as in [Bisani and Ney, 2002],
the authors incorporated language modeling into the maximum likelihood training of
the multi-gram model.
Other approaches towards letter-to-sound conversion and sub-word modeling in-
clude mremory-based learning [Decadt et al., 2002], pronunciation by analogy [Marc-
hand and Damper, 2000], and maximum entropy models estimated using decision
trees [Chenr, 2003].
1.2 Proposed Approach
In this research, we propose sub-word units as opposed to the conventionally used
words as the basic lexical units in ASR. The sub-word units designed in this thesis
encode only pronunciation information and can be considered agglomerations of one
or more phonemes. Hybrid spellneme units that consist of combined graphemic and
phonemic clusters are also designed in the process. A sub-word representation of the
word station is:
station: st+ -ey+ shaxn
And the corresponding spellneme representation is:
station: st_st+ a_-ey+ tion_shaxn
The characteristic aspects of the sub-word and spellneme units are as follows:
* The sub-word units are designed using context-free rules that encode sub-
syllabic linguistic knowledge such as positional and phonological and stress
information.
* The spellnemes are automatically generated within a top-down parser frame-
work, using the linguistically-motivated context-free rules.
* The spellnemes are derived using a technique that combines linguistic knowl-
edge with statistical data driven methods, and as such, they differ from most
of the previously proposed grapheme-to-phoneme and phoneme-to-grapheme
units. However, this research is inspired by previous work [Meng, 1995; Chung,
2001].
* Given that the spellneme structure encodes both graphemic and phonemic in-
formation, it is straightforward to use it as a basic building block for design-
ing bi-directional letter-to-sound models. This aspect is particularly useful for
learning the spelling of a word given its phonetic representation, as well as
automatically learning a lexical entry in a dictionary.
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
The introduction of a novel L2S/S2L model: One of the major outcomes of
the linguistically-motivated sub-word model are the spellnemes. The spellnemes
are crucial for designing L2S and S2L models. In this thesis, we describe in detail
the linguistically-motivated sub-word model, which was previously introduced
in [Seneff, 1992, 2007]. We also describe the spellneme units, and we propose
and implement a bi-directional L2S model using finite state transducers (FSTs),
which map inputs to output strings through a parsimonious and efficient net-
work representation.
In-depth investigation of automatic lexicon generation: We carefully assess the
performance of the L2S and S2L models on the task of automatically learning
lexical entries in a dictionary. In the first set of experiments, perfect knowledge
of the spelling of new words is assumed. In the second set, a novel, unsupervised,
and iterative approach is designed to learn both spelling and pronunciation of
a new word from acoustics.
The evaluation of sub-word recognition and S2L on a lexical access task:
We assess the ability of the S2L model to estimate the spelling of isolated words,
and we evaluate its performance within a simple speech recognizer. The S2L
model is plugged in as a back-end to a sub-word based back-off mechanism for
a standard isolated word recognizer.
OOV word modeling and vocabulary compression for continuous ASR and
information retrieval: The sub-syllabic sub-word units are evaluated in the
context of OOV modeling in continuous ASR. The ASR system is embedded
as a front-end for an information retrieval system that is accessed by spoken
queries. OOV words are artificially introduced into the ASR system by reducing
(compressing) its vocabulary size. A set of experiments tests: (1) how well the
sub-word units can model new words; (2) how much the system vocabulary can
be compressed without significant loss in recognition and retrieval performances.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized into eight chapters. Figure 1-5 illustrates
the thesis outline which is described below:
Thesis Outline
Introduction & Evaluation Discussion &
Background Automatic Lexicon Sub-word Modeling Summary
Learning & Generation & Recognition
chap.4 chap. 5 Chap. 6 Chap. 7 hap
*rWR BkIWR * .cWR
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Figure 1-5: Thesis Outline ( IWR = Isolated Word Recognition, CWR = Continuous
Word Recognition ).
* Chapter 2: Background
We describe, SUMMIT, the landmark-based ASR system used in this research,
as well as the types of OOV models typically implemented in the literature.
* Chapter 3: The Linguistically-Motivated Sub-Word Model
We provide motivation and an overview of syllabic modeling in speech recog-
nition. We describe the process of designing the sub-word and the spellneme
units, using context-free rules within a parser framework supported by a prob-
ability model. We also present the implementation of the bi-directional L2S
model using finite state transducers (FSTs).
* Evaluation
- Chapter 4: Automatic Lexical Pronunciation Generation and
Update
We carefully assess the performance of the L2S model and the sub-word
recognizer on the task of automatic lexical pronunciation generation. We
propose two approaches for automatically generating lexical dictionaries:
1. Using the L2S model, which maps letter sequences to phonetic pro-
nunciation(s).
2. Using the sub-word recognizer, whereby spoken instances of words
are presented to the sub-word recognizer, generating sub-word se-
quences, which are then converted into phonetic representations.
The research presented in this chapter assumes perfect knowledge of the
spelling of the lexicon, which is inherently embedded in both approaches.
The generated lexical dictionaries are evaluated in terms of Word Error
Rate (WER) on an isolated word recognition task.
- Chapter 5: Turbo-Style Algorithm: An Unsupervised Approach
Towards Lexical Dictionary Estimation
We pursue further the task of automatic lexical acquisition, and relax the
assumption of perfect spelling knowledge. We propose an iterative and
unsupervised algorithm, denoted Turbo-style, which presents spoken in-
stances of both spellings and words to a letter and sub-word recognizer
respectively, and fuses information from both systems to boost the over-
all lexical learning performance. The algorithm is evaluated in terms of
spelling accuracy, letter error rate (LER), and phonetic error rate (PER)
of the generated lexical entries. The automatically generated lexical dic-
tionaries are also evaluated on an isolated word recognition task in terms
of word error rate (WER).
- Chapter 6: A Hybrid Approach Towards Open-Ended Recogni-
tion Using Sub-Word Modeling
We embed the sub-word recognizer in an error recovery mechanism for
an isolated word recognizer. The result is a parallel integration of word
and sub-word recognizers, which is evaluated in a simple dialogue system.
Users are prompted to speak a word and the word recognizer hypothesizes
and displays the top candidate words. If the correct word is not in the
returned list, the system backs off to the sub-word recognizer.
- Chapter 7: Recognition and Information Retrieval Experiments
in the Lyrics Domain
We implement a song retrieval system, which is accessed via spoken lyrics.
A flat hybrid ASR is designed as a front-end to the retrieval model by
incorporating the sub-word units into the ASR lexicon and language model.
The overall system is assessed in terms of recognition as well as information
retrieval performance.
* Chapter 8: Summary and Future Work
We conclude, summarise, and discuss the results and contributions of this thesis.
* Appendix A: The Sub-Lexical Context-Free Grammar
* Appendix B: The Phonetic Alphabet
* Appendix C: Rhyme Splitting
* Appendix D: Sample Queries
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides a description of the background relevant to this thesis. First
we describe SUMMIT, the ASR system used in all the experimental setups in this
research. This involves describing the acoustic, lexical, and language modeling as well
as the finite-state transducer (FST) implementation of the speech recognizer. Next,
we present the two types of OOV models commonly implemented in the literature.
2.1 The SUMMIT Speech Recognition System
The SUMMIT speech recognition system has been developed at the Spoken Language
Systems Group at the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
[Glass et al., 1996; Lee and Glass, 1998; Livescu and Glass, 2001; Glass, 2003]. Most
current speech recognizers extract acoustic measurements over fixed-rate windows or
frames [Bahl et al., 1983; Chow et al., 1987; Rabiner, 1989; Nguyen et al., 2005], and
model the observation space using first-order hidden Markov models (HMM) [Rabiner,
1989; Rabiner and Juang, 1993]. SUMMIT, which is a landmark-based ASR system,
processes these frames further to produce a network of variable-length segments, and
models each segment with a fixed-size acoustic feature vector. In SUMMIT, the
segments correspond to phones.
In general, the recognition problem can be mathematically modeled as follows.
Given A, a set of acoustic observations corresponding to a speech waveform, the goal
is to find the most likely sequence of words W* = w1 , w2 ,.. WN that satisfies the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion:
W* = argmax P(WIA) (2.1)
Where W E W, the set of all word strings, and wi E V, a finite lexicon. Equation
2.1, can be rewritten as:
W* = argmax 1 P(W, U, SIA) (2.2)
W U,S
Which now incorporates S c S, the set of all possible segmentations, and U E U, the
set of all possible sub-lexical (phone) strings.
Similarly to other speech recognition systems, SUMMIT approximates the sum-
mation in Equation 2.2 by a maximization over segmentations and phone strings:
W* argmax P(W, U, S A) (2.3)
S,U,W
P(A S, U, W)P(S U, W)P(U W)P(W)
= argmax
s,U,w P(A)
= argmaxP(A S, U, W)P(S U, W)P(UIW)P(W)
S,U,W
The right side of Equation 2.3 is a Bayes' rule expansion. P(A) is typically ignored
since it is not a function of S, U, or W. P(A S, U, W) corresponds to the acoustic
model and P(S U, W) is a statistical model of the segmentation, more generally known
as a duration model. In this thesis, P(SIU, W) is kept constant. P(U W) is commonly
known as the pronunciation model, and P(W) is the language model.
In the rest of this section, we describe the various components of Equation 2.3.
This includes the signal processing stage as well as the acoustic modeling process. We
also provide a description of lexical and language modeling and the decoding process.
Finally we describe the finite-state transducer (FST) implementation of SUMMIT.
2.1.1 Signal Processing
When a speech waveform is presented to SUMMIT, it is processed into a sequence
of acoustic observation vectors. The most commonly used acoustic measurements
are the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [Davis and Mermelstein, 1980].
MFCCs can be computed using a fast and efficient algorithm based on the fast Fourier
transform computation. They also model well the non-linear frequency scale (Mel-
scale) of the human auditory system. In SUMMIT, MFCCs are derived as follows:
1. For every 5ms, compute the short-time energy spectrum of an 8kHz speech
waveform by calculating the magnitude squared of a 256-point discrete Fourier
transform over frame intervals of width 25.6ms.
2. Multiply the energy spectrum by 40 triangular band-pass filters. The triangular
filters are designed to incorporate a Mel-frequency warping with linear spacing
below 1kHz and logarithmic spacing above that, and the frequency warping can
be mathematically formulated as follows:
f' = 2595 loglo(1 + 700
Compute the Mel-frequency spectral coefficients (MFSC), as the energy outputs
of each filter.
3. Compute the log transform, 10logo0 () of the 40 MFSCs
4. Take the discrete-cosine transform (DCT) of the logged MFSCs to whiten the
MFSC space and project it onto a 14-dimensional space.
K-1
K -1 im ( k - 1 / 2 )MFCC[i] = cos K MFSCog[k] m = 0... M,K = 40
k=O
By applying the DCT transform, the MFSC cofficients are decorrelated and the
MFCCs can be modeled efficiently with diagonal Gaussian mixture models instead of
full covariance ones.
2.1.2 Segmentation
Once each speech frame is converted into a 14-dimensional MFCC vector, a segment
network is produced by hypothesizing acoustic landmarks or boundary locations. In
SUMMIT, the network is a graph of phonetic labels and their associated scores. The
phonetic scores represent the confidence of the network in the segmentation as well
as in the phonetic accuracy.
Major landmarks are hypothesized at locations where the spectral change exceeds
a global threshold. Minor landmarks are also detected between major landmarks
at locations where the spectral change exceeds a local threshold. The minor land-
marks are fully interconnected within but not across major landmarks. On the other
hand, each major landmark is connected to its two right adjacent major landmarks.
The reader is referred to the following sources for further detail on the SUMMIT
segmentation process [Glass and Zue, 1988; Glass, 1988; Zue et al., 1989b].
Figure 2-1 illustrates a segment network corresponding to the utterance computers
that talk, and focuses on two (shaded in gray) possible segmentations through the
graph.
m-lPlh I er z I aa -
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Figure 2-1: An illustration of a portion of the segment network for the utterance com-
puters that talk. The figure depicts two possible segmentations, shaded in gray. The
white segments correspond to units with no phonetic representation either because
they were too short or too long. ( From [Glass, 2003] )
In the next section we discuss the challenges of acoustically modeling the net-
work observation space compared to the conventionally used frame-based recognition
models.
2.1.3 Graph-based Observations
Frame-based ASR typically computes temporal sequences of spectral observations
at a fixed rate. The observation space, A in Equation 2.1, is the whole observation
sequence, and the likelihood term P(AIS, U) can be directly compared over competing
words. On the other hand, in SUMMIT, the observation space, A, consists of all the
observation vectors in a segment network. So if we consider the set X of observations
corresponding to the shaded segments of a particular segmentation in Figure 2-1, then
the term P(XIS, U) is not comparable across different segmentations. In fact, there is
a need to consider all the observations in the network. One approach to dealing with
this problem is to introduce the set Y of all segments corresponding to the non-lexical
units (the white segments in Figure 2-1), such that X n Y = 0 and X U Y = A. The
set Y can be modeled with the anti-phone unit, d as proposed in [Glass et al., 1996;
Chang and Glass, 1997; Chang, 1998] and illustrated in Figure 2-2.
Time
Figure 2-2: A replicate of Figure 2-1 with every white segment corresponding to a
non-lexical unit in a particular segmentation replaced by the anti-phone unit ?. (
From [Glass, 2003] )
In this case, the term P(A S, U) can be modeled as follows:
P(AIS,U) = P(X, YIS,U) (2.4)
- P(XIU)P(YIU)
P(Xlla)
= P(XIU)P(Y|5)(X )
P(X I U)
P(XI5)
In the process of deriving Equation 2.4, the following assumptions are made: (1) X
and Y are conditionally independent given U in the second line, and (2) P(YIU)
depends only on - in the third line and can, hence, be rewritten as P(Y5). In the
fourth line of Equation 2.4, the term P()P(XI) = P(X, YI) is ignored since it
is constant for any network.
2.1.4 Acoustic Modeling
In this thesis, instead of deriving measurements over each segment, we compute land-
mark or boundary observations at every hypothesized acoustic landmark. In this
particular case, the landmark observations account for all the acoustic space, A, and
there is no need for normalization as was the case for segmental observations in the
previous section.
As illustrated in Figure 2-3, a telescopic MFCC average is extracted over 8 re-
gions surrounding, the boundary to create a 112-dimensional feature vector. Principal
component analysis is used to reduce the correlation as well as the dimensionality
(from 112 to 50) of the feature vector [Duda et al., 2000]. The 50-dimensional vectors
are then used to train context-dependent diphone models which are modeled using
diagonal Gaussian mixtures with a maximum of 75 mixtures per model.
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Figure 2-3: The boundary measurement extracted at the landmark indicated by
the arrow. The measurement is a telescopic MFCC average derived over 8 regions
surrounding the boundary, and is computed at every hypothesized landmark.
2.1.5 Lexical Modeling
A lexical model or a lexicon maps a set of words to their pronunciations. In SUM-
MIT a pronunciation is represented in terms of a string of phonemes. In addition
to modeling one or more pronunciations for each word in the vocabulary, SUMMIT
incorporates phonological rules that model phonetic variations of phonemes such as
assimilation, deletion, and insertion [Zue et al., 1990; Hetherington, 2001]. Phono-
logical rules are designed by lexical experts and applied automatically to the lexicon
in order to generate alternative pronunciations.
2.1.6 Language Modeling
In this research, the language model (LM) is implemented as an n-gram [Manning
and Schutze, 1999], which captures the statistical properties of sequences of n words.
An n-gram makes the assumption that a word wi is only dependent on the previous
n - 1 words, wi-1, wi-2, .. , i_-n. Taking this assumption into consideration, the
probability of a sequence of M words, W, is formulated as follows using the chain
rule:
M
P(W) = P(w ,,- n i, w i-1) (2.5)
i=1
To avoid assigning zero probability to unseen n-grams, smoothing or discounting
techniques are typically employed to redistribute probabilities from seen to unseen
n-grams [Manning and Schutze, 1999; Chen and Goodman, 1996]. In this thesis,
we build word, sub-word, and phoneme LMs of orders n = 2, 3, ... ,7. We use
expectation maximization smoothing to estimate the probabilities of unseen n-grams
[Baum, 1972].
2.1.7 Decoding
During decoding the recognition space is searched for the word sequence with the
best score. The search space is created by scoring the segment network with the
acoustic model and combining the result with the lexical constraints and the LM
scores. SUMMIT performs efficient decoding using a two-pass approach. In the
forward pass, the search space is pruned using a beam search, and Viterbi search
is used to compute the best score [Soong and Huang, 1991]. The backward search
is implemented using A*, a best-first search that uses a distance-plus-cost heuristic
function [Nilsson, 1980]. The distance-plus-cost function is the sum of two scores:
(1) the actual lowest score from the source to the current node and (2) a heuristic
estimate of the score from the current to the goal node. The heuristic estimate is
obtained from the Viterbi intermediate scores derived in the forward path. During
the Viterbi forward search a low-order n-gram, typically bigram, is applied. During
the backward A* search, scores from a higher-order n-gram can be incorporated.
2.1.8 Finite-State Transducer Implementation
The SUMMIT search space is implemented as a weighted finite-state transducer
(FST) [Mohri, 1997; Hetherington, 2004]. FSTs have the ability to model transfor-
mations from one domain to another, e.g. words to phonemes as illustrated in Figure
2-4, as well as incorporate statistical knowledge in the form of weights.
... /ao/:F,
S/f/:five /ay/: F 4 /V
Figure 2-4: An FST that miaps an input phonemic alphabet, I = {/f/, /:/, /o /,
/v/ to an output word-based alphabet, O = {four, five}. E denotes the null symbol,
indicating, in this case, that no output symbol is emitted. This example is ail FST
implementation of a lexicon containing only the words four and five.
The SUMMIT search space is represented as a weighted FST, R, which is the
composition of four FSTs:
R= CoPoLoG (2.6)
Where C denotes the mapping from context-dependent model labels to context-
independent phone labels, P the phonological rules that map phone labels to phoneme
sequences, L the mapping from phonemes to words, and G the grammar or LM. A
search through R produces a 1-best output, an N-best list, or a graph. Algorithms
for FST optimization and efficient search have made FSTs an attractive framework
for speech recognition [Mohri, 1997].
2.2 Out-of-Vocabulary Models
Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) modeling typically involves some form of sub-lexical rep-
resentation of new words. The difference between various types of OOV models often
lies in how this sub-lexical knowledge is integrated into an ASR. In this section, we
discuss two OOV models commonly implemented in the literature.
2.2.1 The Hierarchical Filler OOV Model
In hierarchical filler OOV models, the ASR lexicon is augmented with one or more
OOV tags. Typically, a single OOV symbol is used to represent all new words [Asadi
et al., 1990; Bazzi and Glass, 2000a; Scharenborg and Seneff, 2005], but researchers
have investigated multiple OOV classes that model different types of words, such as
nouns, verbs, and adverbs [Bazzi and Glass, 2002]. Each OOV symbol is modeled
with a sub-lexical network of phones, or syllables, etc. The underlying network can be
viewed as a sub-lexical recognizer that can hypothesize any possible string of sub-word
units. The filler model is denoted as hierarchical because the sub-lexical network is
embedded in a large-scale ASR which is guided by a word-based LM, and the network
is triggered only when the OOV symbol is hypothesized. This concept is illustrated
in Figure 2-5, where the ASR system, guided by an m-gram, hypothesizes an OOV
word with probability P(OOVwordi 1, wordi-2, . . . , wordi_,m+1). When the OOV
model is triggered, a sequence of sub-word units is generated guided by a sub-word n-
gram, P(sub-wordi sub-wordi_1, sub-wordi_2,..., sub-wordi_,+l). A filler model can
be utilized simply for OOV detection, or the sub-word representation generated by
the network can be further processed to learn the pronunciation and spelling of a
new word. In the process of designing a filler OOV model, it is necessary to tune the
penalties for transitioning into and out of the OOV model. The penalty parameters
affect whether the OOV symbol is being over- or under-generated, and whether the
OOV model is absorbing an adequate number of sub-lexical units. The reader is
referred to the following literature for further information on the filler OOV model
[Bazzi and Glass, 2000a, 2001, 2002; Bazzi, 2002; Asadi et al., 1990; Asadi, 1991].
P(sub-wordil sub-wordi_, sub-wordi_2 ..., sub-wordi -_,)
P(OOV I word , word -,, ... , word,
Figure 2-5: A filler OOV model embedded in a word-based ASR. Dur-
ing decoding, the ASR system hypothesizes an OOV word with probability
P(OOVwordi_1, wordi-2, . ,wordi_, 1) (guided by an m-gram). Upon en-
tering the OOV model, a sequence of sub-word units is generated guided
by a sub-lexical language model, which is implemented as an n-gram,
P(sub- wordlsub-wordi_1, sub-wordi2,..., sub-wordj_,+1).
2.2.2 The Flat Hybrid OOV Model
To implement a flat hybrid OOV model, the ASR lexicon is augmented with the sub-
lexical units, and the designated OOV words in the LM are replaced with their sub-
lexical representation. The result is a hybrid ASR system capable of hypothesizing
sequences of both words and sub-word units. A hybrid OOV model is illustrated in
Figure 2-6, where the ASR, system hypothesizes either a word or a sub-word unit
guided by a hybrid language model. The language model is implemented as an n-
gram, P(cici-l, ci- 2 , ... , Ci-n+l), where ci can be a word or a sub-word. Whereas
the filler model integrates two separate - word and sub-word - recognizers, the flat
hybrid model combines the word and sub-word units into a single recognition space.
The model is denoted flat since it is capable of predicting and modeling OOV words
simultaneously guided by a hybrid LM which contains both words and sub-word units.
The accuracy of the flat model in detecting and modeling OOV words is correlated
with the LM hybrid training data and the associated frequency of OOV words: the
fewer the OOV words in the LM training data, the less likely it is that the hybrid ASR
will generate sub-word sequences. Similarly to the filler model, a flat hybrid OOV
model can both detect an OOV word as well as model its spelling and pronunciation.
Previous work in the literature, which have successfully implemented flat hybrid OOV
models are [Galescu, 2003; Yazgan and Saraclar, 2004; Bisani and Ney, 2005].
P(cil Ci-1, Ci-2 .. Ci-n+1 )Where cj= (word I sub-word)
Figure 2-6: A flat hybrid OOV model with a lexicon consisting of both words and sub-
word units. During decoding, the ASR system hypothesizes either a word or a sub-
word unit guided by a hybrid language model. The language model is implemented
as an n-gram, P(ci ci-1, ci-2,..., ci-n+l), where ci can be a word or a sub-word.
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Chapter 3
The Linguistically-Motivated
Sub-Word Model
In this chapter, we propose a framework for modeling sub-lexical knowledge using
syllabic and sub-syllabic units. The proposed units are designed primarily using a
context-free grammar which encapsulates phonotactic contraints and predominant
stress patterns in the English language. In the first section, we motivate our use of
syllable-inspired units by discussing the syllable as a structural unit for phonological
representation. We present some background relating to the syllable theory, and
we cover a brief overview of the role of syllables in speech recognition. Next, we
describe in detail the model used to design the linguistically-motivated sub-word
units. The linguistic model and the engineering framework, which were introduced in
[Seneff, 1992; Seneff et al., 1992; Seneff, 2007] make use of context-free rules within a
parser framework. Finally we present our bi-directional letter-to-sound model which
is designed using hybrid units denoted as spellnemes. The spellnemes encode spelling
and pronunciation knowledge, and are generated by the sub-word model presented in
this chapter.
3.1 The Syllable
3.1.1 Background
It turns out the answer to the question: "What is a syllable?" is not as straightforward
as one might think. In 1975, Ladefoged summarized the complexity of this question
by stating [Ladefoged, 1975]:
Although nearly everybody can identify syllables, almost nobody can de-
fine them. If I ask you how many syllables there are in "minimization" or
"suprasegmental" you can easily count them and tell me. In each of these
words there are five syllables. Nevertheless, it is curiously difficult to state
an objective measure for locating the number of syllables in a word or a
phrase (p.218).
Not only is the syllable hard to define formally, but its role in phonological the-
ory was debatable. For example, generative phonology, which was introduced by
Chomsky and Halle [Chomsky and Halle, 1968], models phonological representations
as linear sequences of feature bundles denoted as segments. Features are associated
with speech articulators and perception. The generative phonology framework pro-
posed the segment as a structural unit and totally dismissed the syllable. However,
several phonologists have identified the syllable as a critical linguistic unit, and ar-
gued that only by reference to the syllable structure can phonological aspects such as
phonotactic constraints, stress, and tone be explained [Kahn, 1976; Hulst and Smith,
1082, 1982; Clements and Keyser, 1983]. In [Hulst and Smith, 1982], the syllable is
described as a hierachical structural unit of the form shown in Figure 3-11. The first
division splits the syllable into an onset (the initial consonant cluster) and a rhyme
(the rest). The rhyme can be further split into a nucleus and a coda (the final conso-
nant cluster). A syllable is deemed well-formed if it satisfies the Sonor'ity Sequencing
SYL
onset rhyme
nucleus coda
Figure 3-1: A tree representation of the hierarchical structure of the syllable. A
syllable is typically decomposed into an onset and a rhyme. A rhyme can be further
split into a nucleus and a coda.
Principle, which states that, within a syllable, there exists a sonority peak that is pre-
ceded and/or followed by segments with decreasing sonority value. A sonorant is a
sound produced with the vocal tract excitation at the glottis and little constriction in
the vocal tract. A sonorant scale, such as the one proposed in Table 3.1, ranks sounds
according to their sonority based on how voiced they are and the level of constriction
in the vocal tract. As indicated in Table 3.1, vowels are the most sonorant sounds,
and stops are the least. The segment with the highest sonority scale is assigned to
the nucleus of a syllable.
Using the knowledge that each syllable should contain a sonority peak, syllabi-
fication can be performed through a set of principles such as the Maximu'm Onset
Principle and the Re-syllabification Principle. The Maximum Onset Principle states
that in a syllable, the onset should include as many consonants as allowed by the
language structure (e.g. arcane -- ar cane as opposed to arc ane). The Re-
syllabification Principle states that a consonant cluster should be reassigned to the
'In [Hulst and Smith, 1982], the term nucleus is replaced by peak.
Sonority Scale
low vowels 10 /a/, / /
mid vowels 9 /a/, /o/
high vowels 8 /i/, /u/
flaps 7 /r/
laterals 6 /1/
nasals 5 /m/, /n/, /u/
voiced fricatives 4 /v/, /6/, /z/
voiceless fricatives 3 /f/, /0/, /s/
voiced stops 2 /b/, /d/, /g/
voiceless stops 1 /p/, /t/, /k/
Table 3.1: A proposed sonority scale used to rank phonological segments. The sonor-
ity ranking allows the definition of well-formed syllables. Vowels have the highest
sonority rank while stops have the lowest. ( From [Randolph, 1989] )
rhyme of the preceding syllable if that syllable is stressed (e.g. actor -- act or as
opposed to ac tor).
In addition to the emergence of various phonological theories that promoted the
syllable as an essential linguistic unit, several influential doctoral theses examined
the role of the syllable in phonological representations [Kahn, 1976; Church, 1983;
Randolph, 1989]. In [Kahn, 1976], the shortcomings of generative phonology [Chomn-
sky and Halle, 1968] were addressed. In particular, the author argued that by using
syllabic analysis certain phonological processes, such as /t/-flapping and /r/-insertion
and deletion, can be accounted for. In [Church, 1983], a bottom-up hierarchical ap-
proach was used to parse a phone sequence into a string of syllables using context-free
phrase-structure rules. The framework proposed in [Church, 1983] was the first to
use context-free grammars to model sub-lexical knowledge and inspired the research
presented both in [Chung, 2001] as well as in this thesis. In [Randolph, 1989], an
extensive empirical study was presented on the role of the syllable in modeling al-
lophones2 of English stop consonants. Regression trees were successfully used to
predict the allophonic realisation of a stop consonant from several contextual factors,
including the location of the stop in the syllable.
3.1.2 The Syllable in Speech Recognition
The general trend in speech recognition has been to decode a speech utterance into
a string of phonemes, which is then mapped to a sequence of words [Chow et al.,
1987; Zue et al., 1989b; Glass, 2003; Lamere et al., 2003; Prasad et al., 2005; Nguyen
et al., 2005]. However, over the last three decades, some researchers have moved away
from phonemes towards syllables, which are larger linguistically-motivated structural
2 Allophones are different acoustic realizations associated with the same phoneme. For example
the /t/ in top is aspirated, in stop is unaspirated, and in butter is flapped. All three sounds are
allophones of /t/.
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units capable of capturing phonotactic contraints and higher-level prosodic knowl-
edge. Most of the previous work focused on incorporating syllables into a speech
recognizer from an acoustic modeling perspective. In this thesis, the designed syl-
labic and sub-syllabic units are incorporated into the lexical model and/or the language
model of an ASR rather than the acoustic model. The units are phonemic in the sense
that they can be viewed as clusters of phonemes. However, the units are independent
of the underlying acoustic representation adopted by the speech recognizer.
One of the earliest proponents of the syllable as a basic unit for speech recog-
nition is [Fujimura, 1975]. The author argued that the phonelle exhibits too many
irregularities in its phonetic realizations and a recognition unit at least the size of
a syllable is required to capture acoustic variations such as those introduced by co-
articulation". This argument was further explored and supported by [Greenberg and
Kingsbury, 1997; Hausenstein, 1997; Wu et al., 1998a; Ostendorf, 1999]. In [Green-
berg and Kingsbury, 1997], the authors suggested that syllables are the basic sound
units of speech both at the acoustic and the lexical level. Moreover, they proposed a
new spectral representation denoted as The Modulation Spectrogram., which highlights
syllabic nuclei and which is more robust to noise than the more traditional narrow-
band spectrogram. In [Wu et al., 1998a], the use of syllable-like units for speech
recognition was further motivated through the concept of echoic memory - the brief
mental echo that continues to sound after an auditory stimulus. It was argued that,
since the perceptual buffer associated with human echoic memory can store around
250 ms of sound, and since 80% of syllables have a duration of 250 ms or less, then the
syllable is the largest unit of sound which can be stored in the echoic memory. This
observation further motivated syllables as the obvious units for speech segmentation
and recognition.
Syllables and syllable-like units have been sucessfully implemented as recogni-
tion units in [Schukat-Talamazzini et al., 1992; Hu et al., 1996; Hausenstein, 1997;
Jones et al., 1997; Pfau et al., 1997; Bazzi and Glass, 2000b; Chung, 2000a,b, 2001;
Ganapathiraju et al., 2001; Zhang, 2005; Han et al., 2006].
In [Schukat-Talamazzini et al., 1992], syllable-like units denoted as context-freezing
units were shown to perform comparably to context-dependent phones. In [Hu et al.,
1996], speech was segmented into syllable-like units by combining phoneme sequences
for which the boundary is difficult to detect. The results were better than those
obtained for a phoneme-based segmentation. Syllable-based HMM models were ex-
amined in [Jones et al., 1997], and compared to a phoneme-based recognizer that used
monophone acoustic models and a bigram language model. The authors reported sig-
nificant recognition improvement using the syllables, though they acknowledged the
unfairness of comparing syllables to monophones instead of triphones. The perfor-
mance of phones and syllables in a two-stage recognizer was evaluated and compared
to a single-stage word recognizer in [Bazzi and Glass, 2000b]. The two-stage pro-
cess consisted of a sub-lexical recognizer, in this case a phone or syllable recognizer,
followed by a mapping from sub-lexical units to words. The results showed that the
'Co-articulation refers to the overlapping motion of articulators (e.g. lips, tongue), which are
associated with adjacent articulations, and it is a common phenomenon in spontaneous speech.
syllable-based system outperformed the phone-based one even when high-order phone
n-grams were used. However, both phone and syllable-based recognizers were unable
to outperform the word-based recognizer.
The research presented in this thesis is inspired by the work presented in [Seneff,
1996; Chung, 2001], where a hierachical sub-lexical model is designed bottom-up using
a context-free grammar. However, this research is based on a top-down parser that
encodes pronunciation in pre-terminal units, and encodes all the spelling variants
in the terminals. The use of a top-down parser to model the sub-syllabic structure
of words is motivated by a much simpler notation scheme which ties directly to
a phoneme notation typically used in phoneme-based speech recognizers. Another
benefit of this parser is the ability to leverage from its tools which allow the conversion
of bi-directional letter-to-sound models into finite state transducers (FST) that can
be easily integrated within an FST-based recognizer [Glass, 2003].
Recognizers that combine syllable and phone-based knowledge can potentially
yield better performance than systems incorporating only one of these knowledge
sources, as demonstrated in [Wu et al., 1998a,b; Sethy et al., 2003]. In [Wu et al.,
1998b], the syllable and phone-based systems were combined at the frame, syllable,
and utterance levels. The context window over which acoustic measurements were
extracted was increased from 105ms for phones to 185ms for syllables. The acoustic
measurement was based on the modulation spectrogram proposed in [Greenberg and
Kingsbury, 1997]. All three types of system integrations exhibited a superior per-
formance over the phone baseline for both clean and reverberant speech. A mixed
syllabic-phonetic system was proposed in [Sethy et al., 2003], where entries in the
lexicon were modeled in terms of hybrid syllable and phoneme sequences. The hy-
brid system was evaluated on heavily accented and spontaneous speech and shown to
outperform a contemporary state-of-the-art phone-based recognizer.
More recently, an ASR system was augmented with knowledge of the syllable nu-
cleus position and count in [Bartels and Bilmes, 2008]. In the oracle experiments,
the syllable nucleus count was determined by counting the number of vowel sounds
in each word. Next, the syllable location and count were estimated within a Dy-
namic Bayesian Network framework. The results for the oracle system indicated that
there is benefit in modeling the location of the syllable nucleus. However, further re-
search needs to be done on reliable estimation of the syllable nucleus location before
significant improvement can be observed.
3.2 The Linguistic Model
3.2.1 The Model Structure
This thesis uses the linguistic model introduced in used [Seneff, 2007], which is based
on the English syllable structure. Since the whole syllable is deemed too large to
generalize to unseen data, the syllable is primarily decomposed into an onset and
rhyme as previously illustrated in Figure 3-1. The onset and rhyme are associated with
sub-word units which encode pronunciation, and which could be used as pronunciation
units in a lexical dictionary. A separate sub-word lexicon file defines the phonemic
representation of the sub-word units.
The linguistic model is specified via a context-free grammar (CFG), which defines
sub-syllabic structure, and which is designed through an iterative process. First, a
small seed phonemic lexicon is converted into a sub-word representation resulting in
an initial set of labeled training data. The labeled data are parsed with the grammar
constrained by a filter that enforces the sub-word sequence provided for each word.
Any parse failures are attributed to either missing or inaccurate grammar rules or to
sub-word baseforins errors in the training data. Guided by the parse failures, manual
edits are introduced into the grammar rules or the sub-word baseforms. This process
is iterated until no parse failures are recorded.
The grammar is supported by a probability model, which is automatically trained
on a set of parsed training data. The probability model is specified to capture the
statistics of a node in the parse tree conditioned on its parent and its left sibling, and
hence, encodes spacio-temporal context. Once the probability model is sufficiently
trained and has built up considerable knowledge of the syllable structure, it can guide
the grammar in parsing new words. This whole process can be employed to incre-
mentally parse a large lexicon starting from a small set of labeled data as illustrated
in Figure 3-2. By parsing the large lexicon, an alignment is automatically generated
between the letters and the sub-word units corresponding to every lexical entry.
Larger Labeled
Corpus
armchair aa rmceh armchair :-aarm ch+ -ehr No
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Data
Figure 3-2: The boot-strapping approach that is adopted to design the context-free
rules and train the probability model. Starting with a small seed sub-word baseforms
file, the labeled data are incrementally built while fine-tuning the grammar and the
probability model. The final outcome of this iterative procedure is an alignment
between letters and sub-word units for every entry in the lexicon. This alignment is
used to train a statistical letter-to-sound/sound-to-letter model.
The ultimate goal of the linguistic model proposed in this research is, in fact, to ob-
tain a high-quality alignment between graphemic and sound units, which would result
in hybrid units that encode spelling and sound knowledge. These hybrid units, which
are denoted as spellnemes, are used to design a letter-to-sound/sound-to-letter model.
The alignment between graphemnic and sound units is guided by the linguistically-
motivated context-free grammar (CFG) and the parser franmework. The grammar
describing the sub-syllable structure and the underlying parser framework have been
previously introduced in [Seneff, 1992; Seneff et al., 1992; Seneff, 2007]. The grammar
design is covered in more detail in Section 3.2.2, where we also present two significant
outcomes of the design: (1) the sub-syllabic sub-word units and (2) the spellnemes,
which are the hybrid units encoding graphemic and phonemic information. In Section
3.2.3, we describe the probability model superimposed on the context-free grammar,
and in Section 3.2.4, we briefly present the underlying parser framework.
3.2.2 Previous Work: The Grammar
The context-free grammar (CFG) used in this research has been designed to encode
positional and phonological constraints in the English sub-syllabic structure [Seneff,
2007]. The decision to represent sub-syllabic as opposed to whole-syllabic structure
is motivated by the hypothesis that the former would generalize better to unseen
data. In [Fujimura, 1975], it was recommended that syllables be classified in terms
of classes of features such as the nucleus, and that stressed and unstressed syllables
be distinguished. These recommendations are incorporated in our sub-word design,
as will be shown in this section.
Figure 3-3 illustrates the parse tree obtained for the phrase copyright infringe-
ments with the designed grammar. The root of the parse tree is WRD, and the hier-
archical structure below the root consists of three layers. The second layer describes
the sub-syllabic structure, primarily consisting of the onset and rhyme, as illustrated
in Figure 3-1. The grammar makes use of sonority rules within a syllable combined
with the Maximum Onset Principle described in Section 3.1.1 to make informed de-
cisions about syllable boundary locations. Apart from onset and rhyme, several
linguistically-motivated categories are introduced in the CFG to account for excep-
tions and special cases in the English language. For example, pre models certain
unstressed prefixes as illustrated in Figure 3-3(b) for the word infringements. ambi
which denotes ambisyllabic, is introduced for a subset of intersyllabic consonants to al-
low ambiguity in the syllable assignment. The ambi structure models the flapped-/t/
in Figure 3-4 for the word attic. The affix category models mostly coronal conso-
nants which violate sonority rules in the coda as discussed earlier in Section 3.1.1. For
example, according to Table 3.1, SonorityScale(/t/) < SonorityScale(/s/). Hence,
the /s/ in infringements in Figure 3-3(b) violates the sonority rule in the coda and is
assigned to the structure affix. usyl, which stands for unstressed syllable, denotes
a set of combined onsets and rhymes that form frequently occurring unstressed syl-
lables such as maxnt in Figure 3-3(b). Finally, the first stressed onset and rhyme are
distinguished from the rest of the categories and are represented by the suffix 1.
We illustrate below some sample rules from the second layer of the CFG, which
define the sub-syllabic structure of English words:
WRD --- onsetl rhymel [usyl] rhyme ( usyl affix )
WRD - onsetl pre rhymel
WRD -- [pre] [onseti] rhymel usyl [ambi] rhyme [affix]
WRD -- + [onsetl] rhymel usyl [affix] onset [usyl] rhyme [rhyme]
WRD -- + [onsetl] rhymel ( ambi onset ) usyl [affix] rhyme
( ambi onset ) rhyme
WRD
onset1 rhymel onset rhyme onset rhyme
I I I I I I
k+ -aa+ p+ -iy+ r+ -ayt
I I I I I i
c o p y r ight
WRD
pre onset rhymel usyl affix
i I I I I
-axn fr+ -ihnjh maxnt +s
I I I I I
in fr inge ment s
Figure 3-3: Parse tree representation of the phrase copyright infringements as defined
by the linguistically-motivated context-free grammar. Below the word, the context-
free grammar models three hierarchical layers: the sub-syllabic structure, the sub-
word (pronunciation) units, and the spelling. In the sub-syllabic layer, the units
modeled are: onsetl, the first stressed onset, rhymel, the first stressed rhyme, prc,
an unstressed prefix, usyl, an unstressed syllable, and affix, which models consonants
that violate the sonority scale rule in the coda. The nodes in the third layer model the
sub-word units, which can be viewed as phoneme clusters with positional markers.
+ at the end of the sub-word denotes onset, and - at the beginning marks a rhyme.
The final layer maps the sub-word units to a graphemic representation, and consists
of letter clusters.
WRD
rhymel ambi usyl
-ae+ tf -axk
I I I
a tt ic
Figure 3-4: A parse tree representation of the word attic, illustrating the ambi struc-
ture. ambi is introduced to disambiguate the syllabic assignment of the flapped-/t/.
where [] denotes optional and () denotes OR.
The third layer consists of the pre-terminal nodes and describes all possible ways
sub-syllabic categories map to sub-word units. Sub-words can be viewed as interme-
diate units between phonemes and syllables that encode pronunciation information.
Sample rules that illustrate the manner in which various sub-syllabic categories are
pronounced are listed below:
onset --+ fr+
onset --- s+
rhyme -ihr
rhyme -- -ehl
usyl -- + shaxn
usyl - maxnt
affix ---+ +s
affix -- + +z
As illustrated in the samples above, the sub-word units encode positional con-
straints with a set of diacritics:
<sub-word>+ corresponds to an onset unit such as sh+.
-<sub-word>+ denotes a rhyme that corresponds to a vowel sound such as -uw+.
In essence, the rhyme would only consist of a nucleus.
-<sub-word> denotes one of two cases: (1) a rhyme that consists of a vowel sound
followed by a consonant such as -ahn or (2) a consonant cluster corresponding
to an affix unit and occurring in the coda such as -st.
+<sub-word> denotes a consonant cluster corresponding to an affix such as +jh
or the suffixes +s and +z that could end an affix structure
The reader is referred to Appendix A for a description of the grammar. Following
the design of the third layer, around 700 sub-word units are generated. Around 480
of the sub-word units are rhymes and 130 are onsets and these account for roughly
480X130 syllables. Previous work in the literature indicates that this number of
syllables is sufficient to provide a good coverage of English words. In [Ganapathiraju
et al., 2001], 275 syllables covered 80% of the Switchboard database [Godfrey et al.,
1992], and the authors chose to model words using only 800 syllables of the 9k that
were originally extracted from the data. When the LDC Pronlex English dictionary
[Pronlex], which contains around 99k pronunciations, was syllabified in [Bazzi and
Glass, 2000b], the result was 14.5k unique syllables. In [Greenberg and Kingsbury,
1997], it is reported that only 12 unique syllables cover 25% of syllables in the English
written form, and 339 syllables account for 75%. Moreover, the spoken form exhibited
similar characteristics.
The fourth and last layer of the CFG maps the sub-word units to their spellings.
Sample rules are illustrated below:
-aangk -- o n ( cI k Ix I q I ck )
-aangk -- a n ( cI ck I k )
+th --- th
+th --- the
A separately supplied lexicon maps each sub-word unit to its phonemic realization
as shown below:
-ayth ay th
-ehb eh bd
-uhng uh ng
yum y uw m
Although our sub-word model stems from linguistic knowledge, pragmatic solu-
tions are taken into consideration while designing the grammar. In our selection of
the sub-word units, a trade-off was made between data sparsity and linguistic con-
sistency. For example, as mentioned earlier, a syllable is often split into onset and
rhyme. However, these two categories are combined for a select number of commonly
occurring unstressed syllables such as shaxn and maxnt in order to reduce sparse data
and improve probability modeling. Moreover, although the ambisyllabic consonants
could be assigned to preceding or following syllables, a separate category is allocated,
again to ensure a more compact sub-word lexicon. Hence, in our design, we strove to
generate the largest sub-syllabic units that would achieve generality to unseen data
yet preserve the compactness of the sub-word lexicon.
The main goal of the CFG is to automatically derive alignments between sub-word
units and their spellings (pre-terminals and terminals). Once alignments are derived
for a corpus of words, the pre-terminals and terminals associated with each parsed
word can be concatenated together, and the result is a set of hybrid units that encode
both pronunciation and spelling information. Figure 3-5 illustrates the many-to-many
mapping between sound and letter which is encoded in the grammar and which is a
typical characteristic of the English language. For example, the sub-word -axi can
be spelled as either el or al. Also, the letter a can be pronounced -ax+ or -ey+.
Following the design of the fourth layer, the total number of hybrid units, which we
denote as spellnemes, is around 2.5k.
We illustrate below sample sub-word baseforms generated with the grammar:
abatements -ax+ b+ -eyt maxnt +s
biderman b+ -ay+ df -er+ maxn
consequential k+ -axn s+ -ax+ kw+ -ehn sh+ -axl
railcar r+ -eyl k+ -aar
Next, we illustrate the spellneme representation of the same sample shown above.
Each spellneme is of the form <spelling>_<sub-word>.
WRD
onset1 rhymel onset usyl
1+ -ey+ b+ -axl
1 a b el
(a)
WRD
pre onset1 rhymel onset usyl
I I I I I
-ax+ b+ -ihz m+ -axl
I I I I I
a b ys ml al
(b)
Figure 3-5: Parse tree representations of the words label and abysmal illustrating
the many-to-many mapping between sound and spelling in the English language. As
demonstrated in the parse trees, the sub-word -axl can be spelled as either el or al.
The letter a can be pronounced as -ey+ or -ax+. The last two layers in our proposed
hierarchical representation are combined to form hybrid units, denoted as spellnernes.
abatements a_-ax+ b_b+ ate_-eyt ment_maxnt s_+s
consequential c_k+ on_-axn s_s+ e_-ax+ qu_kw+ en_-ehn ti_sh+ al_-axl
biderman b_b+ i_-ay+ d_df er_-er+ man_maxn
railcar r_r+ ail_-eyl c_k+ ar_-aar
As will be shown in Section 3.3, the set of spellnemes will be a key ingredient in
the process of designing and training a bi-directional letter-to-sound model.
3.2.3 Previous Work: The Probability Model
The CFG presented in Section 3.2.2 is supported by a probability model, which is
trained automatically on data parsed by the grammar. With a hierachical linguistically-
motivated framework based on a CFG, it is not immediately apparent how to design
a probability model that captures linguistic knowledge from the training data as
well as constraints imposed by the grammar. Hence, pragmatic considerations are
incorporated in the specifications of the probability model. The context conditions
of the probability model are selected to achieve a balance between constraining the
data modeling and avoiding sparse data problems. Moreover, unlike stochastic CFGs
[Charniak, 1997], the probability model captures conditional statistics on the context
of internal parse tree nodes, and not on the production of the associated grammar
rule. In particular, probabilities are assigned on sibling-to-sibling (bigram) transitions
conditioned on the parent node. The bigram model within each parent category can
also be viewed as a trigram model with a spacio-temporal component, which models
the probability of each node conditioned on its left sibling and its parent [Seneff,
1992]. The process of training this conditional probability model from parsed data is
elucidated through a simple hypothetical example.
Suppose that words in the English language can be modeled by the following two
sub-syllabic rules:
WRD -- [onsetl] rhymel ( ambi I onset ) usyl [affix]
WRD --, rhymel affix
The proposed context-free rules are first converted to a network structure by
combining rules that share the same left-hand side (LHS) - in this case, the two
rules listed above. The network describes all possible interconnections among siblings
associated with a particular LHS. start and end nodes are included as special children
of every LHS category to account for the beginning and end of a parse. We illustrate
the network structure for the presented example in Figure 3-6.
0.5 0.5 1 0.25 0.25 0.5 1 0.5
start onset1 rhymel ambi onset affix usyl end
1 1 0.5
Figure 3-6: The network structure associated with the rules sharing the left-hand side
category, WRD. The structure captures the sibling-to-sibling interconnections. Each
network arc is weighted by the probability of transitioning to the corresponding right
node, given the left sibling and the parent node, WRD. The weights are trained on a
corpus of words parsed with the grammar.
Suppose that the following training data and the corresponding parses are pro-
vided:
bagels WRD -- onsetl rhymel onset usyl affix
latin WRD --) onsetl rhymel ambi usyl
urge WRD -- rhymel affix
angst WRD -- rhymel affix
The arc probabilities corresponding to the network structure of each LHS category
are trained by counting the number of times a sibling pair associated with a LHS
category occurred in the training data and normalizing by the count of the left sibling.
In the case of the network shown in Figure 3-6, if we consider the parsed training
data, we note that onseti is always followed by rhymel, and this is modeled by the
network which has an arc from onsetl to rhymel with probability 1. On the other
hand, a usyl ends a word half of the time (latin) and is followed by affix the other
half (bagels), and this is also illustrated in Figure 3-6.
Note that the grammar has now generalized to include new rules that were not
initially provided. For example, it can now parse the words rings and attics as follows:
rings WRD --- onsetl rhymel affix
attics WRD -- rhymel ambi usyl affix
In addition to modeling the probability of each node conditioned on its left sibling
and its parent, some modifications to the probability model are also introduced:
* As illustrated in Figures 3-3 through 3-5 as well as the grammar description in
Appendix A, the pre-terminal and terminal nodes in the associated parse trees
rarely have left siblings that share the same parent node. If the conditional
probabilities of these nodes are computed as discussed earlier, the conditioning
would be on the generic start symbol, and would capture no context. For
this reason, conditioning is done on the parent and the left sibling of a node
whether or not that left sibling shares the same parent. The case where the left
sibling of a node does not share the same parent is referred to as across-rule
training. To avoid inaccurate sparse data modeling, the trigrams, P(< node >
I < left_sibling >, < Parentnode >), obtained during across-rule training
are interpolated with the bigram estimates, P(< node > < Parentnode >).
Note that across-rule training is basically conditioning the left-hand side of the
grammar rules on external context. Thus the probability model is no longer
context-free.
* In order to circumvent sparse data problems at the terminal layer, terminal
probabilities are conditioned on the parent of the node and the parent of the
left sibling. In essence, the pre-terminals are treated as classes in a class n-gram.
Figure 3-7 illustrates the conditional probabilities that are computed at the ter-
minal, pre-terminal, and sub-syllabic layers. The reader is referred to [Seneff, 1992;
Seneff et al., 1992] for further details on the probability model.
Finally, we note that the probability of a unit i, given a preceding unit, j, is the
product of the conditional probabilities of all the nodes traversed along the parse tree
from j to M and down to i. M is the point where the branches leading to i and j in
the parse tree merge.
3.2.4 Previous Work: TINA, The Engineering Framework
TINA, which was introduced in [Seneff, 1992], is a natural language system devel-
oped for spoken language applications. The core technology underlying TINA is a
context-free grammar defined by hand-written rules as described in Section 3.2.2 and
WRD
rhymel ambi usyl
I _j I I
-ae+ tf -axk
a tt ic
Figure 3-7: A parse tree representation of the word attic, illustrating the context
conditions for terminals (ic), pre-terminals (t.), and the sub-syllabic layer (us yl).
Terminal no(des are conditioned on their parent and the parent of their left sibling.
The rest of the nodes are conditioned on their parent and their left sibling irrespective
of whether that left sibling shares a parent.
supported by the probability model described in Section 3.2.3. A top-down pars-
ing procedure implemented in a left-to-right fashion uses a best-first search strategy
guided by the probability model, which is superimposed on the parse tree defined by
the grammar.
In this research, we utilize the engineering principles underlying TINA not for
syntactic purposes but in order to design a sub-word model that emulates the English
sub-syllabic structure. Hence, instead of training on and parsing sentences, we do so
with sequences of sub-syllabic units.
3.3 The Bi-Directional Letter-to-Sound Model
In Section 3.2.1, we stated that the ultimate goal of the linguistic model is to obtain
high-quality alignments between graphemic and sound units. These letter-to-sound
alignments could then be used to derive a statistical letter-to-sound (L2S) model.
The CFG and the supporting probability model, which were presented in Sections
3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively, provide us with the mechanism to automatically generate
such alignments. By parsing a corpus of words with the CFG framework, we generate
alignments between pre-terminal (sub-word) and terminal (spelling) units as observed
in Figures 3-3 through 3-5. By concatenating the pre-terminals and terminals of every
parse tree, we obtain sequences of spellneme units, which are used to train a spellneme
language model. The L2S model presented in this research makes use of a spellneme
language model to capture the statistics of spellneme sequences.
The L2S model, TLpPh 4 , is modeled using finite state transducers (FSTs) [Het-
herington, 2004] and is implemented as the composition of four FSTs:
TL-Ph = TL-SP o Gsp o Tsp-s o Ts-ph (3.1)
4The subscript L-- Ph stands for letter to phoneme.
Where
TLSP is a mapping from letters to spellneme units.
Gsp is a spellneme n-gram language model.
Tsp-s is a mapping from spellneme to sub-word units.
TS-,PH is a mapping from sub-words to phonemes.
Since the spellneme units consist of concatenations of spelling and sub-word units, it
is fairly easy to derive two spellneme lexicons in terms of spelling and sub-word units
respectively. A sample spelling lexicon is illustrated below:
a -ax+ : a
ate-eyt : a t e
bb+ : b
ment_maxnt : m e n t
S_+S : S
A corresponding sub-word lexicon is illustrated below:
a_-ax+ : ax
ate_-eyt : -eyt
b b+ : b+
mentmaxnt : maxnt
S_+S : +S
The spelling and sub-word lexicons are used to derive TL SP and Tsp-s respec-
tively. TsPH, on the other hand, is obtained from a separately provided lexicon that
maps sub-words to their phonemic representation. The lexicon is provided in Table
A.4, Appendix A.
The aforementioned L2S structure can easily be inverted and used as a sound-
to-letter (S2L) model. Hence, the proposed framework is used to implement a bi-
directional L2S model.
We illustrate the L2S process for the word abysmal. When converting from letter
to sound, the word abysmal is converted to an FST which is essentially a filter that
only accepts that word as illustrated in Figure 3-8.
Figure 3-8: A simple finite state transducer representation of the word abysmal.
Each arc has a label of the form <input>:<output>. E denotes the null symbol. For
example, E:E denotes a null transition that does not absorb or emit any symbols. The
structure acts as a filter that only accepts the word abysmal.
The resulting FST is composed with TL__SP which maps the letters to a hybrid
spellnenie representation as illustrated in Figure 3-9.
Figure 3-9: A finite state transducer that maps the spelling of the word abysmal to a
spellneme representation, of the form <spelling>- <sub-word>.
Composing the FST in Figure 3-9 with Gsp results in a weighted network that
captures the statistics of spellneme strings. Once the weighted network is com-
posed with Tsps, a letter-to-sub-word model is obtained. In the abysmal ex-
ample, the top sub-word representation obtained following this last composition is
"-ax+ b -ihz -m -axl".
Another way to view the result incorporated in Figure 3-9 is as a two-stage process:
Letter clustering which amounts to segmenting the word, in this case abysmal into
all possible letter clusters as illustrated by the sample segmentations below:
abysmal
ab ys ma 1
ab y s m al
ab y sm al
Mapping to sub-words which maps the letter clusters to all possible pronuncia-
tions as follows:
ab -- + -aeb
ab --- -axb
ab -- + -aab
ys ---+ -iyz
ys -- + -ihz
ys --- -ihs
ys -- + -ays
Finally, TS-Ph maps the sub-words to their phonemic representation, and the top
phonemic pronunciation obtained for abysmalis "ax b ih z m ax 1". One can imag-
ine a similar process in the opposite direction in order to achieve sound-to-letter con-
version, e.g. generating the word abysmal from the pronunciation "ax b ih z m ax 1".
Hence, a search through TLPh/Tph-L produces a graph or an N-best list of phone-
mic pronunciations/spellings corresponding to the input spelling/pronunciation.
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Chapter 4
Automatic Lexical Pronunciation
Generation and Update
This chapter is the first in a series of four that evaluate the linguistically-motivated
sub-word units and the bi-directional letter-to-sound (L2S) model in various experi-
mental set-ups. In this chapter, we assess the performance of the L2S model and the
sub-word recognizer on the task of automatic lexical pronunciation generation. We
define the term "pronunciation" as a sequence of phonemes or a phonemic transcrip-
tion. Moreover, lexical pronunciation generation is defined as the process of learning
and producing the phonemic transcription of a lexicon.
We first describe lexical dictionaries and their role in automatic speech recog-
nizers (ASR). Then, we propose two approaches for automatically generating lexical
dictionaries:
1. Using the letter-to-sound (L2S) model, which takes letter sequences as input
and generates phonemic transcriptions.
2. Using the sub-word recognizer, which takes instances of spoken words as
input and generates sub-word sequences, which are then converted to phonemic
transcriptions.
The research presented in this chapter assumes perfect knowledge of the spelling of the
lexicon, and this knowledge is inherently embedded in both of the approaches. In the
L2S approach, the spelling of the lexicon is used as input to the system that produces
the phonemic transcriptions. In the sub-word recognition approach, the spelling of
the lexicon is necessary in order to map the obtained phonemic transcriptions to the
appropriate words and create lexical entries. The generated lexical dictionaries are
embedded in an ASR system and evaluated in terms of Word Error Rate (WER) on
an isolated word recognition task.
4.1 Introduction
Most automatic speech recognizers (ASR) use a lexical dictionary that maps words
to one or more canonical pronunciations. Lexical pronunciations are represented in
terms of sub-lexical units which are typically phonemes. Table 4.1 illustrates sample
lexical entries, where each entry is a word and its corresponding pronunciation. The
pronunciations are transcribed using the ARPABET phonetic alphabet. The reader
is referred to Appendix B for further detail regarding the phonetic representation.
Figure 4-1 illustrates the incorporation of the dictionary in Table 4.1 in a speech rec-
Word Phonetic Pronunciation
about ax b aw t
wondering w ah n d er ih ng
yesterday y eh s t er d ey
Table 4.1: Sample canonical pronunciations corresponding to the words about, won-
dering, and yesterday. The pronunciations are transcribed using the ARPABET pho-
netic alphabet, where the single-letter phones are pronounced like their corresponding
English letter. The remaining are pronounced as follows: [ax] as in about, [aw] as in
loud, [ah] as in mud, [er] as in bird, [ihj as in bid, [nrg as in sing, [eh] as in yes, and
[ey] as in day. The reader is referred to Table B.1 in Appendix B for further detail
on the phonetic representation.
ognizer and the estimation of the word transcription wondering about yesterday from
a phonetic graph. This particular example makes use of SUMMIT, the landmark-
based speech recognizer [Glass, 2003], which is described in more detail in Chapter 2.
The example illustrates the use of lexical knowledge to constrain the phonetic graph
and output a string of words.
A dictionary is typically transcribed by lexical experts and is often statically
embedded in a speech recognizer. However, when ASR systems are deployed in ap-
plications that constantly evolve such as broadcast news transcription, music queries,
or restaurant reservation systems, they require constant changes to their dictionaries
to account for new words that are often application-specific keywords. One possible
solution to this problem is to provide these applications with access to larger dic-
tionaries. However, this solution is not always advantageous. For example, in this
chapter, we consider a 2k lexicon of valid restaurant and street names collected for
a restaurant reservation domain. Examples of these words are aceituna, jonquilles,
lastorias, pepperoncinis, chungs. Of these 2k words, 500 are found in a 150k dictio-
nary, 600 words are found in a 300k Google subset, and 1.4k words are found in a
2.5 million Google subset [Google]. Thus, even as larger datasets are considered, a
substantial portion (30%) of the 2k lexicon is never found. This is not totally surpris-
ing, since the restaurant business is constantly in flux and new restaurants are always
emerging. An alternative solution is to routinely and manually update the dictionary.
However, this can be time-consuming and prone to error, particularly when the words
are unfamiliar or foreign-sounding, such as proper names or restaurants.
In this research, the phonemic dictionary is automatically learned and updated
using (1) a letter-to-sound (L2S) model, and (2) spoken instances of words in the lex-
icon which are presented to a sub-word recognizer. Both approaches are illustrated in
Figure 4-2 for the word abbondanza. In Figure 4-2(a), the L2S approach is depicted:
(a) the word abbondanza is first segmented into possible letter clusters, where the
Figure 4-1: A graphical interface to the decoding process in the SUMMIT landmark-
based speech recognizer [Glass, 2003]. The top 2 panes correspond to the acoustic
waveform and its spectrogram. The third pane depicts the network of hypothesized
phonetic segments. The best scoring phonetic sequence corresponding to the blue
(darker) segments is then shown. This is followed by the corresponding word tran-
scription.
segmentation is dictated by the spellneme units as described in Section 3.3. Next (b)
the letter clusters are transformed to sub-word units, which are finally (c) converted
to a phonemic representation using the mapping provided in Table A.4, Appendix A.
Steps (a), (b), and (c) are performed by the L2S model within the FST framework
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. The resulting phonemic sequences are concate-
nated with abbondanza to form its lexical entry in the dictionary. In Figure 4-2(b), the
sub-word recognition approach is depicted: (a) a spoken instance of the word abbon-
danza is presented to a sub-word recognizer, which outputs an N-best list of sub-word
sequences. (b) The sub-words are then mapped to a phonemic representation and a
lexical entry is generated.
The output of each approach is a lexical dictionary, which is embedded in an
ASR and assessed on an isolated word recognition task in terms of Word Error Rate
(WER).
The task of automatically generating word pronunciations is not recent, and there
has been some research in this domain using decision trees [Bahl et al., 1991] and
phonetic decoding [Maison, 2003; Fosler et al., 1996; Sloboda and Waibel, 1996; Wes-
tendorf and Jelitto, 1996]. Several researchers have also addressed the problem of
abbondanza
Sub-word
Recognizer
-ae+ b+ -axl d+ -awn +s -axz
Segmentation: 
-ae+ b+ -ow+ d+ -aen +s -axz
abbondanza
abbondanza a bb on d an z a
Letter-to-Sub-word: Sub-word
L2S -ae+ b+ -axn d+ -aen z+ -ax+ to
-ae+ b+ -axn d+ -aan z+ -ax+ Phoneme
Sub-word-to-phoneme
ae b ax n d ae n z a ae b ax n d ae n z ax aebaxldawnsaxz
ae b axn d aa n z ax ae b ax n d aa n z ax aebowdae nsaxz
abbondanza: ae b ax nd ae nz ax abbondanza: ebaxndaenzaxl
ae b ax n d aa n z ax ae b axn d aa n zax
(a) (b)
Figure 4-2: An illustration of the two implemented approaches for automatically
learning phonemic pronunciations. In Figure 4-2(a), the L2S model takes as input
the word abbondanza, and generates its phonemic transcription(s). In Figure 4-2(b),
a spoken instance of the word abbondanza is presented to the sub-word recognizer,
and its corresponding phonemic sequence(s) is/are generated.
L2S modeling [Chen, 2003; Bisani and Ney, 2005; Galescu, 2003; Decadt et al., 2002;
Chung et al., 2004; Seneff et al., 1996]. This work is different in that it uses the lin-
guistically motivated context-free grammar (CFG) developed in Chapter 3 to design
a bi-directional L2S model that is used to learn the seed pronunciations of a lexicon.
The seed pronunciations are then updated by presenting spoken utterances of words
in the lexicon to a sub-word recognizer and using the top N hypotheses as pronummnci-
ations. All the generated dictionaries are evaluated on an isolated word recognition
task in terms of word error rate. Several experiments described in this chapter are
inspired by research conducted by Chung et al. [Chung et al., 2004]. However, the
set-ups differ in the L2S model implementation as described in Chapter 3. In addi-
tion, we use a larger evaluation data - a 2k restaurant and street name lexicon - in
this research as opposed to the 200 names from the OGI corpus used in [Chung et al.,
2004].
In this chapter, the following questions are addressed:
1. How good is the quality of a lexical dictionary automatically generated by the
L2S model?
2. How good is the quality of a lexical dictionary generated using spoken utterances
and the sub-word recognizer?
3. How much improvement is obtained if the spelling of a word is used to constrain
the search space of the sub-word recognizer?
4.2 The Implementation Components
In this section, we briefly desribe the L2S model and the sub-word recognizer. For a
more detailed overview, we refer the reader to Chapter 3.
The Letter-to-Sound Model (TL--h)
At the core of the L2S model, TL-Ph, proposed in this research are the spellneme
units presented in Chapter 3. The spellnemes form a bridge between letter and sound
units and vice versa. The L2S model first segments the spelling of a word into letter
clusters, which are mapped to their spellneme counterpart. Spellneme statistics are
captured in a spellneme trigram, Gsp. The spellnemes are mapped to sub-words,
which are then converted to a phonemic representation. Hence, a search through
TL-Ph produces an N-best list of phonemic pronunciations corresponding to the input
spelling. Recall that a sound-to-letter (S2L) model can be similarly implemented.
The Sub-Word Recognizer
The sub-word recognizer is used to automatically generate phonemic transcriptions
from spoken utterances of words. Recall that a sub-word recognizer is mathematically
modeled as:
W* m argmaxP(A|S, U, W)P(SIU, W)P(UIW)P(W) (4.1)
S,U,W
Where
W* is the most likely sequence of words.
A is the set of acoustic observations.
S denotes all possible segmentations of the acoustic waveform.
U denotes all possible phone sequences.
P(AIS, U, W) corresponds to a diphone acoustic model.
P(S U, W) is the duration model, which is kept constant.
P(UIW) is the pronunciation model.
P(W) is the language model.
The reader is referred to Chapter 2, Section 2.1 for details on the derivation of Equa-
tion 4.1.
The sub-word search space is implemented within a weighted finite state trans-
ducer framework. Decoding is then viewed as finding the most likely path through
the composition 0 o R. O denotes the acoustic-phonetic graph, which models all
possible acoustic segmentations. R denotes the pronunciation graph and is itself the
composition of four FSTs:
R = CoPoLoG (4.2)
Where
C denotes the mapping from context-dependent diphone labels to context-independent
phone labels.
P represents the phonological rules that map phone labels to phoneme sequences.
L denotes the sub-word lexicon which maps phoneme sequences to sub-word units.
G is the sub-word n-gram language model.
A search through O o R produces an N-best list of sub-word sequences corresponding
to the spoken word. The output of the sub-word recognizer is mapped to a phonemic
representation using a sub-word-to-phoneme transducer obtained with the mapping
provided in Table A.4, Appendix A.
In some of the experiments in Section 4.4.2, the sub-word recognizer search space
is constrained with the spelling of the word. The constraining FST, K, is generated
by composing the spelling of a word with the letter-to-sub-word model as illustrated
in Figure 4-3. The constraint, K, is then used to generate a spelling-constrained
sub-word search space, RK, as follows:
RK = CoPoLo K o G (4.3)
Hence, a search through RK produces an N-best list of pronunciations that best match
the spelling of the spoken word.
4.3 Data Collection
For the purpose of this research, a list of -2k restaurant and street names in Mas-
sachusetts is selected as the lexicon. Data collection is conducted to record spoken
instances of the 2k words. These particular words are of interest to us because they
form critical vocabulary in our multimodel restaurant guide domain [Gruenstein and
Seneff, 2006]. The names are purposefully chosen to have relatively low Google hit
counts as reported by the Google n-gram corpus [Google]. It is worth noting that
data collection is conducted for two purposes:
1. To generate phonemic transcriptions from the collected spoken instances using
the sub-word recognizer.
abbo danza
Letter-to-Sub-word
K=
-axn:-axn
-aen:-aen -a-n+-a+
Figure 4-3: The generation of a pronunciation graph for the word abbondanza using
the letter-to-sub-word module. The pronunciation graph is used to constrain the
search space of the sub-word recognizer.
2. To evaluate the generated lexical dictionaries on an isolated word recognition
task.
An online user interface is implemented for the purpose of data collection [Choueiter
et al., 2007]. The set-up is initially designed within a more general framework to
evaluate the sub-word recognizer. First, each subject is presented with a word and
is prompted to speak it. A sub-word recognizer complemented with an S2L model is
used to generate hypothesized spellings of the spoken word. The spellings are then
filtered using the 2k lexicon, and the top 5 candidates are presented to the subject. If
the correct spelling is not in the proposed list, the subject is prompted to speak the
word again. The same process is then repeated, and a new list of top 5 candidates is
presented to the subject. If, again, the correct spelling is not in the proposed list, the
subject spells the word. Hence, the sub-word recognizer is given two chances to get
the correct word, after which, a letter recognizer is activated. The end result is that
each word in the lexicon is recorded at least once, a subset is recorded twice, and a
smaller subset is recorded twice along with a spelling. The data collection process just
described is illustrated in Figure 4-4. The data collected in spelling mode is integrated
into an unsupervised algorithm for automatic lexical dictionary generation, which is
described in Chapter 5.
Excluding the data recorded in spelling mode, 2842 utterances are collected from
19 speakers - 12 males and 7 females - and the spoken utterances pertaining to each
word are recorded by the same speaker. A breakdown and description of the collected
data is shown in Table 4.2. As implied by Table 4.2, the lexicon of Set2a and Set2b
is one and the same.
ord in Yes If counter == 0
op 5 Done Collected 1 spoken instance of wordElsif counter == 1
No Collected 2 spoken instances of word
Counter++
Yes Counter=1?
No
Prompt speaker
for spelling
Spelling
Recognizer
No ord in Yes Collected 2 spoken instances of word + 1 or
Top 5? Done more spoken spellings
Figure 4-4: Flowchart depicting the data collection process for the restaurant and
street names. Subjects are presented with a name and are prompted to speak it. The
sub-word recognizer has two chances to get the correct hypothesis, after which the
subjects are asked to spell the word.
4.4 Experiments
In all the experiments in this chapter, the SUMMIT landmark-based speech recog-
nition system is used [Glass, 2003]. The spellneme trigram, Gsp, is trained on a
300k-word subset of the Google corpus [Google]. The Google corpus originally con-
tains -13 million unique words, and is very noisy. It is reduced to -2.5 million words
by only keeping lower-cased words with alphabetic symbols. The corpus is then in-
tersected with a carefully cleaned -500k lexicon and is augmented with nouns from
the Phonebook development set and Pronlex. The result is a ~300k clean corpus of
commonly used English words.
The sub-word n-gram, G, is a trigram trained on sub-word representations of the
300k Google words obtained with the L2S model. Finally, the isolated word recognizer
Name Size Description
Set1 1142 Instance of words spoken once
Set2a 850 First instance of words spoken twice
Set2b 850 Second instance of words spoken twice
Table 4.2: Description of the collected data. A total of 2842 utterances are obtained
for a 2k lexicon. Set2a and Set2b share the same lexicon and correspond to the list
of words recorded twice during data collection.
has a 2k vocabulary as described in Section 4.3, and uses a word unigram.
Section 4.2 describes the automatic generation of the phonemic pronunciations
using the L2S model and reports on results. Section 4.4.2 describes the pronunci-
ation update process which uses spoken instances of the lexicon, and the sub-word
recognizer. Results are reported for pronunciations generated with the unconstrained
as well as spelling-constrained sub-word recognizer. Section 4.4.3 reports the results
obtained when the pronunciations generated by the different setups are combined.
4.4.1 Pronunciations Generated with the L2S Model
In this section, we report the results obtained for the phonemic pronunciations au-
tomatically generated with the L2S model. First, the 2k lexicon is presented to the
L2S model and the top, I n = 1, ..5, 10, 20, 50 pronunciations are generated for each
word. As the aforementioned description implies, the L2S approach assumes perfect
knowledge of the spelling of the lexicon. We illustrate below the top 2 L2S pronun-
ciations for three sample words:
yainnis : ( y ay n ax s I y ey n ax s )
squantum : ( s k w aa n t ax m I s k w aa n tf ax m )
shawarma : ( sh ao aa r m ax I sh ax w aa r m ax )
After generating a dictionary for the 2k lexicon, an isolated 2k-word recognizer is
built and evaluated on Set1, Set2a, and Set2b. The results are reported in terms of
WER in Table 4.3. We first observe that Setl has a lower word error rate (WER) than
Set2a and Set2b. This is expected since Set1 is the set of words that are recognized
in the first round during data collection and is likely, therefore, to be an easier set
than Set2a and Set2b. Next, the WER of Set2b is lower than that of Set2a. One
possible explanation is that subjects tend to speak the words more carefully in the
second round upon failing the first one. Finally, as expected, the WER improves
significantly as the number of alternative pronunciations is initially increased. For
example, compared to the top 1 pronunciation results, the top 10 results exhibit an
absolute improvement of 9.2%, 4.9%, and 7.8% on Setl, Set2a, and Set2b respectively.
The WER starts deteriorating as pronunciation confusion is increased, in this case
beyond 20 pronunciations.
For comparison purposes and to evaluate the effectiveness of the L2S model at
generating lexical pronunciations, manual corrections are carefully introduced by a
Setl Set2a Set2b
top 1 25.7 52.4 47.8
top 2 20.3 47.9 42.8
top 3 17.9 47.6 41.2
top 4 17.3 47.3 39.9
top 5 17.1 47.8 39.5
top 10 16.5 47.5 40.0
top 20 16.9 48.5 40.2
top 50 18.6 47.8 42.6
Table 4.3: WERs of the 2k-word recognizer on the three data sets, Set1, Set2a, Set2b
as a function of the top, I n = 1, ..., 5, 10, 20, 50 pronunciations generated by the L2S
model.
lexical expert into the top 1 pronunciations obtained with the L2S model. As shown
in Table 4.4, absolute improvements of 2.2%, 1.9%, and 3.1% are obtained for Set1,
Set2a, and Set2b respectively. The modest improvements observed following man-
ual corrections is encouraging since it indicates that the L2S model is very good at
generating valid pronunciations. In fact, in comparing Table 4.3 with Table 4.4, it is
noted that a system that includes just two automatically produced alternative pro-
nunciations outperforms a system that utilizes a single manual pronunciation for each
lexical entry.
Set1 Set2a Set2b
Original top 1 25.7 52.4 47.8
Manually corrected top 1 23.5 50.5 44.7
Table 4.4: WERs of the 2k-word recognizer before and after the phonemic dictionary
generated by the L2S model is manually corrected. The results are reported for the
top 1 phonemic pronunciations on the three data sets, Set1, Set2a, Set2b.
4.4.2 Pronunciations Generated with the Sub-Word Recog-
nizer
We proceed, in this section, to report the results for the pronunciations generated
with the sub-word recognizer described in Section 4.2. First, we recall that Set2a and
Set2b correspond to the first and second spoken utterances of the same set of words.
The words in Set2a are presented to the sub-word recognizer and the generated top,
Sn = 1, 2..5 sub-word sequences are converted to phonemic transcriptions using the
mapping provided in Table A.4, Appendix A. The phonemic sequences replace those
generated by the L2S model in Set2b. On the other hand, since there is only one
recorded instance of the words in Seti, the phonemic transcriptions corresponding
to Set1 are still generated by the L2S model. The pronunciations are concatenated
to their corresponding words in the lexicon to form lexical entries in the dictionary.
This mapping requires the knowledge of the spelling of the lexicon, which is an un-
derlying assumption in this chapter. The sample top 2 pronunciations obtained with
the sub-word recognizer are illustrated below:
yainnis : ( y uw n ax s I y uw n ax eh s td )
squantum : ( s w ih n s ah m I s w ih tq en )
shawarma : ( sh w ao r m I sh w ao r m 1 ax s )
Following this procedure, an updated 2k phonemic dictionary is obtained, and a
new 2k-word recognizer is built. Since, in this section, the pronunciations are learned
from Set2a, the recognizer is evaluated only on Set1 and Set2b.
It is first noted that the Set2b pronunciations generated by the sub-word recognizer
perform better than those obtained with the L2S model. For example, the top 5 WER
of Set2b improves by an absolute 2.2% (39.5% to 37.3%). It can be deduced that the
lexical dictionary generated for Set2b by the sub-word recognizer is a more suitable
representation than the one obtained with the L2S model. This is possibly because
the sub-word based pronunciations are generated from Set2a. The reader is reminded
that Set2a and Set2b consist of the first and second spoken instances of the same
set of words, and the spoken utterances corresponding to each word are recorded
by the same speaker. In other words, the performed recognition task is speaker-
dependent and the sub-word recognizer is capable of capturing speaker characteristics
well, whereas the L2S model cannot since it does not make use of spoken data.
The results of Set1 exhibit a different trend than those of Set2b. Although the
pronunciations of Set1 are still generated by the L2S model, the topn WERs of Set1
shown in Table 4.5 are consistently worse than those observed in Table 4.3. For
example, the top 5 WER of Setl deteriorates by an absolute 2% (17.1% to 19.1%).
One possible explanation is that the lexicon of Set2b is well modeled by the sub-word
recognizer to the extent that the resulting pronunciations of Set2b are competing
with those of Setl.
Set1 Set2b
top 1 27.8 45.9
top 2 23.4 42.0
top 3 20.1 39.8
top 4 19.4 37.8
top 5 19.1 37.3
Table 4.5: WERs of the 2k-word recognizer evaluated on Set1 and Set2b as a function
of the top, n - 1, 2..5 pronunciations generated by the sub-word recognizer. The
pronunciations of Set1 are still generated by the L2S model.
Next, the spelling of each word in Set2a is presented to the L2S model and a corre-
sponding spelling-constrained lattice, K, is generated. The resulting top, I n - 1, 2..5
pronunciations replace those previously generated by the L2S model. Similarly as be-
fore, the lexical pronunciations of Setl are still generated by the L2S model. As
illustrated below, the top 2 pronunciations obtained with the constrained sub-word
recognizer are closer to the canonical pronunciations than the ones obtained with the
unconstrained model.
yainnis : ( y ey n ax s I y ay n ax s )
squantum : ( s k w aa n t ax m I s k w aa n td ax m )
shawarma : ( sh ax w ao r m ax I sh ao w ao r m ax )
Table 4.6 illustrates the WERs of Set1 and Set2b as a function of the top,
n = 1, 2..5 pronunciations. Compared to the L2S pronunciations, the top 1 WER
for Set1 has an absolute deterioration of 0.8%, which is substantially better than the
2.1% deterioration obtained with the unconstrained sub-word pronunciations. On
the other hand, the top 1 absolute improvement for Set2b has dramatically increased
from 1.9% to 12.2%.
Set1 Set2b
top 1 26.5 35.6
top 2 22.1 34.0
top 3 19.8 33.6
top 4 19.3 32.4
top 5 19.1 32.7
Table 4.6: WERs of the 2k-word recognizer evaluated on Set1 and Set2b as a function
of the topn I n = 1, 2..5 pronunciations generated by the spelling-constrained sub-word
recognizer for words spoken twice.
4.4.3 Pronunciations Combination
So far, we have replaced the L2S pronunciations of the words in Set2a with the ones
acquired from the spoken utterances. We now proceed to combine the different ac-
quired pronunciations and report on WERs in Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. It is important
to note, again, that whereas the Set2b lexicon has alternative pronunciations obtained
from the spoken utterances, the Set1 lexicon does not. For example, if #total pro-
nunciations - 4 and # sub-word pronunciations = 2, this implies that, for the Set2b
lexicon, the last two L2S pronunciations are replaced with those obtained with the
sub-word recognizer. On the other hand, for the Set1 lexicon, all 4 pronunciations
are from the L2S model.
Table 4.7 shows the WERs of Setl and Set2b as a function of both total number
of pronunciations as well as number of pronunciations generated with the sub-word
recognizer. The observed trend is for the WERs of Set1 and Set2b to decrease as
the total number of pronunciations is increased. However, for a fixed total number
of pronunciations, the performance of Setl suffers while that of Set2b improves, as
more L2S pronunciations are replaced with sub-word pronunciations. This trend is
consistent with the previously observed results in Tables 4.3 and 4.5 where the WER
improves as the number of alternative pronunciations is initially increased. Further-
more, the increased pronunciation confusion introduced by the spoken utterances
leads to performance deterioration for Setl.
# total # sub-word Set1 Set2b
pronunciations pronunciations
2 1 22.2 33.8
3 1 20.1 32.2
3 2 20.8 32.8
4 1 19.7 29.9
4 2 20.1 31.2
4 3 20.1 31.2
5 1 18.8 31.6
5 2 19.3 30.6
5 3 19.7 29.9
5 4 19.9 29.9
Table 4.7: WERs of the 2k-word recognizer evaluated on Setl and Set2b as a function
of combined pronunciations. The first column is the total number of pronunciations,
and the second column is the number of sub-word pronunciations for words spoken
twice.
Table 4.8 exhibits similar behaviour as Table 4.7 except that the sub-word pronun-
ciations are generated with a spelling-constrained sub-word search space. We observe
that combining the spelling-constrained pronunciations with the L2S pronunciations
does not result in as much gain as that reported in Table 4.7. One possible expla-
nation is that the spelling-constrained pronunciations are not very different from the
L2S pronunciations, and hence do not introduce as much new information to the L2S
pronunciations as the unconstrained sub-word pronunciations.
Finally, Table 4.9 reports the best results for Set2b, which are obtained when the
L2S pronunciations are combined with those generated by both unconstrained and
spelling-constrained sub-word recognizers.
4.5 Summary and Discussion
In this research, we have presented a new approach towards the automatic learn-
ing of lexical pronunciations. We have evaluated our approach on an isolated word
recognition task for a 2k lexicon of restaurant and street names.
The linguistically-motivated CFG-based L2S model is used to learn the seed pro-
nunciations of the lexicon. To assess the performance of the L2S model, the top 1
L2S pronunciations are manually corrected and evaluated. The modest improvement
obtained with the manual modifications indicates the effectiveness of the L2S model.
The lexical pronunciations are then refined using spoken utterances of the lexicon,
which are presented to a sub-word recognizer. Our best results are obtained when the
L2S pronunciations are combined with both spelling-constrained and unconstrained
# total # constrained
pronunciations sub-word pronunciations
Set1l Set2b
2 1 20.8 34.4
3 1 18.1 34.0
3 2 19.3 33.3
4 1 17.9 35.3
4 2 18.9 34.0
4 3 19.0 32.2
5 1 17.9 35.2
5 2 18.5 35.1
5 3 19.2 33.6
5 4 19.1 32.2
Table 4.8: WERs of the 2k-word recognizer on Set1 and Set2b as a function of
combined pronunciations. The first column is the total number of pronunciations,
and the second column is the number of spelling-constrained sub-word pronunciations
for words spoken twice.
# total # L2S # sub-word # constrained Set1 Set2b
pronunciations pronunciations pronunciations sub-word pro-
nunciations
3 1 1 1 20.3 29.8
5 1 2 2 20.9 27.9
Table 4.9: WERs of the 2k-word recognizer on Setl and Set2b as a function of
combined pronunciations. The first coluhnn is the total number of pronunciations,
the second, third, and fourth columns are the number of L2S, unconstrained, and
spelling-constrained sub-word pronunciations for words spoken twice.
sub-word pronunciations. To provide easy comparisons among the different exper-
iments, we show in Table 4.10 the results for several experiments where the total
number of pronunciations is held constant at 3. For Seti, the best result is with
the L2S pronunciations, and the least deterioration (0.2% absolute) is obtained when
the L2S pronunciations are combined with the constrained sub-word pronunciations.
For Set2b, the constrained sub-word pronunciations perform better than the uncon-
strained setup as well as the L2S pronunciations. Furthermore, combining the three
types of pronunciations provides the best results for Set2b and the best overall results.
Although we implement and evaluate our model on an isolated word recognition
task, we envision our approach implemented in open-ended continuous-speech appli-
cations. For example, given audio waveforms and their corresponding word transcrip-
tion, the L2S model and sub-word recognizer can be used to automatically update
the dictionary corresponding to the data. Other applications involve open-ended spo-
ken queries that allow users to introduce manual corrections in case of transcription
errors. Both spoken utterances and corrections can be used to update the lexical
baseform of a pre-existing word or add the baseform of a new word to the dictionary.
Table 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9
# L2S pronunciations 3 0 0 2 2 1
# sub-word pronunciations 0 3 0 1 0 1
# constrained pronunciations 0 0 3 0 1 1
Setl WER 17.9 20.1 19.8 20.1 18.1 20.3
Set2b WER 41.2 39.8 33.6 32.2 34.0 29.8
Table 4.10: Comparison of the WERs of Set1 and Set2b as a function of pronun-
ciations. The first row refers to the Table number of the original experiment. The
second, third, and fourth rows are the number of L2S, sub-word, and constrained
sub-word pronunciations respectively.
In this research, we have assumed perfect knowledge of the spelling of a word. In
other scenarios, such as spoken dialogue systems, the user might provide a spoken
rendering of the spelling of a word. In Chapter 5, we propose and implement an
unsupervised iterative algorithm in which spoken instances of a word and its spelling
are used to learn lexical pronunciations.
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Chapter 5
Turbo-Style Algorithm: An
Unsupervised Approach Towards
Lexical Dictionary Estimation
In Chapter 4, we proposed and implemented an approach towards automatically
learning lexical pronunciations using the letter-to-sound (L2S) model as well as spoken
instances of words which are presented to a sub-word recognizer. In the previously
proposed method, we assumed perfect knowledge of the spelling of words in the
lexicon.
In this chapter, we pursue further the task of automatic lexical acquisition, and
relax the assumption of perfect spelling knowledge. We propose an iterative and un-
supervised algorithm, denoted Turbo-style, which presents spoken instances of both
spellings and words to a letter and sub-word recognizer respectively, and fuses in-
formation from both systems to boost the overall lexical learning performance. The
algorithm is used to automatically learn the phonemic dictionary of the restaurant
and street names lexicon described in Section 4.3, Chapter 4, and is evaluated in
terms of spelling accuracy, letter error rate (LER), and phonetic error rate (PER) of
the lexical entries. The automatically generated lexical dictionaries are also evaluated
on an isolated word recognition task in terms of word error rate (WER).
5.1 Introduction
The process of learning or updating the lexical dictionary of an ASR system can
be triggered by newly acquired information such as a spoken instance of a word or
its spelling. In the previous chapter, efforts were concentrated on learning a lexical
dictionary using only spoken renderings of a set of words. In this chapter, spoken
instances of the spellings of the words are also taken into consideration when learning
the lexical entries in the dictionary.
The ability to automatically learn a reliable estimate of a lexical entry (both
spelling and phonemic transcription) of a word from spoken examples, can prove quite
beneficial. For example, consider spoken dialogue systems, which have been emerging
as a natural solution for information retrieval applications [Zue et al., 2000]. Such
systems often suffer from dialogue breakdown at critical points that convey crucial
information such as named entities or geographical locations. One successful approach
proposed for error recovery in dialogue systems lies in speak-and-spell models, that
prompt the user for the spelling of an unrecognized word [Schramm et al., 2000;
Filisko and Seneff, 2005]. Figure 5-1 illustrates an example of such an error recovery
mechanism in a flight reservation domain where the user is attempting to reserve
a flight to Yamhill. In such a case, Yamhill is not in the dictionary of the flight
U I need a flight from Riga, Michigan to
Yamhill, Oregon on May ninth.
S From Riga, Michigan. Please spell the
name of your arrival city?
U YAMHILL.
Figure 5-1: Sample dialogue from a flight reservation domain where the user, U, is
trying to reserve a flight to the city Yamhill that the system, S, does not know.
reservation domain, but a spoken rendering of the spelling of the word as well as the
word itself have been provided by the user. The question that this research attempts
to answer is: Given spoken instances of both the spelling and the word, how well can
a valid lexical entry in a dictionary be learned?
Given spoken instances of a word as well as its spelling, a straightforward approach
is to present each to a sub-word and letter recognizer respectively, and to select the
top-1 outputs in order to generate a lexical entry. This approach is illustrated for
the word Yamhill in Figure 5-2(a). However the research presented in this chapter
improves upon this simple method by introducing an unsupervised iterative technique
denoted Turbo-style algorithm. A simple depiction of the Turbo-style algorithm is il-
lustrated in Figure 5-2(b), where spoken instances from two complementary domains
- spelling and pronunciation - are presented to a letter and sub-word recognizer re-
spectively. The output of each recognizer is then processed by a bi-directional L2S
model and injected back into the other recognizer in the form of soft bias informna-
tion. Such a set-up is denoted Turbo-style learning algorithm since it is inspired by
the principles of Turbo Codes [Berrou et al., 1993]. The term Turbo Code is in turn
a reference to turbo-charged engines where part of the output power is fed back to
the engine to improve the performance of the whole system.
The novel contribution of this work is two-fold: (1) spoken examples of both the
spelling and the word are used as opposed to the word only, and (2) a bi-directional
L2S model is used to exchange bias information between the spelling and pronun-
ciation domain to boost the overall performance of the tandem model. It is worth
noting that the set-up does not consult a lexicon when estimating the spelling.
YAM H I L Letter
Recognizer
yamhill: y ae m h ax I
YAMHILL Sutrd
Recognizer
(a)
SYAM HILL YAMHILL L
Letter Sub-ord
Recognizer Recognizer
yamhill: y ae m h ax I
(b)
Figure 5-2: Illustrations of two possible approaches towards learning a lexical entry
given spoken renderings of a word as well as its spelling. A straightforward method
is depicted in Figure 5-2(a), with the word and its spelling presented to a sub-word
and letter recognizer respectively and the top 1 hypotheses selected. The Turbo-style
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5-2(b), where, instead of just selecting the top 1
hypotheses, the recognizers are allowed to exchange bias information through the
bi-directional L2S model.
5.2 The Turbo-Style Algorithm
In this section, the Turbo-style iterative algorithm is presented. The basic principle
behind the proposed algorithm is to have two complementary recognizers, letter and
sub-word, exchange bias information such that the performance of both systems is
improved. In this particular implementation, the letter recognizer first generates an
N-best list, which is projected into the sub-word domain using an L2S model. The
projected N-best list is used to bias the sub-word LM, by injecting into it the pro-
nunciations that best match the estimated spelling. A mirror procedure is performed
in the sub-word domain. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5-3, and the steps for
a pair of spoken spelling and word are as follows:
1. The spoken spelling is presented to the letter recognizer, and a letter N 1-best
list is generated.
2. The letter N1-best list is transformed to a sub-word Ml-best list using the L2S
model.
3. A bias sub-word language model (LM) is trained with the sub-word Mi-best
list, and interpolated with a base sub-word LM by a factor wl. The interpolated
LM becomes the new base sub-word LM.
4. A sub-word recognizer is built with the new interpolated sub-word LM.
5. The spoken word is presented to the sub-word recognizer, and a sub-word AM2-
best list is generated.
6. The sub-word M2-best list is processed by the S2L model, and a letter N2-best
list is produced.
7. A bias letter LM is trained with the letter N 2-best list, and is interpolated with
a base letter LM by a factor w2. The interpolated LM becomes the new base
letter LM.
8. A letter recognizer is built with the new interpolated letter LM.
9. Go back to Step (1).
The aforementioned description of the Turbo-Style algorithm as well as Figure 5-3
show that 7 parameters need to be tuned:
1. N: the size of the spelling N-best list generated by the letter recognizer.
2. Mi: the size of the sub-word N-best list produced from the spelling NI-best list
using the L2S model.
3. wi: the weight assigned to the bias sub-word LM.
4. M12: the size of the sub-word N-best list generated by the sub-word recognizer.
5. N2: the size of the spelling N-best list produced from the sub-word M2-b)est list
using the S2L model.
6. w2 : the weight assigned to the bias letter LM.
7. K, the total number of times the algorithm is iterated.
The tuning of these parameters is described in Section 5.4.
5.3 Experimental Set-Up
The spellneme trigram, Gsp used by the L2S/S2L model is built with 300k parsed
nouns extracted from the Google corpus [Google]. The letter trigram, GL, is also
trained with the 300k Google words, and the sub-word trigram, Gs, with the same
set converted into sub-words using the L2S model.
For the purpose of this research, 603 Massachusetts restaurant and street names
were recorded together with their spoken spellings. This set is part of a larger data
collection effort described in more detail in [Choueiter et al., 2007], and in Section
4.3, Chapter 4. The 603 spelling/word pairs are split into a development (Dev) set
of 300 pairs used to tune the Turbo algorithm and a Test set of 303.
Spelling Letter Letter Sub-word
-----
* L2S
Recognizer Ni-best List M1-best List
Build Letter Build Bias
Recognizer The variables that require tuning are: Sub-word LM
* N1
* Mi
* N2
Interpolate * M2 Interpolate
Base+w2Bias * wl Base+wlBias
Letter LM * w2 Sub-word LM
* K (# Turbo Iterations)
BuildBuild Bias u d
Letter LM Sub-word
Recognizer
Letter Sub-word Sub-word WordS2LN2-best List M2-best List Recognizer
Figure 5-3: Illustration of the iterative and unsupervised Turbo-style algorithm used
to refine the estimates of the spelling and the pronunciation of a new word. The
algorithm presents spoken instances of a word and its spelling to a sub-word and
letter recognizer respectively. The recognizers then bias each others' LMs with their
respective N-best outputs. The N-best outputs are projected from one domain to the
other using a bi-directional L2S model.
5.4 Parameter Tuning
In this section, the process of setting the parameters of the algorithm is presented.
There are various ways of approaching this problem, and the choice here is to set N1
and M2 separately, while M1 and wl are tuned simultaneously, and similarly for N 2
and w2 . Furthermore, each parameter is tuned by considering particular modules of
the Turbo-style algorithm separately. It is worth emphasizing that an empirical ap-
proach is adopted for parameter tuning, and the author makes no claim of optimality
of the approach.
N 1 and M 2 correspond to the number of top candidate spellings and pronuncia-
tions generated by the letter and sub-word recognizers respectively. N1 is chosen to
achieve an effective compromise between capturing the correct spelling and weeding
out incorrect ones. This is done by presenting the Dev data to the letter recognizer
and monitoring the depth of the correct spelling in the top 100 candidates. By this
process, N1 is empirically set to 20.
In a similar procedure on the pronunciation side, M2 is empirically set to 50.
However, it is worth noting that, while reference spellings are available for the letter
set-up, no references are available for the sub-word set-up. To avoid having to manu-
ally transcribe sub-word baseforms, the L2S model is used to automatically generate
them similarly to the approach taken in Chapter 4.
N 2 and w 2 denote the number of top candidate spellings produced by the S2L model
and the weight of the biased letter LM respectively. The two parameters control the
amount of bias injected into the letter LM, and are tuned to improve the performance
of the letter recognizer on the Dev set. Performance is evaluated in terms of spelling
match rate. A spelling match occurs when the correct word is in the Ni-best list
generated by the letter recognizer, where N = 20. Since M2 = 50, a sub-word 50-
best list is processed by the S2L, producing a spelling N2-best list, where N2 = 20,
100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000. For each value of N2, a biased LM is trained with the
spelling N 2-best list and interpolated with a base LM. The interpolation weight, w2
is varied between 0 and 1 in 0.2 steps. For each (N2 ,w2) pair, a letter recognizer is
built and the spelling 20-best list is generated. Figure 5-4 reports the performance in
terms of spelling match rate as a function of N2 and w2, and illustrates that mid-range
values of both N2 and w2 are best. For example, the performance deteriorates when
either too much or too little weight is given to the biased LM. Based on this, N2 is
set to 1000 and w2 to 0.4.
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Figure 5-4: The spelling accuracy, in a 20-best spelling list, evaluated on the Dev set
as a function of N2 and w2.
M, and w, correspond to the number of top candidate sub-word sequences gener-
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ated by the S2L model and the weight of the biased sub-word LM respectively. They
are tuned similarly to N2 and w2, and M, is set to 1000 and wl to 0.8. The weight
assigned to the biased sub-word LM is smaller than the one assigned to the biased
letter LM (wi < w 2 ) indicating that the sub-word recognizer is more confident about
the bias information obtained from the letter domain than vice versa. This is possibly
because the spelling domain with its smaller alphabet is more constrained and hence
more reliable than the sub-word one.
K corresponds to the number of iterations of the Turbo-style algorithm. To set K,
the algorithm is run on the Dev set until little change in performance is observed.
Performance is measured in terms of top N spelling and pronunciation match rates,
as well as top 1 letter and phonetic error rate in the lexical entry. The top N match
rate reflects the number of times the correct answer is found in the top N hypothe-
ses. The results are reported in Tables 5.1-5.4, where the first column is always the
algorithm iteration number. Iteration 0 refers to the initial results of the letter and
sub-word recognizers prior to receiving any feedback information from the comple-
mentary domain, as illustrated in Figure 5-2(a). In Tables 5.1-5.2, the second to
fifth columns show the spelling and pronunciation match rates in the top 1, 10, 20,
and 100 spelling and pronunciation candidates respectively. The reader is reminded
that manually transcribed reference pronunciations are not available. Hence, for the
purpose of reporting results in the pronunciation domain, reference pronunciations
are generated with the L2S model, and are then manually edited by a lexical expert.
Turbo Spelling Match Rate
Iteration # Top 1 Top 10 Top 20 Top 100
0 18.7% 50.6% 57.6% 77.6%
1 24.3% 53.6% 62.3% 78%
2 25% 56.3% 62.6% 76.6%
3 25% 56% 62.6% 76.6%
Table 5.1: Top 1, 10, 20, and 100 spelling match rates on the Dev set as the Turbo-
style algorithm is iterated 3 times. The top N match rates indicate the frequency at
which the correct spelling is found in the top N candidates.
Turbo Pronunciation Match Rate
Iteration # Top 1 Top 10 Top 20 Top 100
0 0% 0.66% 1.33% 3.66%
1 3.66% 13% 18.33% 32.33%
2 4.33% 12.66% 21% 34.33%
3 4% 13.66% 20.33% 34.33%
Table 5.2: Top 1, 10, 20, and 100 pronunciation match rates on the Dev set as a
function of algorithm iterations.
The results in Tables 5.1-5.2 show substantial improvement in the spelling and
pronunciation match rates following iteration 2. For example, the top 1 spelling and
pronunciation accuracies improve by an absolute 6.3% and 4% respectively. While it
is surprising to see very low accuracies for the sub-word recognizer (0% top 1 accuracy
at the 0 th iteration), it is important to note that a hypothesized sub-word sequence
might still be valid even though it does not match the reference pronunciation. This
is due to the fact that words can have multiple pronunciations, particularly a lexicon
of restaurants and street names. This is further illustrated by examples in Table 5.3.
Moreover, unlike the spelling references, there is no guarantee that the pronunciation
generated with the L2S model and then manually edited are indeed true references.
Word Reference Pronunciation Hypothesized Pronunciation
hewitts hh yu+ -axt +s hh yu+ -iht +s
gallos g+ -ael -ow+ +z g+ -ehl -ows
anadolu -axn -ae+ df -axl -uw+ -aen -ax+ d+ -axl -uw+
Table 5.3: Sample words from the restaurant lexicon with their corresponding refer-
ence sub-word based pronunciations generated by the L2S model and the hypothesized
pronunciation proposed by the sub-word recognizer. The sample results suggest that
words can have multiple valid pronunciations.
Table 5.4 reports the letter and phonetic error rates (LER and PER) on the Dev
set as a function of Turbo-style algorithm iterations. Similarly to the match rate
results, a significant improvement is observed following only 2 iterations. The LER
and PER exhibit absolute improvements of 4.8% and 19.1% respectively.
Iteration # Top 1 LER Top 1 PER
0 25.3% 63.2%
1 21.1% 43.8%
2 20.5% 44.1%
3 20.6% 44.3%
Table 5.4: Top 1 letter and phonetic error rates on the Dev set as a function of
algorithm iterations.
Based on the results in Tables 5.1-5.4, and the observation that no significant
improvement occurs beyond iteration 3, K is set to 2.
5.5 Results and Discussion
The parameters are adjusted based on the Dev set as described in Section 5.4 such that
(N, A 2, N 2  2, 2M, w, K) - (20, 50, 1000, 0.4, 1000, 0.8, 2), and preliminary results
are obtained on the Test set.
a In Section 5.5.1, the quality of the generated lexical entries is evaluated as a function
of the Turbo-style algorithm iterations. Each lexical entry in the dictionary
consists of a word and its pronunciation. Hence, lexical entries are assessed in
terms of spelling and pronunciation match rate as well as letter and phonetic
error rate.
b In Section 5.5.2, the generated dictionaries are embedded in an isolated word rec-
ognizer, and evaluated on spoken instances of the restaurant and streetname
lexicon in terms of word error rate.
5.5.1 Accuracies and Error Rates of the Lexical Entries
Similar to the results reported on the Dev set, Tables 5.5-5.6 show significant im-
provement in the spelling and pronunciation match rates of the lexical entries. For
example, the top 1 spelling and pronunciation accuracies improve by absolute 7.2%
and 5.3% respectively following 2 iterations. The letter error rate reported in Table
5.7 is also found to decrease from 22.8% in iteration 0 to 19.1% in iteration 2 (16.2%
relative improvement).
The algorithm also substantially improves the almost-correct spelling rate. In this
case, almost-correct spelling is when the edit distance between the top 1 spelling and
the correct one is no more than 1 letter. The almost-correct rate increases from 43.2%
at iteration 0 to 52.8% at iteration 2. This suggests that a spelling correction has a
better chance of finding the reference word in a lexicon retrieved, say from the World
Wide Web.
Spelling Match Rate
Iteration # Top 1 Top 10 Top 20 Top 100
0 20.5% 54.1% 66.3% 77.2%
26.4%
27.7%
57.8%
59.1%
66.9%
66.9%
80.2%
79.2%
Table 5.5: Top 1, 10, 20, and
of iterations.
100 spelling match rates on the Test set as a function
Pronunciation Match Rate
Iteration # Top 1 Top 10 Top 20 Top 100
0 0.33% 0.33% 0.66% 2.33%
3.96% 16.83%
5.61% 16.5%
21.12%
20.79%
33.99%
35.64%
Table 5.6: Top 1, 10,
function of iterations.
20, and 100 pronunciation match rates on the Test set as a
Iteration #
0
1
2
Top 1 LER Top 1 PER
22.8%
19.7%
19.1%
62.8%
43.1%
43.1%
Table 5.7: Top 1 letter and phonetic error rates on the Test set as a function of
iterations.
Table 5.8 illustrates qualitative improvements in the pronunciation of sample
words from iteration 0 to iteration 2. It also demonstrates the point made in Section
5.4, where a valid hypothesized pronunciation might not be a perfect match to the
corresponding reference. For example the final pronunciation of the word olivio is
valid but does not match the reference -ow+ 1+ -ihv -iy+ -ow+.
Word Iteration 0 Iteration 2
botoloph -ao+ tf -ow+ 1+ -aof b+ -owt -axl -aolf
quans -eyn +z kw+ -aan +z
olivio 1+ -ey+ df -iy+ -ow+ -axl -iy+ v+ -iy+ -ow+
woodmans -ahn m+ -aen s+ -ihng w+ -uhd m+ -aen +s
churrascaria jh+ -ehs t+ -ehr -iy+ -ax+ ch+ -aoer+ -axs k+ -ehr
-iy+ -ax+
Table 5.8: Sample pronunciations (in sub-word units) generated by the Turbo-style
algorithm at iterations 0 and 2. The results show significant qualitative improvement
in the pronunciations following the use of the feedback mechanism in the algorithm.
Similarly, Table 5.9 illustrates sample words and their corresponding spelling imn-
provement from iteration 0 to iteration 2. As shown in Table 5.9, the bias information
obtained from the pronunciation domain could drive the spelling recognizer to a local
optimum which does not match the reference, e.g. tartufo, and vice versa. Hence, the
Word Iteration 0 Iteration 2
mncmenamy mcenaanys mcmenamys
tartufo cruso cartufo
terranova trialve trianove
helmand heelmand helmand
scutra setra scutra
Table 5.9: Sample spellings produced by the Turbo-style algorithm at iterations 0
and 2. Two out of five of the examples exhibit a full recovery following 2 iterations.
The word tartufo has an almost-correct recovery, and terranova a partial recovery.
optimality of the proposed scheme remains to be examined. For example, instead of
keeping the parameters N1, M2,, 2 , M11, and wl static, it might be more advanta-
geous to adaptively update them to reflect the confidence in the bias information.
5.5.2 Isolated Word Recognition Results
At each iteration of the Turbo-style algorithm, the top 1 hypotheses of the letter and
sub-word recognizers are concatenated to form a lexical entry in a dictionary. The
learned lexical entries are imperfect in the sense that either the spelling of a word
or its pronunciation or both could be faulty. Table 5.10 illustrates a portion of the
learned dictionaries following each iteration of the algorithm.
Reference Dictionary
botoloph : b ao tf ax 1 ao f
woodmans : w uh d m ax n z
helmand : h eh Im ax n dd
Generated Phonemic Dictionary
Iteration 0 Iteration 2
botollpah : ao tf ow 1 ao f botollph : b ow td ax 1 ao 1 f
wordmans : ah n m ae n s ih ng wordmans: w uh dd m ae n s
heelmand : hh aw m ax n td helmand : hh eh Im eh n td
Table 5.10: A portion of the phonemic dictionary learned by the Turbo-style algo-
rithm. The top portion corresponds to the reference lexical entries generated by the
L2S model. The first and second columns in the second portion correspond to the
entries generated by the Turbo algorithm in iterations 0 and 2.
The imperfect phonemic dictionaries are then each used to implement isolated word
recognizers and are evaluated in terms of Word Error Rate (WER). The performances
of the recognizers are compared to that of an isolated word recognizer built with a
reference dictionary, which is, in turn, generated by the L2S model and manually
edited by a lexical expert. This process is illustrated in Figure 5-5.
The evaluation data consists of spoken instances of the words in the Test set.
The reader is reminded that the Test set was used to generate the lexical dictionaries
whereas the evaluation data will be used to assess the generated dictionaries on an
isolated word recognition task. Though both sets share the same lexicon, they consist
of different spoken instances. Table 5.11 reports the WERs of the word recognizers
implemented with both reference and Turbo-generated dictionaries. Following two
iterations of the Turbo algorithm, the recognizer built with the final Turbo-generated
dictionary has a WER of 20.8%, and exhibits a dramatic relative decrease in WER of
63.5% compared to the first Turbo-generated dictionary. Although the reference dic-
tionary is originally superior to the Turbo-generated dictionary obtained at iteration
0, it is immediately outperformed after one Turbo iteration. Following two Turbo
iterations, the recognizer associated with the final Turbo-generated dictionary has a
42.7% relative improvement in WER over the reference dictionary. This improve-
ment is likely due to the fact that the learned lexical entries approximate the actual
pronunciations of the users more closely than the canonical forms.
5.6 Summary and Discussion
In this research, an iterative and unsupervised Turbo-style algorithm is introduced
and implemented for automatic lexical learning. A spoken example of a word and its
spelling are presented to a sub-word and letter recognizer, which recursively exchange
bias information through a bi-directional L2S model. As a proof of concept, prelimi-
nary experiments are conducted using 603 pairs of spoken spellings and words, where
half of the set is used for development and the rest for testing.
urbo L2S
Manuali Edits
Hyp dict0 Ref dietHRef idict
Hyp dict n
Build isolated Build isolated
Build isolated .from word rec from
Build isolated from 0 Refdict
word rec. from 1
Hyp dict n
Figure 5-5: Illustrations of the phonemic dictionaries learned using the Turbo algo-
rithm, and the reference dictionary generated using the L2S model followed by manual
editing. The dictionaries are then used to build isolated word recognizers.
The quality of the generated lexical entries is evaluated in two manners:
1. The spelling accuracy and the letter error rate of the generated lexical entries
exhibited significant absolute improvements of 7.2% and 3.7% respectively fol-
lowing two iterations of the Turbo algorithm. The pronunciation accuracy and
the phonetic error rate of the learned pronunciations also showed similar trends
with absolute improvements of 5.28% and 19.7% respectively.
2. The phonemic dictionaries learned at each iteration of the Turbo algorithm are
embedded in isolated word recognizers and evaluated in terms of word error
rate. The WER improved by an absolute 13.2% following two iterations of the
algorithm.
Within the same Turbo framework, it remains important to investigate (1) differ-
ent schemes for parameter tuning, (2) other methods for exchanging bias information
between different domains, as well as (3) extensions of this algorithm to more general
set-ups. As future work, the algorithm is also expected to be incorporated into a
spoken dialogue system for automatically acquiring new words.
Finally, the basic principle of the proposed algorithm is the fusion of several sources
of information, and it can be generalized to different set-ups. For example, a recent
approach to unsupervised pattern discovery in speech produces reliable clusters of
similar speech patterns [Park and Glass, 2008]. The generated clusters can be pro-
cessed by multiple sub-word recognizers whose outputs can be fused to boost the
pronunciation recognition performance.
Iteration # WER
0 34.0%
1 23.1%
2 20.8%
Reference WER
29.7%
Table 5.11: The word error rates of the isolated word recognizers built with the
learned (imperfect) phonemic dictionaries. The WER of the recognizer built with the
reference dictionary is also reported. The recognizers are evaluated on 303 isolated
words that share the same lexicon as the Test set.
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Chapter 6
A Hybrid Approach Towards
Open-Ended Recognition Using
Sub-Word Modeling
Chapters 4 and 5 addressed the problem of automatic lexical learning. In this and
the following chapter, the focus shifts towards improving word recognition through
sub-word modeling. In particular, in this chapter, we propose and implement a pre-
liminary evaluation of the sub-word units in the context of isolated word recognition.
Specifically, a sub-word recognizer is embedded in a parallel fashion as a back-off
mechanism for a word recognizer. The resulting hybrid model is evaluated in a lex-
ical access application where a user speaks a word and the word recognizer first
hypothesizes and displays the top candidate words. If the correct word is not in the
returned list, the system backs off to a sub-word recognizer.
6.1 Introduction
One of the factors impeding the broad acceptance of ASR is the frustration experi-
enced by users when the system breaks down when an unknown word occurs. For
word recognizers with fixed vocabularies, this problem is inevitable since the recog-
nizer does not have immediate access to the lexical entries corresponding to unknown
words. In this chapter, we address the unknown word problem by complementing
an isolated word recognizer with an error recovery mechanism based on a sub-word
recognizer. The parallel hybrid model - word and sub-word recognizers - is evaluated
in a simple lexical access application where a user speaks a word, and an isolated
word recognizer (Stage I) proposes and displays a list of top candidate words. If the
person rejects all the words, the system enters the second stage (Stage II), which uses
the sub-word recognizer. This process is illustrated in Figure 6-1.
The sub-word recognizer generates hypothesized sub-word sequences which are
then transformed to word spellings via a sub-word-to-letter mapping that encodes
the conditional probability P(letter sequence I sub-word). Invalid spellings are
filtered through a look-up in a large lexicon. The hybrid model is evaluated on
Yes
-- + Done
Figure 6-1: A flowchart of the hybrid model, which consists of a 55k-word recognizer
complemented with an error recovery mechanism. The back-off mechanism is based
on a sub-word recognizer.
4.7k nouns drawn from the Phonebook development set. In order to properly assess
the sub-word based error recovery mechanism in Stage II, the evaluation data are
purposefully selected to have a reasonably high OOV rate of 31% with respect to the
isolated word recognizer in Stage I.
Since the hybrid model has, potentially, an open-ended vocabulary, it is important
to compare it to a large-vocabulary isolated-word recognizer. Hence, before evaluating
the hybrid model, a 300k-word recognizer is built and assessed on the evaluation data.
Since a manually transcribed dictionary corresponding to all of the 300k lexicon is
unavailable, it is automatically generated using the L2S model proposed in this thesis.
Hence, in the process of building the 300k-word recognizer, we re-evaluate the ability
of the L2S model to automatically learn and generate phonemic pronunciations. In
Chapter 4, this aspect of the L2S model was evaluated much more rigorously.
In this chapter, we are interested in addressing the following questions: (1) How
does the open-ended hybrid system compare with a large-vocabulary isolated word
recognizer ? (2) How does the sub-word based error recovery mechanism affect the
performance of the isolated 55k-word recognizer ?
6.2 Stage I: The Word Recognizer
Stage I consists of an isolated word recognizer with a 55k-word lexicon drawn from
the LDC Pronlex dictionary [Pronlex]. The recognizer is implemented within the
SUMMIT framework [Glass, 2003]. Since the task is isolated word recognition, the
recognizer is guided by a uniform unigram language model.
6.3 Stage II: The Sub-Word Based Back-Off Mech-
anism
Stage II consists of a sub-word recognizer which acts as a back-off mechanism to the
word recognizer in Stage I. If Stage II is triggered, the sub-word recognizer produces
a string of sub-words, which is converted to a graphemic representation through a
sub-word-to-letter mapping. The sub-word and spelling estimations can be modeled
mathematically as follows:
Given acoustic observations, A, the optimal letter spelling, L*, can be written as:
L* = argmax P(L A) = argmax E P(L, SIA)
L L S
- argmax max P(L, S A) (6.1)
L S
r argmax max P(A S)P(L S)P(S)
L S
Where L is a sequence of letters, and S corresponds to the sub-words units. P(A S)
is the acoustic model, P(S) is modeled as an n-gram on the sub-words, and P(LIS) is
the conditional probability of a letter sequence given a sub-word sequence. The last
line assumes that the acoustic events, A, are conditionally independent of the letters,
L, given the sub-words, S, i.e. P(AIS, L) = P(AIS).
The product P(A S)P(S) models the sub-word search space, which can be imple-
mented as a weighted FST, R [Hetherington, 2004]:
R = Co Po Lex o G (6.2)
Where C denotes the mapping from context-dependent model labels to context-
independent phone labels, P the phonological rules that map phone labels to phoneme
sequences, Lex the sub-word lexicon, which is a mapping from sub-word to phonemic
units , and G the sub-word language model (LM). A search through R produces an
N-best list of sub-word sequences, which is denoted RN-best.
The spelling search space, as represented in Equation 6.1, can be modeled as:
L = r N-best 0 MS2L OD (6.3)
Where MS2L is a statistical sub-word-to-letter mapping which encodes P(LIS). D is a
deterministic word filter or acceptor, and is used to enforce hard spell-checking, such
that if the generated spelling is not in some large lexicon, it is rejected. Following
the filtering stage, a spelling cohort is generated.
In the rest of this chapter, we refer to the output of R as a sub-word N-best list
and the output of L as a spellings cohort.
An illustration of the sub-word based error recovery mechanism in Stage II is
shown in Figure 6-2. When an utterance is presented to the sub-word model, an N-
best list of sub-word sequences with corresponding acoustic and LM scores is produced
by the sub-word recognizer. The acoustic score is combined with a weighted LM score
to form a total score for each sub-word sequence. The sub-word list is transformed
into an exhaustive spellings cohort by using MS2L, and invalid words are filtered
out with D. D, is built with a -300k lexicon, which is a subset of the Google
corpus [Google]. To model MS2L, the 300k lexicon described in Section 6.4 is first
decoded into spellnemes using the parsing mechanism described in Chapter 3. The
ML estimate of the conditional probability P(LIS) encoded in MS2L is then obtained
simply using counts over the parsed lexicon.
Figure 6-2: A flowchart of the sub-word based error recovery mechanism. The es-
timation of the final spelling cohort is done by converting the sub-word sequences
hypothesized by the sub-word recognizer into spellings using MS2L and filtering the
result with the word acceptor, D.
6.4 Evaluation Data
Our evaluations are performed on 4682 nouns drawn from the development set of the
Phonebook telephone-quality isolated words corpus [Pitrelli et al., 1995]. The lexicon
for the isolated word recognizer in Stage I of the hybrid system consists of 55k nouns
extracted from the LDC Pronlex dictionary [Pronlex]. In our experiments, we refer
to the Phonebook nouns that are in the 55k lexicon as IV 55k (in-vocabulary), and to
the words that are not as OOV55k. There are 3228 IV5 5k and 1454 OOV55k words in
the Phonebook nouns.
100
Top 10 accuracy Top 20 accuracy
IV55k OOV55k All IV55k OOV55k All
55k 83% 0% 57% 86% 0% 59%
300k 72% 72% 72% 77% 77% 77%
Table 6.1: Comparison of the 55k and 300k isolated word recognizers, in terms of
IV55k, OOV55k, and overall accuracy. Both recognizers are evaluated based on the
top ten and twenty word candidates.
6.5 Experiments and Results
This section describes several experiments conducted on the Phonebook data. First,
a large-vocabulary isolated word recognizer is built and assessed on the '4.7k-word
evaluation dataset. This initial step allows the comparison of the hybrid system to
a large-vocabulary recognizer. Prior to evaluating the hybrid system, the sub-word
based error recovery mechanism is assessed as a function of the sub-word language
model (LM) and the size of the sub-word N-best list.
6.5.1 Large-Vocabulary Isolated Word Recognizer
In order to build a 300k-word recognizer, the L2S model is first used to automatically
generate the phonemic pronunciations of the 300k lexicon. It is noted that a subset of
this lexicon consisting of Pronlex [Pronlex] and Phonebook nouns already has manu-
ally transcribed pronunciations, and these are kept. Pronunciations are automatically
generated for the rest of the words.
The 300k-word recognizer is then evaluated on the 4682 Phonebook nouns in terms
of top 10 and top 20 accuracies, meaning that success occurs if the correct word is in
the top 10 and top 20 candidates respectively. The results are reported in Table 6.1
for the 3228 IV55k and the 1454 OOV55k words separately. For comparison, the 55k-
word recognizer is also built and evaluated on the same data sets. We note here
that all the evaluated words including the OOV55k words are in the 300k lexicon. As
reflected by the results, the performance of the IV55k and OOV55k subsets is the same
for the 300k system. This illustrates that the automatically generated pronunciations
are performing comparably to the manually transcribed ones. Furthermore, the IV55k
words suffer significant degradation with the 300k system compared to the 55k-word
recognizer (i.e. 86% to 77% for top 20 accuracy) due to the larger vocabulary.
6.5.2 Sub-Word Language Models
After evaluating the large-vocabulary recognizer in the previous section, we turn to
the evaluation of the sub-word based error recovery mechanism in Stage II of the
hybrid model.
The sub-word recognizer in Stage II produces an N-best list of sub-word sequences,
guided by a sub-word trigram LM, P(S), that is trained on a large corpus. A critical
issue is the quality of this LM. In this section, we assess the performance of the
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Figure 6-3: Accuracy of the three sub-word recognizers for different depths of the
spelling cohort evaluated on the 1454 OOV55k words. The spellings are generated
with a sub-word 1000-best list.
sub-word recognizer as a function of several sub-word language models. We train
the sub-word LMs from three training corpora parsed into sub-words: (1) the 55k
lexicon, (2) the 55k lexicon augmented with just the OOV5s5k words in Phonebook,
and (3) the 300k lexicon. Figure 6-3 compares the performance of the three sub-word
recognizers on the OOV55k words. Each of the recognizers produces 1000-best sub-
word lists which are then converted into a cohort of all possible valid spellings. A
match occurs if the correct word is in the spelling cohort, and we report accuracies
on cohorts of sizes 10, 20, and 100, as well as on the whole spelling cohorts. As
illustrated in Figure 6-3, the inclusion of only the OOV55k words in the sub-word LM
training data results in a substantial improvement in performance (i.e. 60% to 69%
for top 10 accuracy). Only a slight degradation is incurred with the full 300k lexicon
(i.e. 69% to 68% for top 10 accuracy).
6.5.3 Sub-Word N-best Depth
Next, the performance of Stage II is evaluated as a function of sub-word N-best
depth. The sub-word recognizer is generated with an LM trained on the 300k lexicon.
Since the computational requirements of the sub-word model can be significantly
reduced with a smaller sub-word N-best list, it is of interest to measure degradation
in performance as a function of sub-word N-best depth, N. As illustrated in Figure 6-
4, modest degradation is incurred in the top 10 accuracy as N is decreased from 1000
to 100 (69% to 66%).
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Figure 6-4: The sub-word model accuracy as a function of the depth of the N-best
list. Accuracy is reported on spelling cohorts of size 10, 20, and 100, as well as on
the full spelling cohort. The 300k LM sub-word recognizer is used.
6.5.4 Hybrid System Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the hybrid system in a lexical access application where a
user speaks a word and the 55k-word recognizer generates a 10-best list of candidate
words. If the correct word is not in the 10-best list, the sub-word model is triggered,
and a spelling cohort of size 10 is generated.
The 4682 Phonebook nouns are used to simulate words spoken by users. The
55k-word recognizer is used in Stage I, and all words that fail to appear in the 10-
best list are passed to the sub-word model in Stage II. In this research we focus on
the estimation of the spelling of an OOV word, not on the detection of an OOV
word. Thus, we rely on direct user feedback to achieve perfect OOV detection. In
our experiments, this is simulated by automatically passing all the words that failed
Stage I to Stage II.
In this section, we evaluate the overall performance of the multi-stage recognizer
for IV55k and OOV55k words. The 55k-word recognizer is used in Stage I, and the 300k
LM sub-word recognizer with a 1000-best list of sub-words is used in Stage II. The pie
charts in Figure 6-5 describe the percentage of matching words in a spelling cohort
of size ten for the word and sub-word recognition stages.words, Stage I proposes the
correct word among the top 10 word candidates 83% of the time. If the correct word
is not in the top 10, the system reverts to the sub-word model in Stage II. Stage II
recovers an additional 1% of the IV55k words, which now make the top-10 cut due to
the availability of alternative pronunciations beyond the ones supplied in the lexicon.
The top 10 accuracy of Stage II on the OOV55k words is 69%. We note that the top 10
list of Stage II excludes any results from Stage I. Hence, we can compare the overall
accuracy of Stages I and II to the top 20 accuracy of the 300k isolated word recognizer
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Figure 6-5: Accuracy of the word and sub-word recognition stages for a spelling cohort
of size ten evaluated on IV55k and OOV55k words.
shown in Table 6.1. The overall accuracy of Stages I-II is 79%, which outperforms
the top 20 accuracy of the 300k isolated word recognizer (77%), most probably due
to the more focused 55k-word recognizer in Stage I.
6.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we incorporated a sub-word recognizer in an error recovery mechanism
for an isolated 55k-word recognizer. Preliminary results are reported on -4.7k nouns
drawn from the Phonebook development set. The back-off mechanism, which used a
sub-word recognizer, is evaluated as a function of sub-word LM as well as depth of
the sub-word N-best list. The hybrid model is also compared with a more traditional
isolated 300k-word recognizer. In the process of building the 300k-word recognizer,the L2S model is used to automatically generate the phonemic pronunciations of
the 300k lexicon. It is important to note that the hybrid model described in this
chapter consisted of word and sub-word recognizers connected in parallel. In Chapter7, we propose to improve word recognition performance by implementing a serial
configuration of word and sub-word recognizers.
In general one can envision the sub-word model implemented within a dialogue
system, thereby taking advantage of user interactions and augmenting the system with
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a learning capability. The sub-word model would be activated upon the detection of
an OOV word, and any newly acquired word could then be added to the lexical
dictionary.
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Chapter 7
Recognition and Information
Retrieval Experiments in the
Lyrics Domain
In the previous chapters, the sub-word units were assessed in isolated word recognition
set-ups. In Chapters 4 and 5, the sub-word and L2S models were used to generate
lexical entries from recorded instances of isolated words - as well as their spoken
spellings in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, a sub-word model was integrated in parallel with
an isolated word recognizer, and was manually triggered when an out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) word was encountered.
In this chapter, the sub-syllabic sub-word units are embedded in a flat hybrid
OOV model for a continuous ASR. We denote the ASR complemented with the sub-
word based flat OOV model as hybrid ASR. As opposed to Chapter 6 where a parallel
OOV model was implemented, in this chapter, a serial OOV model is explored. The
hybrid ASR is deployed as a front-end to a song retrieval application which is queried
via spoken lyrics. Using the hybrid ASR, the spoken lyrics are first decoded into one
or more strings of words. The recognition output is then converted to an appropriate
query representation, which is used to search the song database. The retrieval system
is assessed in terms of recognition as well as song retrieval performance.
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a set-up is proposed and implemented to evaluate the performance
of the sub-word units and the L2S model in a realistic continuous speech task. The
main objective is to query a song database via spoken lyrics. This application is
part of a large-scale music database, which is accessed via a graphical user interface
complemented with a speech interface. Users can browse a song database indexed
by artist album, genre, etc through speech [Gruenstein et al., 2008]. In this work,
we extend the song retrieval features to allow query by lyrics. Users who might not
recall a song or artist name have the option of querying by speaking lyrics snippets,
as in "and it was all yellow"'.
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Since the queries are spoken, a front-end ASR decodes the utterance prior to
performing song retrieval. The decoded strings of words are then converted into a
valid query representation, which is used to search the song database.
We envision such an application deployed on smart hand-held devices, which typ-
ically have limited memory and computational resources. Therefore, it is necessary
to design speech recognizers with small vocabularies that can be efficiently imple-
mented. Moreover, querying by lyrics is an open-ended task that could involve rare
or new words unknown to the ASR. In this research, vocabulary compression and new
words are simultaneously addressed by implementing a flat hybrid ASR that decodes
a spoken utterance into words and sub-lexical units. In that respect, the research is
novel since no previous work has addressed the problem of vocabulary compression
for deployment on mobile devices or the usage of a hybrid front-end ASR.
A flat hybrid ASR, is constructed by manually omitting words in the recognizer
lexicon based on their frequency in the language model (LM) training data. This
effectively also manipulates the OOV rate of the recognizer on the LM data. Omitted
words are then replaced in the LM data with their sub-word representation. In this
research, multiple hybrid ASRs are implemented over a range of vocabulary sizes and
associated OOV rates. In order to evaluate the song retrieval model, data collection
was performed where users were prompted to record and transcribe lyrics snippets.
The recorded data is used to query a 37k-song database.
The questions that are addressed in this chapter are:
1. What are the approaches to querying a text with a spoken utterance?
2. What is the upper-bound on the retrieval performance, when reference text
transcriptions are used instead of spoken queries?
3. How does the retrieval performance vary as a function of OOV rate?
4. How do the ASR language model order and the database index size impact the
retrieval performance?
5. How does the performance of the sub-word based hybrid ASR model compare
to that of other units such as phonemes?
6. How does the performance of the hybrid ASR compare to that of a word-only
ASR?
7. What are the effects of implementing database indices that are word only, hybrid
( word and sub-word ), or sub-word only.
7.2 Related Work
The area of spoken query processing is fairly recent. However, there has been growing
interest in the field with the proliferation of increasingly small mobile devices, in-
car navigation systems, and automatic directory assistance; all of which have been
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driving research in this area. For example, speech interfaces have been explored in a
movie retrieval system [Moreno-Daniel et al., 2007], an in-car audio data retrieval via
metadata [Mann et al., 2007], a cell-phone manual retrieval system [Ishikawa et al.,
2004], and a directory assistance model [Natarajan et al., 2002]. A recent article on
voice search explored the challenges posed by the technology in areas such as speech
recognition and spoken language understanding [Wang et al., 2008].
One of the earliest efforts on document retrieval from spoken query was proposed
in [Barnett et al., 2007]. The work reported on the correlation of the retrieval precision
with the recognition error rate, the OOV rate, and the query length. The top 1 and
top 5 recognition outputs were used to create queries. It was shown that increasing
the WER resulted in decreased precision, and that longer queries were more robust
to errors than shorter queries. The results could be deemed inconclusive since only
35 queries dictated by a single male speaker were used to evaluate the spoken query
document retrieval model. Moreover, the queries were quite long, ranging from 20
to 165 words with an average length of 58 words. The effects of WER on spoken
query processing were addressed in more detail in [Crestani, 2000]. This work used
the same 35-query set for evaluation purposes. The study showed that the retrieval
performance is robust even for high WERs up to --40%, particularly for long queries.
Spoken query document retrieval was also addressed in [Wolf and Raj, 2002]. This
research tackled the problem of speech misrecognition by incorporating an a posteriori
probability weighting scheme for all the words in the lattice generated by the front-end
ASR. Moreover, to address the problem of new or OOV words, document keywords
were automatically identified in a first pass and were incorporated into the front-end
ASR lexicon. The spoken query model proposed in [Wolf and Raj, 2002], was further
explored for a business-address finder in [Wolf et al., 2004]. Results indicated that a
user interface (UI) complemented with a speech interface was more effective than a
menu-based UI. The same model was compared to a menu-based UI in an in-car music
retrieval system, and a user-study was conducted on fourteen drivers. Subjects were
evaluated on their steering and braking performances as they attempted to search
for specific songs. The results indicated that (1) the subjects were better at steering
when using the speech interface than when using the menu-based UI; (2) using the
speech interface allowed for a faster song lookup; and (3) the brake reaction time was
the same for both set-ups.
In [Chang et al., 2002] spoken query information retrieval was implemented on
mobile devices for the Chinese language. To account for the linguistic properties of
the Chinese language, character and syllable-based indexing were explored. Spoken
queries were recorded in three audio channel settings: (1) a headset microphone, (2)
a personal digital assistant (PDA) microphone, and (3) a cell-phone microphone.
Queries recorded over the cell-phone device yielded the worst results, which was
attributed to the lack of matching acoustic training data.
Information retrieval from spoken query was implemented for the Spanish lan-
guage in [Gonzalez-Ferreras and Cardeoso-Payo, 2007]. A total of 490 queries with a
mean length of 16 words were used to evaluate the system. The OOV rate was re-
duced with a two-pass strategy: (1) the top 1000 relevant documents were retrieved;
(2) those documents were used to perform vocabulary and LM adaptation. Foreign
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words, which were mostly English, were also problematic for the retrieval process.
Since the English words were pronounced with a Spanish accent, a mapping from
English to Spanish phonemes was developed manually. The mapping was used to
provide Spanish-accented pronunciations for the English words in the dictionary.
7.3 The Approach
In this research, the task is to perform song retrieval from spoken lyrics, and, hence,
it falls under spoken query processing and requires a front-end speech recognizer.
As illustrated in Figure 7-1, the spoken lyrics are first presented to an ASR system
which decodes the utterance into one or more sequences of words. The sequences of
words are then transformed into a valid query representation which is presented to
the information retrieval system. The output of this process is a list of song titles
which best match the lyrics query. In the following sections, the components of this
process are described in more detail.
Query I ,i Enformation
LyricsASR Representation Retrieval
Figure 7-1: A diagram illustrating the information retrieval process. Since the queries
are spoken, an automatic speech recognizer is first used to decode the utterances. The
ASR output is then transformed into a valid query representation which is used for
retrieval.
7.3.1 The ASR System
To build the lyrics ASR system, lyrics for -37k songs were collected from lyricwiki.ory
and used as LM training data. The total vocabulary size corresponding to the lyrics
LM training data is around 47k. The phonemic dictionary for the vocabulary is
looked up in a standard dictionary, and any missing pronunciations are automatically
generated using the L2S model as described in Section 3.3. The SUMMIT landmark-
based speech recognition system is used in all the experiments [Glass, 2003].
The Sub-Word Based Hybrid ASR
Two goals of this research are to achieve efficient ASR vocabulary compression and
to build an open-ended front-end recognizer. These are achieved by designing a flat
hybrid ASR similar to the approach in [Bisani and Ney, 2005]. The words in the lyrics
vocabulary are listed in ascending order based on their frequency in the LM training
data. The OOV rate of the ASR system is then manipulated by keeping only the top
N most frequent words in the lyrics vocabulary. By varying N, different OOV rates
can be achieved. The sub-words are inserted into the LM training data by replacing,
for each vocabulary size, all the OOV words with their sub-word representation. The
sub-words are also added to the ASR lexicon. The resulting OOV model is denoted
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flat hybrid since it predicts and models OOV words simultaneously, guided by a hybrid
LM which contains both words and sub-words. The reader is referred to Chapter 2,
Section 2.2 for further detail regarding the two most commonly implemented OOV
models - flat and hierarchical.
Table 7.1 lists the selected vocabulary sizes and their corresponding OOV rates
on the LM training data.
OOV Rate Vocabulary Size
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
9%
8%
7%
68
120
233
492
1443
1666
1942
2294
OOV Rate
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
Vocabulary Size
2766
3425
4386
5890
8572
14532
46937
Table 7.1: The vocabulary sizes implemented in the recognition and IR experiments
and their corresponding OOV rates on the LM training data.
The OOV rate is typically computed as follows:
let A = { set of all possible unique words }
let vocabulary V C A
let corpus C = (
let lv(w)
OOVrate
.. , wlcl) s.t. wi E A
if wE V
otherwise
I 1 CI 1- 1v(wi)
C
Based on the aforementioned description, the output of a hybrid recognizer may
contain both words and sub-words as illustrated in Table 7.2 for the three OOV
rates, 30%, 10%, and 3%. In these examples, the words new/beautiful, complete, and
breakable are not in the 233-, 1443-, and 5890-word vocabularies respectively.
OOV Rate Sample Recognition Output
30%
10%
3%
i never n+ -uw+ the world would be so b+ yu+ tf -ax+ f+ -axl at all
because of you i felt my life would be k+ -axm pl+ -iyt
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
Table 7.2: Sample hybrid recognition outputs for three selected OOV rates (30%,
10%, 3%) consisting of strings of words and sub-words.
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7.3.2 The IR System: Lucene
The IR toolkit used in these experiments is Lucene, a Java search engine library
[Gospodnetic and Hatcher, 2004]. The basic elements of Lucene are the term, field,
document, and index.
1. A term is a string, e.g. Coldplay.
2. A field is a named sequence of terms, e.g. Artist: Coldplay.
3. A document is a sequence of fields, e.g:
Artist: Coldplay
Song Title: Yellow
Lyrics: Look at the stars ... And it was all yellow ...
4. An index is a sequence of documents, and can be naturally viewed as a table
which lists, for each document, the terms it contains. However, the index in
Lucene is implemented as an inverted index which lists, for each term, the
documents that contain it. An inverted index results in a more efficient term-
based search. Figure 7-2 illustrates an inverted index as well as its relation to
documents, fields, and terms.
termI
D12
Documentim
termi - * D i2 Field 0 Field
Fi Nameim Contentimj
.Dim Fieldj Contentim terma termq
termd ...
term n  Dn FieldkO
n Dnm
Figure 7-2: Illustration of the inverted indexing implemented in Lucene and the
relation of the index to documents, fields, and terms.
In this research, the database is generated with the lyrics of the 37k songs described
in Section 7.3.1. Each document is a song, and it consists of fields such as artist, lyrics,
genre, album, song title, etc. The lyrics field is tokenized into terms which are then
indexed. Terms could be single words or n-grams as illustrated in Table 7.3 for the
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n-gram order Terms
she
had
something
breakable
she had
2 had something
something breakable
she had something
3 had something breakable
4 she had something breakable
4 she had something breakable
Table 7.3: Term n-grams where n = 1 ... 4 for the lyrics "she had something breakable".
Each term is on a separate line.
lyrics "she had something breakable". n-gram terms should be capable of capturing
lexical constraints, particularly if the indexing is done in the sub-word space.
Fifteen hybrid indexed databases are generated to match all the vocabulary cover-
ages listed in Table 7.1. For example, for a 90% coverage, 1443 out of -47k words are
preserved in the lyrics data and the rest are replaced with a sub-word representation.
The resulting hybrid data are used to generate a song database indexed by hybrid
terms that consist of both words and sub-words. A query produced by an ASR with
a 90% coverage would be presented to such a database.
Lucene is a search engine that combines Vector Space Modeling (VSM) [Salton
et al., 1975] and Boolean Modeling (BM). BM first narrows down the documents that
need to be scored based on the Boolean logic in the query representation, and VSM
determines how relevant a document is to a query. VSM represents a document as
a vector, where each dimension corresponds to a term. If the term occurs in the
document, its corresponding dimension in the vector has a non-zero value, which is a
function of term frequency and inverse document frequency. Hence, both queries and
documents are represented as vectors, and Lucene models the score of a query q for
document d as:
S(q, d) = coord(q, d)a(q) tf (t in d)idf (t)2 boost(t) (7.2)
tEq
Where
coord(q, d) oc n (7.3)
1
a(q) =(t) 2  (7.4)
CEt, boost(t)2
coord(q, d) assigns higher scores to documents that match more terms in query q.
boost(t) is the weight of term t and is set to 1 for all the reported results.
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The term frequency formula used in Lucene is:
Ek k,d
Where nt,d is the number of times term t occurs in document d, and the denominator
is the total number of terms in document d.
The inverse document frequency is also modeled as:
N
idf(t) = 1 + log( ) (7.6)
nt + 1
Where nt is the number of documents containing term t, and N is the total number
of documents.
7.3.3 Query Generation
An ASR system could potentially generate a top-1 hypothesis, an N-best list, or a
lattice, which can be compactly represented as a confusion network (CN) [Mangu
et al., 2000]. In order to present the output of an ASR system to the search engine,
it has to be converted into a valid query representation. A Lucene query is typically
a combination of terms and boolean operators, such as AND and OR. The AND operator
matches documents that contain all of its operands, whereas the OR matches docu-
ments that contain either of its operands. In this research, queries are generated from
N-best lists. However, for completion we briefly describe CNs.
A CN, informally known as a "sausage", is a directed and weighted graph such
that each edge is labeled with a word and its corresponding posterior. Moreover, the
sun of the posteriors of all words lying between two nodes of the graph is 1, and the
score of any path in the graph is obtained by multiplying the posteriors of all edges
in the path. The set of all paths in the original lattice is a proper subset of the set of
all paths in the CN.
Table 7.4 and Figure 7.5 illustrate the 10-best and CN outputs of a hybrid recog-
nizer with an OOV rate of 3% for the spoken utterance "she had something breakable".
As shown in Figure 7.5, a path from the start to the end node of a CN always in-
cludes all the nodes in the graph. Furthermore, all words of a particular sausage are
considered to be competing hypotheses.
A sample query composed of 2-gram terms, and generated from the top 1 hypoth-
esis in Table 7.4 is illustrated below:
"she had" AND "had something" AND "something br+" AND "-ey+ k+" AND
"k+ -ax+" AND "-ax+ b+" AND "b+ -axl"
The reader is referred to Appendix D for sample queries generated from the 10-best
list shown in Table 7.4 and the CN in Figure 7.5.
Following thorough experimentation, it is empirically determined that:
1. The AND operator heavily penalizes a document for not containing a term in the
query, by completely removing it from the list of possible matches. In this par-
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10-best list
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
is she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
as she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl +z
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl -d
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl -iy+
she had something br+ -ax+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -er+ b+ -axl
she had something br+ -eh+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
verse you had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
Table 7.4: The 10-best output of a hybrid recognizer with a 3% OOV rate for the
utterance "she had something breakable".
ticular application, such a penalty is not recommended, since words in a query
can be misrecognized by the ASR. In other words, it is unfair not to consider a
document as a possible match because it fails to contain a misrecognized query
term. For this reason all ANDs are replaced with ORs.
2. If a term, t, occurs M times in the 10-best list (M < 10), its corresponding
score in Equation 7.2 will be counted M times. Hence, Equation 7.2 inherently
boosts terms based on how frequently they occur in the 10-best list.
3. No gain is observed in using N-best lists of sizes larger than 10, for example 20.
4. Queries generated by CNs produce worse results than those generated by 10-
best lists. This can be attributed to the confusion introduced by a CN, which
models substantially more competing hypotheses than a 10-best list.
5. No gain is observed in using the posteriors obtained by the CNs as term boosters
in Equation 7.2.
Therefore, in this research, queries are generated from 1 and 10-best lists as follows:
(1) Each recognition output is converted into a sequence of n-gram terms which are
combined with ORs; (2) in the case of a 10-best list, the queries corresponding to each
recognition output are again combined with ORs.
7.4 Data Collection
In order to evaluate the song retrieval system, data collection is conducted as fol-
lows. 1k songs are selected from the 37k-song database, and divided into groups of
50. Twenty subjects (13 males and 7 females) are instructed to listen to 30-second
snippets of 50 songs each, and to record any portion of the lyrics that they heard.
Subjects were also prompted to transcribe their recordings. The transcriptions are
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he:he/8.57849
E:E/0.0285539
as:a.75414 you:you/7.33778 -ax+:-ax+/6.47299
rateis for tis/3.8515 utterance/8.18619 she had:had soethin :soeakabr+:br+ The n:-eytwork f0.00246igu23 k+:k+/0.000is spl35816it ininclusive of the 10-best list shown in Table 7.4.see:seeong retrieval s/7.459 she:ystem. The recordings and the typed t-eh+:-eh+/6 not e.9786rror-free sice93
sea:sea/9.27459
verse:verse/7.90513
she's:she's/8.09387
-axl:-axU0.000873053 8:F/0.00064674 E:/0.00379243
-ax+:-ax+/0.00141357 c:e/0.000869652
-er+:-er+/6.62453 4 b+:b+/0.000593004 C-oo+:-oo+/9.41215 -ow+:-ow+/10.5465 -ow+:-ow+/8.68241 2 +z:+z/7.23718 J 3 -i +:-i 4-17.88378 14
-uw+:-uw+/9.20661 v+:v+/7.40893 -ow+:-ow+/8.53124 EiF2.6286e-05 +z:+zl8.3098 -d:-d/8.80511 +:+7/6.12153
-ihxl:-ihxV7.40894 
-d:-d/9.70875 
-d:-d/6.71434
Table 7.5: The confusion network generated by a hybrid recognizer with a 3% OOV
rate for the utterance Morhe had something breakable. The network figure is split inefi-
half for lack of space and is real. left to right. Note that the confusion network is
inclusive of the 10-best list shown in Table 7.4.
terated as refqueriesnce, and are used to provide an upper-bound on the performance of
the song retrieval system. The recordings and the typed texfirst thre not error-free since
the subjects sometimes misheard words or phrases, replaced contractions, or changed
word or phrase order. Moreover, some of the entries are very generic and not benefi-
cial in terms of song retrieval. This is reflected in the results, where, even with the
reference queries, a, perfect retrieval performance is not obtained. Table 7.6 shows
sample problematic queries provided by subjects. For the first three examples, errors
are highlighted in italics and the correct lyrics are displayed in the second column.
The last two rows are examples of uninformative entries that are not likely to yield
accurate retrieval.
Typed Lyrics Correct Lyrics
,now i need to step up and be strong i know i need to step up and be strong
there's no need to cry and mourn there's no need to cry anymore
i'll be holding you by new years eve i'll be over you by new years eve
whiskey whiskey
la la la la la la
Table 7.6: Sample problematic queries typed and spoken by subjects during data
collection. The first three examples illustrate errors produced by subjects highlighted
in italics and the corresponding correct version in the right column. The last two
examples illustrate generic entries.
Figure 7-3 illustrates the distribution of the length of the submitted queries, where
length is defined as the total number of words in the query. The average length of
the queries, which ranged from 1 to 48 words, is 8.5.
Next, Figure 7-4 displays, for each vocabulary size in Table 7.1, the OOV rate on
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Figure 7-3: The distribution (histogram) of the length of the recorded utterances in
terms of number of words.
the LM training data versus that on the collected evaluation data. As illustrated by
the plot, the relation between the OOV rates on the two datasets is almost linear.
Furthermore, when the OOV rate is 0% on the training data, it is at the non-zero
value of 0.2% on the evaluation data. This reinforces the claim that, even with a
large vocabulary, a speech recognizer may encounter new words in the test data.
7.5 Recognition Results
As described in Section 7.3.1, the speech recognizer is the first module of the spoken
IR process. In this section, we report its performance in terms of Sentence Error Rate
(SER), Word Error Rate (WER), and Sub-word Error Rate (SWER). All the results
reported in this section are obtained with 3-gram language models (LMs).
7.5.1 Sentence Error Rates (SER)
For every vocabulary size listed in Table 7.1, two speech recognizers are built: (1) a
word-only ASR which only contains the words in the vocabulary, and (2) a hybrid
ASR which contains all the words in the vocabulary as well as the sub-syllabic sub-
word units. Table 7.7 shows sample outputs from both configurations for an OOV
rate of 30%, as well as the references. The examples illustrate the role that the sub-
word units play when an OOV word is encountered. The hybrid model is still prone
to error as shown in the last row; however, the claim is that the sub-word units would
still be able to correctly model some of the OOV words, such as "..-axn my n+ -eym"
shown in the last row of Table 7.7.
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Figure 7-4: OOV rate of the LM training data versus that on the evaluation data over
all the implemented vocabulary sizes. The internal plot is a zoom-in on the [0-2%]
OOV rate region.
Figure 7-5 compares the SER of the two configurations over all the vocabulary
sizes. Both models exhibit an expected decrease in SER as the vocabulary size is
increased. Moreover, introducing the sub-word units into the recognizer leads to a
decrease in SER compared to the corresponding word-only set-up. However, the dif-
ference in SER between the two configurations becomes smaller for larger vocabulary
sizes. For example, for a 50% OOV rate, the word-only SER is 99.3%, whereas the
hybrid model SER is 88.8%, which is a 10.5% absolute improvement. On the other
hand, for a 1% OOV rate, the word-only SER is 67%, and the hybrid SER is 65.3%,
which is a 1.7% absolute improvement.
7.5.2 Word Error Rates (WER)
In this section, the WERs of both configurations are analyzed and compared over the
range of vocabulary sizes. It is worth noting that utterances containing OOV words
might also exhibit errors at the vicinity of the OOV words [Bazzi and Glass, 2000a].
This phenomenon is illustrated in the last example of Table 7.7, "it for my dreams".
Hence, when analyzing the WER of the hybrid model, it is important to also assess
how well the sub-word units are able to correct words in the neighborhood of the
OOV words.
As illustrated in Table 7.7 the outputs of the word-only and the hybrid models
potentially contain a different number of units. So comparing WERs of the two models
would not provide an accurate description of their relative performances. In order to
fairly compare WERs, we resort to replacing sub-word sequences in the hybrid model
with an <OOV> tag as illustrated in Table 7.8. Such a solution still penalizes the
hybrid recognizer for an OOV word even if the prediction is correct and the sub-word
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she had something she had something she had something
good girl br+ -eyk -ax+ b+ -axl breakable
i never new the world i never n+ -uw+ the never knew the world
would be so blue for world would be so would be so beautiful
all b+ yu+ tf -ax+ f+ -axl at all
at all
hear it for know
-ihs
to hear you
-axn my n+ -eym
i love to hear you whis-
per my name
Table 7.7: Sample outputs from the word-only and the corresponding hybrid ASR
as well as the references. The examples illustrate the
detect and model OOV words which are highlighted in
ability of the hybrid ASR to
italics.
Word-Only ASR Hybrid ASR Reference
she had something she had something she had something
good girl <OOV> breakable
i never new the world i never <OOV> the never knew the world
would be so blue for world would be so would be so beautiful
all <OOV> at all at all
i know to hear it for i know to hear you i love to hear you whis-
my dream <OOV> my <OOV> per my name
Table 7.8: Sample outputs from the word-only and the corresponding hybrid
where the sub-word sequences are replaced with <OOV>. This replacement is
in order to compare word error rates of the two set-ups.
ASR
done
sequence corresponds to the unknown word. Hence, any improvement in WER is due
to the correction of words in the vicinity of the OOV words.
Figure 7-6 illustrates the WER of the word-only and hybrid models, where in
the latter, all sub-word sequences are replaced with an <OOV> tag. Similarly to
SER, the WER of both configurations decreases consistently as the vocabulary size is
increased. Additionally, a significant gain in WER is introduced by the hybrid model
when the OOV rate is large (> 10%). This gain decreases to an absolute 1.9% on
average for smaller OOV rates (< 10%).
7.5.3 Sub-word Error Rates (SWER)
In section 7.5.2, the WER of the hybrid ASR was computed by converting all sub-
word sequences to <OOV>. This provided a preliminary comparison of the hybrid
ASR to the reference as well as the word-only ASR. To gain a better understanding of
the performance of the hybrid ASR model relative the word-only ASR, we report sub-
word error rates in this section. The outputs of the word-only and the hybrid ASRs
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Figure 7-5: The sentence error rates for the word-only and the hybrid ASRs reported
over the range of implemented vocabulary sizes.
as well as the reference transcriptions are converted to an all sub-word representation
as shown in Table 7.9.
The results are then compared, and sub-word error rates are reported in Figure
7-7.
The results in Figure 7-7 are consistent with those in Figures 7-5 and 7-6 with an
improvement in SWER as a function of vocabulary size. Moreover for large OOV rates
(> 10%) and corresponding small vocabulary sizes ( < 1443 words), a considerable
absolute gain in error rate, ranging between 5.3% and 36.3%, is obtained.
7.6 Information Retrieval (IR) Results
7.6.1 Performance Metrics
After reporting speech recognition results in the previous section, IR performance is
discussed in this section. IR performance is evaluated in terms of average recall and
depth of the correct match. The recall for any particular query is:
Recall = Relevant n Retrievedl
SRelevantl
Relevant is the number of correct (relevant) documents, which could be greater than
one, and Retrieved is the total number of returned songs, which is fixed to 100 in
all the experiments. Hence, recall is the ratio of the total number of relevant songs
retrieved by a search over the total number of relevant songs. Note that, if the correct
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Figure 7-6: The word error rates for the word-only and the hybrid ASRs reported
over the range of implemented vocabulary sizes. In the case of hybrid ASRs, sub-word
sequences are replaced with the <OOV> symbol prior to computing word error rates.
song is retrieved, Recall = 1, otherwise, Recall = 0. Figure 7-8 illustrates the space
of retrieved and relevant documents as well as their intersection, if any.
7.6.2 Reference Results
As mentioned in Section 7.4, during data collection, subjects were prompted to tran-
scribe the lyrics snippets they recorded. The typed data served as reference, and are
used to provide an upper bound on the performance of the IR system. Each of the
reference texts is transformed into a query of 1-gram, 2-gram, 3-gram, and 4-gram
terms as described in Section 7.3.3. Table 7.10 reports the results in terms of average
recall over the ik songs and for index sizes 1 to 4. As expected from the discussion
in Section 7.4, the reference queries do not yield a 100% average recall. The largest
improvement in average recall is obtained when increasing the index size from one to
two. Increasing the index size to three yields a minor improvement, beyond which we
observe a deterioration in average recall.
Figure 7-9 illustrates the cumulative number of matches as a function of depth for
all the implemented index sizes. Note that a significant portion of the matches fall
below depth 10, e.g., 94% for the 3-gram index. Based on the results in Table 7.10
and Figure 7-9, the 3-gram result is selected as an upper bound for the rest of the
experiments.
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sh+ -iy+ hh -aed sh+ -iy+ hh -aed sh+ -iy+ hh -aed
some th+ -ihng some th+ -ihng some th+ -ihng
g+ -uhd g+ -erl br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
i n+ -ehv -er+ n+ i n+ -ehv -er+ n+ -uw+ n+ -ehv -er+ n+ -uw+
-uw+ the w+ -erld the w+ -erld w+ -uhd the w+ -erld w+ -uhd
w+ -uhd b+ -iy+ b+ -iy+ s+ -ow+ b+ -iy+ s+ -ow+
s+ -ow+ bl+ -uw+ b+ yu+ tf -ax+ f+ -axl b+ yu+ tf -ax+ f+ -axl
f+ -aoer+ -aol at -aol at -aol
i n+ -ow+ to hh -ihr i n+ -ow+ to hh -ihr i 1+ -ahv to hh -ihr you
it f+ -aoer+ m+ -ay+ you 1+ -ihs -axn w+ -ihs p+ -er+ m+ -ay+
dr+ -iym m+ -ay n+ -eym n+ -eym
Table 7.9: Sample outputs from the word-only and the corresponding hybrid ASR and
reference transcriptions where all words are replaced with a sub-word representation.
This conversion is done in order to compare sub-word error rates of the set-ups.
Index Size
1
2
3
4
Average Recall
0.852
0.887
0.889
0.871
Table 7.10: Average recall for the reference transcriptions as a function of index size.
7.6.3 1-best and 10-best Results
In this section, we compare the IR results for 1-best versus 10-best recognition out-
puts. All recognition outputs are obtained using a 3-gram LM and are converted into
queries of 1-gram and 2-gram terms. In Section 7.6.4, the effect of increasing the
index size as well as the LM order, is reported.
Figure 7-10 illustrates the average recall as a function of the implemented vocabu-
lary sizes. Figure 7-10 shows that 10-best outputs generate better results than 1-best,
and 2-grami terms perform better than 1-grams. The results also exhibit improvement
with the increase in vocabulary size, but it almost plateaus beyond 4.4k. For exam-
ple, using the whole 47k-word vocabulary produces an average recall of 0.822, while
using only a 4.4k-word vocabulary in combination with the sub-word units generates
an average recall of 0.806. The relative deterioration in recall is 1.9%, but the relative
decrease in vocabulary size is a significant 90.6%.
Figure 7-11 illustrates the cumulative number of correct matches as a function
of depth. For clarity only four operating points corresponding to vocabulary sizes
of 233, 1.7k, 4.4k, and 47k are shown. The results are obtained with 10-best ASR
outputs and 2-gram indices. Similarly to the reference result, which is shown as a
bold black solid line, the majority of the correct matches fall below depth 10, e.g.,
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Figure 7-7: The sub-word error rates for the word-only and the hybrid ASRs reported
over the range of implemented vocabulary sizes. The sub-word error rate is obtained
by converting the ASR outputs and the reference transcriptions into an all sub-word
representation and comparing the results.
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Figure 7-8: An illustration of relevant and retrieved document spaces as well as their
intersection, which is shaded. In this research, the number of retrieved documents is
always 100.
80% and 88% for the 233-word and 47k-word vocabularies respectively.
7.6.4 Effect of the Index Size and the ASR LM Order
The results of the previous section are obtained with an ASR guided by a 3-gram LM
and with 1-gram and 2-gram indices. In this section, the effects of the LM order and
the index size are investigated. Figure 7-12 illustrates the average recall as a function
of index size and ASR LM order. The evaluated hybrid ASR system has a 492-word
vocabulary and a 20% OOV rate. A small-vocabulary hybrid recognizer will often
hypothesize sub-word sequences. For this reason, a 492-word ASR is purposefully
selected to investigate whether larger index sizes and LM orders, which can model
longer sub-word sequences, can yield any performance gain. The results, reported
over a range of LM orders, consistently show that most of the gain is obtained when
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Figure 7-9: The cumulative number of correct matches (out of 1k) as a function of
depth (0 to 99) for the reference transcriptions. Results are shown for index sizes 1
to 4.
increasing the index size from one to two. A small gain is obtained for an index of size
three, followed by deterioration with size four. As far as the LM order is concerned, we
notice that, across all index sizes, the 4-gram LM outperforms the rest. In particular,
for a 492-word hybrid ASR, the best average recall is 0.772 and is obtained with a4-gram LM and an index of size three.
7.6.5 Comparison to Alternative Sub-word Types
So far, we have reported results for the linguistically motivated sub-syllabic units
proposed in this thesis. In this section, two hybrid IR systems are implemented with
different units, and compared to the sub-syllabic sub-words:
1. phonemes: are the smallest abstract vocal gestures that distinguish words, for
example ih, and eh in bit and bet. There are 61 phonemes in the English
language.
2. small sub-words: are based on the original sub-words units except that the
units corresponding to the rhye me sub-syllabic structure are further divided into
nucleus and coda as illustrated in Figure 3-1, Chapter 3. For example, -ihng
becomes -ih! !ng, and -eyn becomes -ey! !n. A total of 335 small sub-words
are generated from the original linguistically-motivated sub-word units. Table
C.1 in Appendix C lists the original rhymes and their decomposition into nucleus
and coda.
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Figure 7-10: The average recall for 1-best and 10-best recognition outputs reported
over the range of implemented vocabulary sizes. Results are shown for 1-gram and
2-gram indices. All the ASR systems are built with 3-grams LMs. The best reference
result is shown as a black solid line.
Table 7.11 illustrates sample outputs for word-only and hybrid recognizers with a
233-word vocabulary. In this particular example, all three hybrid models, sub-words,
small sub-words, and phonemes, generate a perfect representation of the OOV word,
waiting, whereas the word-only recognizer cannot possibly succeed.
Type of unit Sample output
word been with you for you oh so long
sub-word been w+ -ey+ tf -ihng for you oh so long
small sub-word been w+ -ey+ tf -ih! !ng for you oh so long
phoneme been w ey tf ih ng for you oh so long
reference been waiting for you oh so long
Table 7.11: Sample recognition outputs for each of the implemented units: words,
sub-words, small sub-words, and phonemes. The outputs are generated with a 233-
word recognizer.
Prior to evaluating the different sub-word types, we first check whether the smaller
units, such as the phonemes, benefit more from a larger LM order than the original
sub-words. This is achieved by comparing the average recall associated with sub-word
and phoneme-based hybrid ASRs over LM orders ranging from 2 to 7. Average recall
is computed for 2-gram and 3-gram indices, and are reported for a hybrid ASR with
a 30% OOV rate (233-word vocabulary) in Figure 7-13. A small-vocabulary ASR is
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Figure 7-114. The cumulative number of correct matches as a function of depth (0
to 99) for four operating points corresponding to 233, 1.7k, 4.4k, and 47k-word vo-
cabularies. Results are obtained with 10-best ASR outputs and 2-gram indices. The
reference result is also shown as a bold black solid line.
purposefully selected for evaluation for the same reason as that cited in Section 7.6.4.
It is first notuld be expl that the phoneme units do not benefit much from an LM order larger
than four. Moreover, the linguistically motivated sub-word units perform better than
the phonemes. For example, for a 4-gram LM and 3-gram index, the sub-word based
system has an average recall of 0.749, whereas the phoneme-based system has an
average recall of 0.707.
Following the comparison of the sub-word and phoneme-based hybrid ASRs as
a function of LM order, the average recall associated with the three types of hybrid
recognizers: sub-words, small sub-words, and phonemes is evaluated over the range of
implemented vocabularies in Figure 7-14. The cumulative number of correct matches
is also shown in Figure 7-15 as a function of depth. Again, for clarity, four operating
points corresponding to the vocabulary sizes 233, 492, 1.7k, and 4.4k are illustrated.
All the recognizers are guided by 4-gram LMs, and 3-gram indices are used. The
plots demonstrate that the original sub-words consistently outperform the other units.
This could be explained by the fact that the original sub-words are larger than the
other units and are, hence, more linguistically constrained. This also explains why
the smaller sub-words perform better than the phonemes. Moreover, the difference
in performance between the different set-ups becomes smaller with the increase in
vocabulary size.
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Figure 7-12: The average recall as a function of index size (1 to 4) and ASR LM
order (3 to 6). The queries are generated from 10-best recognition outputs. Results
are obtained for 492-word hybrid ASRs with a 20% OOV rate.
7.6.6 Comparison to the Word-Only Set-up
In this section, the retrieval performance of the hybrid model is compared to that of a
word-only recognition system. We also experiment with a hybrid recognizer in which
the sub-word model only serves as an OOV detector. For clarification, we briefly
review the first two set-ups and provide a definition for the third:
1. Word-only: the recognizer lexicon and LM only contain words. Hence, the
recognition output, and consequently the query, can only consist of words.
2. Hybrid: the recognizer lexicon and LM contain both words and sub-words. The
recognition output as well as the query can consist of both words and sub-words.
3. OOV detector: the recognizer lexicon and LM contain both words and sub-
words. The recognition output initially consists of both words and sub-words.
However, the hypothesized sub-word sequences are used as OOV detectors and
are ignored after generating the query. For example, if the query generated by a
hybrid ASR is as follows (wordl word2) (sub-wordl word3) (word4 sub-word2),
then the corresponding query for the OOV detector model would be (word1 word2)
(word3) (word4).
Table 7.12 illustrates sample outputs from the aforementioned set-ups and their cor-
responding queries consisting of 2-gram terms. Figure 7-16 compares the hybrid,
word-only, and OOV detection set-ups in terms of average recall as a function of
implemented vocabularies. Figure 7-17 illustrates the cumulative number of correct
matches as a function of depth for the four operating points 233, 492, 1.7k, and
4.4k-word vocabularies. The recognizers all are guided by 3-gram LMs and 2-gram
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Figure 7-13: Comparison of the original sub-words and phonemes in terms of average
recall as a function of LM order. The results are reported for 2-gram (left) and 3-
gram (right) indices. The queries are generated from 10-best recognition outputs.
The results shown are for 233-word ASR systems with a 30% OOV rate.
indices are used. For small vocabularies, the IR process significantly benefits from
the sub-word model. For example, for a 233-word vocabulary with a 30% OOV rate,
the average recalls of the hybrid, OOV detection, and word-only models are 0.739,
0.542, and 0.434 respectively. Furthermore, using the sub-word model for OOV de-
tection only is advantageous over not using it at all, as in the word-only model. This
is possibly due to the fact that the OOV detection model reduces the errors in the
vicinity of the OOV words as mentioned in Section 7.5.2.
7.6.7 Sub-word Based Indexing
In Sections 7.6.2 through 7.6.6, database indexing was either word-based or hybrid
- including both words and sub-words. In this section, we investigate the effect of
implementing a sub-word only database index, and we compare its retrieval perfor-
mance to that of a hybrid index. To generate the sub-word based index, the lyrics
are first converted to an all sub-word representation. Then, for every sub-word based
term, the list of songs that contain it is generated. In this section, we report results
for 4-gram ASR LMs and 3-gram database indices. To obtain a valid sub-word based
query, the ASR outputs are converted to an all sub-word representation as described
in Section 7.5.3. Figure 7-18 compares the average recall of the sub-word only index
to the hybrid index over the implemented vocabulary sizes. It is important to note
that the sub-word vocabulary used in this section underwent minor modifications
compared to the previously described experiments in this chapter. Hence the results
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Figure 7-14: The average recall for the sub-word, small sub-word, and phoneme based
hybrid ASRs. The results are reported over the range of implemented vocabulary
sizes, and are obtained with 4-gram LMs and 3-gram indices.
for the hybrid database index are slightly different from those reported in Figure 7-16.
The results in Figure 7-18 indicate that, for all except the 68-word front-end ASR,
the sub-word only index performs similarly or improves upon the hybrid index. The
improvements can be attributed to the pure sub-word representation, which rewards
partially correct words. A significant advantage to using a sub-word only database
index as opposed to a hybrid one is the ability to accommodate any front-end rec-
ognizer irrespective of the OOV rate. For example, whether the front-end recognizer
has an 1%, 10%, or 50% OOV rate, the recognition output can be converted to an all
sub-word representation and presented to the same sub-word only indexed database.
7.7 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we addressed the problem of song retrieval from spoken lyrics. A
continuous ASR is implemented as a front-end to an indexed database. Vocabulary
compression and open-ended query recognition are achieved by designing a flat hy-
brid ASR capable of hypothesizing strings of words and sub-words. To account for
uncertainty in the recognition output, 10-best lists are examined as well as 1-best
outputs. The recognition outputs are converted into a valid query representation
prior to searching the song database.
The performance of the front-end recognition system is reported in terms of sen-
tence, word, and sub-word error rates. The hybrid ASR is shown to outperform a
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Word-Only she had something good girl (she had) (had something) (something
good) (good girl)
Hybrid she had something (she had ) (had something) (some-
br+ -eyk -ax+ b+ -axl thing br+) (br+ -eyk) (-eyk -ax+)
(-ax+ b) (b -axl)
OOV Detector she had something (she had) (had something) (something)
br+ -eyk -ax+ b -axl
Table 7.12: The queries composed of 2-gram terms and generated for each of the three
recognition set-ups, word-only, hybrid, and OOV detector for the utterance "she had
something breakable".
word-only system over a range of out-of-vocabulary rates (1%-50%) with the gain
being significant for large OOV rates (>10%).
The retrieval performance is also assessed as a function of ASR N-best size, lan-
guage model order, and the index size, which are set to 10, 4, and 3 respectively
following a thorough empirical study. Moreover, the sub-words outperformed alter-
native linguistically-motivated sub-lexical units such as phonemes. In the future, we
aim to compare the sub-words to graphones, which are hybrid units generated using
a data-driven approach [Bisani and Ney, 2002, 2008].
We observed that when the vocabulary size is dramatically compressed, the hybrid
model suffers little loss in performance. For example, as shown in Figure 7-19, a
rea.sonable operating point is with a 4.4k-word hybrid ASR guided by a 4-gram LM.
As illustrated in Figure 7-19(a), at that operating point, a minor 1.3% loss in average
recall is observed compared to the 47k-word ASR. Moreover, Figure 7-19(b) shows
that, at a depth of 10, 743/1000 songs are correctly retrieved with the 4.4k-word model
versus 766/1000 for the 47k-word ASR. This corresponds to a small 3% deterioration
in performance. On the other hand, the vocabulary has been compressed by more
than a factor of 10. A small vocabulary could be an important consideration for
implementation on a hand-held device.
We also implemented and compared three types of database indices: (1) a word
only; (2) a hybrid; and (3) a sub-word only. We observed that a sub-word only
index had the best performance, possibly since the sub-lexical representation rewards
partially correct terms.
Although the spoken retrieval model presented in this chapter was implemented
in the music domain, one can envision various scenarios where the model can be
advantageous such as a news article browser or a directory assistance application.
Moreover, a speech modality for a retrieval system is appealing in many situations.
For example, it is a convenient medium to access hands-free speech-enabled systems
used in vehicles. Speech interfaces can also enhance keyboard interaction with hand-
held devices, which are becoming increasingly small.
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Figure 7-15: The cumulative number of correct matches as a function of depth (0 to
99) for the four operating points 233, 492, 1.7k, and 4.4k-word vocabularies, which
correspond to Figures 7-15(a), 7-15(b), 7-15(c), and 7-15(d) respectively. The results
are obtained with 4-gram LMs and 3-gram indices, and are plotted for phonemes,small sub-words, and sub-words.
small sub-words, and subwords.
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Figure 7-16: The average recall for three ASR models: (1) a word-only; (2) an OOVdetection; and (3) a hybrid model. The OOV detection model operates by using
a hybrid ASR front-end, and ignoring any hypothesized sub-word sequences during
retrieval. The results are reported over the range of implemented vocabularies, and
are obtained using 3-gram ASR LMs and 2-gram indices.
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Figure 7-17: The cumulative number of correct matches as a function of depth (0 to
99) for the four operating points 233, 492, 1.7k, and 4.4k-word vocabularies, which
correspond to Figures 7-17(a), 7-17(b), 7-17(c), and 7-17(d) respectively. The results
are obtained with 3-gram LMs and 2-gram indices, and are plotted for the sub-word
based hybrid ASR, the OOV detection model, and the word only ASR.
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Figure 7-18: A comparison of the retrieval performance for the hybrid versus sub-
word only database index. Average recall is reported as a function of the implemented
vocabulary sizes. The sub-word vocabulary used to generate this plot underwent
minor modifications compared to the previously described experiments in this chapter.
Hence the results for the hybrid database index are slightly different from those
reported in Figure 7-16.
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Figure 7-19: Figure 7-19(a) illustrates the best recall results obtained with the hybrid
model as a function of the implemented vocabulary sizes using a 4-gram LM and 3-
gram indices generated from 10-best recognition outputs. Figure 7-19(b) is a plot of
the cumulative number of correct matches as a function of depth (0 to 99) for the five
operating points 233, 492, 1.7k, 4.4k, and 47k-word vocabularies.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Future Work
8.1 Summary
In this thesis, we addressed the problem of sub-word modeling, which involves rep-
resenting words with sub-lexical units. We argued that such a model could be ad-
vantageous in a number of speech recognition applications. For example, a sub-word
recognizer could learn the pronunciation or spelling of a word, depending on whether
the sub-word units encoded pronunciation or graphemic knowledge or both. More-
over, if a word-based ASR is augmented with a sub-word model, either within a serial
or parallel configuration, it would be able to handle new or out-of-vocabulary words.
In this section, we summarize the contributions and outcomes of this thesis.
An Overview of Previous Research
Addressing The New Word Problem
One of the motivations for sub-word modeling is the ability to model any word,
including new words, with strings of sub-lexical units. Hence, sub-word modeling is
a potential solution to the new or out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word problem. Through
a thorough literature review, we demonstrated that the new word problem is an
inevitable challenge that faces ASR. We claimed that, in order to handle OOV words,
ASR should undergo a paradigm shift from vocabulary design to that of using more
intelligent models that can detect and learn new words. We then presented a detailed
overview of previous work on OOV modeling, which includes (1) OOV word detection,
and (2) OOV word learning. We reviewed the two most common approaches towards
OOV modeling: (1) the filler model, that can be viewed as a hierarchical or parallel
approach towards OOV modeling, where first the OOV word is detected, and then
it is modeled using some form of sub-lexical representation; and (2) the flat hybrid
model, which can be viewed as a serial approach that detects and models OOV words
simultaneously. Finally, we showed that learning an OOV word involves the update
of the ASR dictionary with a lexical entry, and this is tied with sub-word modeling.
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Letter-to-Sound/Sound-to-Letter Modeling
Letter-to-sound/sound-to-letter (L2S/S2L) modeling is concerned with the process of
converting symbols from one domain to another, namely pronunciation to spelling
and vice versa. Such a process involves learning an alignment between sound and
graphemic units and this inherently goes hand in hand with sub-word modeling. The
L2S/S2L models proposed in previous research spanned data-driven and linguistic
approachies as well as sub-lexical units that modeled: (1) phonemes, (2) phoneme
clusters, (3) letters, (4) or combinations of phonemes and letters. The developed
S2L/L2S models were successfully evaluated on grapheme-to-phoneme and phoneme-
to-grapheme conversion for English dictionaries [Galescu and Allen, 2001; Bisani and
Ney, 2002], proper names [Galescu and Allen, 2002], and foreign dictionaries such as
German and French [Bisani and Ney, 2002, 2008].
The Sub-Syllable as a Sub-Lexical Unit
The sub-word units proposed are sub-syllabic in nature. Our choice was motivated
by several phonological theories and seminal doctoral theses that argued that the
syllable is a critical linguistic unit that can account for a number of crucial phono-
logical aspects such as phonotactic constraints, stress, and tone as well as certain
phonological phenomena, such as /t/-flapping and /r/-insertion and deletion. Syl-
labic and sub-syllabic units have also been slowly emerging as basic recognition units
in ASR instead of phonemes. The claim is that syllables and sub-syllables are more
reliable than phonemes since they are larger linguistically-motivated units capable of
capturing phonotactic constraints and higher-level prosodic knowledge.
Linguistically-Motivated Sub-word Modeling
We proposed sub-words based ASR instead of the conventionally used word-based
model. The sub-word units presented in this research encode only pronunciation
information and can be considered agglomerations of one or more phonemes. They
were primarily designed using context-free rules that encode sub-syllabic linguistic
knowledge such as positional and phonological information. The grammar also made
use of sonority rules within a syllable combined with the maximal onset principle to
make informed decisions about syllable boundary locations. The grammar consisted
of four hierarchical layers: (1) The root node, which consisted of a word; (2) the
second layer defined the sub-syllabic structure of English words; (3) the third layer
defined all possible ways sub-syllables can be pronounced in terms of sub-word units;
and (4) the fourth layer described all possible ways sub-words can be spelled. The
grammar, which was derived from training data through a boot-strapping procedure,
was supported by a probability model, which enhanced the context-free rules with
scores based on frequency of usage in a large training set. The grammar parsed
words using a best-first search strategy guided by the probability model. Though the
proposed sub-word model initially required some manual labor, its appeal lies in its
relative simplicity ( a four-layer grammar supported by a probability model ), and the
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elegance of the notation scheme, which tied directly to a phoneme notation typically
used in phoneme-based speech recognizers.
A Letter-to-Sound Model
The alignment between the third and fourth layers in the proposed grammar gave rise
to hybrid units denoted as spellnemes, which encoded both spelling and pronunciation
knowledge. We leveraged these hybrid units to build a bi-directional L2S model. We
described in detail the design of the spellneme units, as well as the implementation
of the L2S model using finite state transducers (FSTs). At the core of the L2S model
was a spellneme language model which was trained on spellneme sequences obtained
by parsing a set of words through the grammar. The L2S model was extensively
evaluated on the task of automatic lexical learning. The S2L model was implemented
in a lexical access algorithm, as a back-end to a sub-word recognizer, which converts
novel phonemic sequences to a valid graphemic representation.
Automatic Lexical Learning
We presented a thorough empirical study on automatic lexical learning using the L2S
and S2L models. In the first set of experiments, perfect knowledge of the spelling
was assumed, and two approaches were proposed for automatically generating lexical
entries: (1) the L2S model, which converted letter sequences into a valid phonemic
representation; and (2) a sub-word recognizer, which decoded spoken words into sub-
word strings that were converted to phonemic pronunciations. The generated lexical
entries were evaluated on an isolated word recognition task, and the following results
were noted: (1) the lexical dictionary automatically generated with the L2S model
was comparable in performance to a dictionary that was manually edited by lexical
experts; (2) initial improvement in recognition performance was observed as more
alternative phonemic pronunciations were incorporated by the L2S model into the
dictionary. However, the performance eventually degraded as pronunciation confu-
sion was increased, in this case beyond 20 pronunciations; (3) when pronunciations
generated from spoken data and a sub-word recognizer were combined with L2S-based
pronunciations, further improvement in recognition performance was observed.
In the second set of experiments, the assumption of perfect spelling knowledge
was relaxed and a lexical entry was learned from spoken renderings of a word and
its spelling. We proposed an iterative and unsupervised algorithm, which presents
spoken instances of both spellings and words to a letter and sub-word recognizer
respectively. The output of each recognizer was then processed by a bi-directional
L2S model and injected back into the other recognizer in the form of soft language
model bias. The algorithm was denoted as Turbo-style in reference to Turbo Codes,
which follow the same feed-back loop principle. The algorithm was evaluated in
terms of spelling accuracy, letter error rate, and phonetic error rate of the lexical
entries. The automatically generated lexical dictionaries were also evaluated on an
isolated word recognition task in terms of word error rate. Following evaluation, the
following was observed: (1) the spelling accuracy and the letter error rate of the
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generated lexical entries exhibited significant absolute improvements following only
two Turbo iterations; (2) the pronunciation accuracy and the phonetic error rate of
the learned pronunciations also showed similar trends; (3) the phonemic dictionary
obtained following two iterations of the Turbo algorithm significantly outperformed
a manually transcribed dictionary on an isolated word recognition task.
A Parallel Hybrid ASR Model
We evaluated the sub-word units in an isolated word recognition task by embedding
a sub-word recognizer in a parallel fashion as a back-off model for a word recognizer.
The resulting hybrid model was evaluated in a lexical access application where a user
spoke a word and the word recognizer hypothesized and displayed the top candidate
words. If the correct word was not in the returned list, the system triggered the
sub-word recognizer. In the process of building the hybrid model, several aspects of
the sub-word model were assessed: (1) the performance of the sub-word recognizer
in the error recovery system was evaluated in isolation as a, function of sub-word
language models and N-best list depth; (2) in order to properly evaluate the open-
ended hybrid model, it was compared to a large-vocabulary recognizer. In the process
of building a large-vocabulary recognizer, a phonemic dictionary corresponding to the
lexicon was automatically generated using the L2S model. Hence, in this research, we
further evaluated the ability of the L2S model to automatically generate phonemic
pronunciations. The parallel hybrid model was able to correctly recover OOV words
in its top-10 output 69% of the time. Moreover, it outperformed the large-vocabulary
recognizer on an isolated word recognition task.
A Flat (Serial) Hybrid ASR Model
In this research, we also evaluated the sub-word units in a continuous flat hybrid ASR.
The model was denoted as "flat hybrid" since it predicted and modeled OOV words
simultaneously guided by a hybrid LM which contained both words and sub-words.
The flat hybrid ASR was designed as follows: (1) a set of words was purposefully
omitted from the ASR lexicon, hence manipulating its OOV rate on the language
model training data; (2) the sub-lexical units were integrated into the LM training
data by replacing all the OOV words with their sub-word representation; (3) the sub-
lexical units were added to the ASR lexicon. The hybrid ASR was implemented as an
open-ended lyrics recognizer, which was used as a front-end to a song retrieval system.
To account for uncertainty in the recognition output, N-best lists were examined
as well as 1-best outputs. The song retrieval model was evaluated in terms of (1)
speech recognition performance of the front-end ASR; and (2) retrieval performance
of the overall system. The performance of the front-end recognition system was
reported in terms of sentence, word, and sub-word error rates. The hybrid ASR was
shown to outperform a word-only system over a range of OOV rates. The retrieval
performance was assessed as a function of ASR, N-best size, language model order,
and the index size. Following an empirical study, a 10-best recognition output was
generated guided by a 4-gram language model. The recognition output was post-
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processed to generate a valid query representation and was presented to a database
of index size 3. Moreover, the linguistically-motivated sub-word units outperformed
other types of sub-lexical units such as phonemes. We observed that even with a
dramatic reduction in vocabulary size (by more than a factor of 10), the hybrid model
suffered only minor loss in retrieval performance. Vocabulary compression becomes
of interest if the retrieval model were to be deployed on small footprint devices.
8.2 Future Work
We have presented a linguistically-motivated sub-word model and extensively eval-
uated it over a range of applications. Different directions can be taken to extend
and improve this work. In this section, we propose various extensions to the research
developed in this thesis.
Sub-word Acoustic Modeling
In this research, the sub-word units were incorporated into the LM of an ASR. Pre-
vious work has demonstrated gain in performance from integrating sub-lexical units
into a speech recognizer from an acoustic modeling perspective [Hausenstein, 1997;
Wu et al., 1998a,b]. Speech utterances were automatically segmented into sub-lexical
units larger than phonemes such as syllables, and acoustic models were trained on
measurements extracted over the segments. In [Wu et al., 1998a], it was argued that
speech intelligibility shows dependence on relatively slow changes of 2-16 Hz in the
spectrum of the speech signal, and the suppression of modulations in the 28 Hz range
significantly degraded speech intelligibility. This claim motivated the use of sylla-
bles as the basic recognition units instead of phonemes, since modulations in this
frequency range (2-16Hz) are associated with the typical durations of syllables.
Data-Driven Approaches Towards Sub-word Modeling
The design of the sub-word units was guided by phonological and linguistic knowl-
edge. Previous research have explored the automatic generation of sub-lexical units
using data-driven approaches [Deligne and Bimbot, 1997; Bisani and Ney, 2002, 2008;
Galescu and Allen, 2001]. A possible extension to this research is a merge of the two
approaches where syllabic and sub-syllabic structure can be automatically discov-
ered. Since, in this research, the sub-word units were developed within the context
of a context-free grammar, one possible approach towards automating this process is
through grammar induction [Duda et al., 2000]. The grammar describing sub-syllabic
structure could be inferred from a set of observations.
On another level, it would also be valuable to conduct a thorough empirical study
comparing linguistically-motivated and data-driven approaches both qualitatively and
quantitatively.
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Automatic Lexical Learning
We have implemented several algorithms for automatic lexical learning in an isolated
word recognition setting. An extension to this work would be a dynamic incorporation
of these algorithms into dialogue systems. For example, speak-and-spell models,
that prompt the user for the spelling of an unrecognized or OOV word, have been
successfully implemented within dialogue models for the acquisition of city names
[Bauer and Junkawitsch, 1999; Filisko and Seneff, 2005] and proper names [Schrammnnn
et al., 2000]. One can envision feeding the spoken instances of the word and its
spelling to the Turbo algorithm and dynamically adding the generated lexical entry
to the underlying ASR dictionary. It would be interesting to explore the impact of
such an approach on the quality of human-machine interaction, particularly when a
word that was previously out-of-vocabulary is encountered again in a dialogue.
Improvements and Extensions to the Turbo Algorithm
The Turbo algorithm involved letter and sub-word recognizers that transferred bias
information to each other through a bi-directional L2S model. The algorithm imple-
mentation entailed a number of parameters associated with the recognizers' N-best
list size and the weight of the bias. The parameters were tuned in an empirical and
local fashion that did not necessarily guarantee a global optimum. Moreover, the
parameters were tuned once on a development set. Multiple improvements can be
introduced to this approach. For example, the parameters can be optimized simul-
taneously using, for example, simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983]. The
parameters can also be adaptively tuned based on incoming observations.
The core of the Turbo algorithm is the fusion of several sources of information
in order to improve overall decoding performance. Such a concept can be extended
to different set-ups. For example, a recent approach to unsupervised pattern discov-
ery in speech produced reliable clusters of speech patterns [Park and Glass, 2006].
Such clusters could potentially be mapped to a phonetic representation using sub-
word recognition. Since a cluster consists of multiple occurrences of similar acoustic
patterns, it can be processed by multiple sub-word recognizers integrated in a feed-
back structure. Based on the performance observed in this thesis, one can envision
an improvement in sub-word recognition performance. On a side note, if sub-word
recognition is also followed by S2L, a graphemic representation can be obtained and
a lexical entry is learned.
OOV Word Detection
One of the areas that we explored was sub-word modeling for lexical access. A sub-
word recognizer was incorporated in parallel with a word recognizer, and was triggered
manually whenever the word recognizer failed. An extension of this approach for
continuous ASR would be a filler model which would automatically detect the OOV
word, and then hypothesize a string of sub-lexical units. The filler approach has been
thoroughly investigated with phoneme-based OOV models in [Asadi et al., 1990; Bazzi
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and Glass, 2000a,b; Bazzi, 2002], and successfully implemented in continuous ASR.
The filler model can also consist of sub-syllabic sequences which could yield better
performance than phonemes due to the higher linguistic constraint.
OOV Word Modeling
In this thesis, we integrated the sub-word units in a flat hybrid model initially pro-
posed in [Bisani and Ney, 2005] for continuous ASR. The result was a recognizer that
could decode a spoken utterance into a string of words and sub-words. The proposed
approach can be extended to estimate the graphemic representation of hypothesized
OOV words. This can be achieved either by using spellnemes as the basic sub-lexical
units or by post-processing sub-word sequences with a S2L model.
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Appendix A
The Sub-Lexical Context-Free
Grammar
We describe the grammar designed to encode the sub-syllabic knowledge of English
words. In particular, we list excerpts of the context-free rules in a hierarchical fashion
starting with a root node denoted as WRD:
The Second Layer defines the structure of .WRD in terms of sub-syllabic units such
as onset and rhyme.
The Third Layer describes how the sub-syllabic structures are pronounced in terms
of sub-words that consist of phonemic clusters augmented with positional and
phonological knowledge.
The Fourth (Terminal) Layer defines the graphemic representation of the sub-
word units.
The following conventions are used for the context-free rules:
a. A term of the form .<category> denotes the left-hand side of a context-free rule.
b. The lines following a .<category> are alternative right-hand sides and are sepa-
rated by I I or by a newline.
c. [<category>] denotes optional.
d. (<categoryl> <category2> ... <categoryN>) is equivalent to <categoryl> OR
<category2> OR ... <categoryN>.
A.1 The Second Layer: The Sub-Syllabic Repre-
sentation
.WRD
function_word onset rhyme
functionword [usyl]
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rhymel (affix usyl affix2)
rhymel ambi usyl usyl [affix2]
onsetl rhymel [usyl] rhyme (usyl affix2)
onsetl pre rhymel
[pre] [onsetl] rhymel usyl [ambi] rhyme [affix]
[onsetl] rhymel usyl [affix] onset [usyll rhyme
[onsetl] rhymel (ambi onset) usyl [affix] rhyme
rhymel (affix affix2) onset rhyme affix [affix2]
rhymel (affix affix2) usyl
rhymel [usyl] function_word [rhyme] [affix]
rhymel affix [rhyme] function_word onset rhyme
A.2 The Third Layer: The Sub-V
[rhyme]
(ambi onset) rhyme
Vords
.pre
maek (-axl -ax+
maxn II maxnt II
-aexl I -ahxv I
-axjh I -axl II
.usyl
-axv
-ihx+
-axd
-axld
-axnt
shaxn I
-iyx+
-axf II
I -axlt
I -axp I
-axn -ihng nax+)
max+ II maxk I
I -aox+ I1 -ax+
-axm II -axn I I
yaxr I I
I -owx+
-axg I I
I -axm I
-axr II
yaxl I I
II -uhx+
-axjh II
I -axn I
-axrd I
I I -axp
-ihx+ I
I -axd I
-axr I I
-ehxl II
I I -ax+
-axk I I
-axnch
-axrg I
I -axb I maxr
-uhx+ iI -axk I
I -axf 11 -axg I
-axs 11 -axsh II
-aexl II -aox+ II
I I -axb II -axch I1
-axkt I1 -axl I
II -axnd II -axnjh 1
I -axs II -axsh II
.ambi
de II df 11 dth II dz 11 er 11 g+ II ny II sz II tf II th+
.affix
+jh II +ch II +zh II +sh II +th [+s] II +s +th II +z II +s
.onset
sh+ II sh+ m+
s+ I w+ II v+
b+ [w+] II d+
fy+ I fl+ II
kr+ 1I + II b
II sht+
I I vr+
[w+] II
dr+ I I
1+ I I b
sn+ 11 I sk+ 11 skw+
th+ [r+] II tr+ ll
II
II
d+
f+
r+
ts+
vw+ I
II t+
I gl+
I ch+
kw+ II
k+ (y+
I1 tw+
I I gr+
II pl+
II skr+ 11 sp+ [1+]
v+ II kl+ II kr+ II
m+ [y+]
w+) II
II k+ II
II gw+ I
II pr+ I
I I spr+
zh+ [w+
I I n+ II
p+ [y+] I
g+ I Iy+
I jh+ I I
I r+ I I s
II st+ I
] II z+ [
hh [w+] I
I p+ [w+]
I I fr+ II
kl+ I I
1+ I sm+
I str+
w+] II
.onset1
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III
I I
II w+
II sth+ I de I I s+
II kw+ II k+ y+ II
(1+ r+ n+ m+ w+ t+) I
II p+ [w+] II b+ [w+]
I y+ 1I fr+ 11 fl+ II
II ts+
m+ y+ I
I sh+
II d+
fy+ II
II s+ f+ II s+ (w+
I p+ y+ II hh [w+]
I w+ II v+ (1+ r+)
[w+] II t+ II tw+
dr+ II f+ 11 gl+
v+) II dth I
II s+ [k+] w+11
II vw+ II v+ll
I k+ [w+] II
I gr+ 11 gw+11
.rhymel
yaor II yus 11 yuz II yut
-oe+ I I
-aey+ I
-eher+
-uhng I
-aarshi
-iehr I
-aan I I
-00+ I
-ah+
II -en+
-uhg
-aer
-ihr
-aarn
-a+ I I
-ao+
II -er+
I -oy+
-ahr
-owr
I -aen
I I yub I I yuk
-aa+ I I
II -aoer+
II -ey+
II -ow+ I
II -aor
II -aaen
II -aern
-aaer I I
II -aw+
II -eyb
-uw+ I
-aorth
II -ori+
II -ehn
I I yum I I
-aaer+ II
II -ay+ I
II -ih+ II
I -uwg I I
II -awr I
II wuhl I
II -ahln I
yun I
-aauh+
I -ayiy+
-iy+ II
-uer+ II
I -ayr I
I waar I
I -ahlb
yu+ I I
II -ae+ II
II -eh+ I
-uh+ II
-aar II
I -ehrll
I waa+II
II -ahn II
.functionword
what II des II the
II some
II at II do II who II one II none II
A.3 The Fourth (Terminal) Layer: The Graphemic
Representation
.yaor
u [h] r II urr II eure II ure II ure
.yu+
e (w u)
yu II
.yut
ute I
I I
u g
i e (w u)
h II ou I I
e a u II u [e] II u y II
ull ut
I utte
.yub
u b [e]
.yuk
uque II uke
Syum
ur eU
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fth+
sht+
sh+
vr+
g+ I
of II
come
I
. yun
yun
.yus
use
. yuz
use
.+s
xx [e]
.+th
th IJ
.+zh
ge
.+z
sl
.-a+
a
e II un e II yun
II eauce 11 0 U S
s Eel II c e II ' s II z
the
(s z) II ss 1II es I s ' II z e
. -aa+
(a o) II a h II a a I a j II a s
. -aab
o (b bb) II a b
. -aach
a ch I I o [t] ch I I a t ch l a c ch
.-aad
od II o d d II ad [h
. -aael
al
.-aaen
an
. -aaer
ar
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. -aaer+
ar
. -aaert
art
.- aaf
o (f ff) II o p h I a f II a f e II a ff II a a f
.- aag
(a o) g
.-aahn
on
.- aajh
o d g [e]
II a g g II ogg II ague II
age II ag II aj II agg
.-aak
oc II eauc II o (x ck ch c k) II
a (ch c) II a k k II o c c II o ck e II
a c c II a a ck
o (ck ch)
a q ll
A.4 The Sub-word-to-Phoneme Mapping
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ogh
a c ch I I
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
+ch ch +jh jh
+s s +sh sh
+th th +z z
+zh zh 
-a+ ( ax I ey )
-aa+ aa 
-aab aa bd
-aach aa ch 
-aad aa dd
-aadh aa dh 
-aael ( aa ae ) 1
-aaen ( aaI ae ) n 
-aaer ( aa ae) r
-aaer+ ( aa r er I ax ) -aaert ( aa r I er ax ) td
-aaf aa f 
-aag aa gd
-aahn ( aa alh ) n -aajh aa jh
-aak aa kd 
-aal aa 1
-aam aa m 
-aamb aa ( mn bd i )
-aamp aa m pd 
-aan aa n
-aanch aa n ch 
-aand aa n dd
-aang aa ng 
-aangk aa ng kd
-aaljh aa n jh 
-aant aa n td
-aaol ( aa Iao ) 1 
-aap aa pd
-aar aa r 
-aarb aa r bd
-aarch aa r ch 
-aard aa r dd
-aarf aa r f 
-aarg aa r gd
-aarjh aa r jh 
-aark aa r kd
-aarl aa r 1 
-aarm aa r m
-aarn aa r n 
-aarp aa r pd
-aarsh aa r sh 
-aart aa r td
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Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation } Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation-aas
-aasp
-aat
-aauh+
-aaxn
-aazh
-aeb
-aed
-aef
-aeg
-aek
-aelb
-aelp
-aemp
-aench
-aeng
-aenjh
-aep
-aerd
-aern
-aesh
-aesp
-aet
-aev
-aexn
-aexr
-aey+
-aez
-ah+
-ahchl
-ahdh
-ahg
-ahk
-ahlb
-ahljh
-ahlim
-ahlp
-ahmnl
-ahn
-ahnd
-ahngk
aa s
aa s pd
aa td
( aa | uh)
(aa ax) n
aa zh
ae bd
ae dd
ae f
ae gd
ae kd
ae 1 bd
ae 1 pd
ae in pd
ae n ch
ae ( ng ng gd )
ae n jh
ae pd
ae r dd
( ae I er ) n
ae sh
ae s pd
ae td
ae v
( ae ax ) n
(ae ax) r
(ae ey)
ae z
ah
ah ch
ah dh
ah g
ah kd
ah 1 bd
ah 1 jhahIm
ali 1 m
ahl I pd
ah in
ah n
ah n dd
ah ng kd
-aash
-aast
-aath
-aav
-aaz
-ae+
-aech
-aedh
-aeft
-aejh
-ael
-aelf
-aenm
-aen
-aend
-aengk
-aent
-aer
-aerf
-aes
-aesk
-aest
-aeth
-aexl
-aexnd
-aexs
-aeyd
-aezh
-ahb
-ahd
-ahf
-ahjh
-ahl
-ahlf
-ahlk
-ahln
-ahlt
-ahmp
-ahnch
-ahng
-ahnjh
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aa sh
aa s td
aa th
aa v
aa z
ae
ae ch
ae dh
ae f td
ae jh
ae 1
ae I f
ae m
ae n
ae n dd
ae ng kd
ae n td
ae r
( ae er) f
ae s
ae s kd
ae s td
ae th
( ae ax ) 1
( ae ax ) n dd
( ae ax) s
( ae ey) dd
ae zh
ah bd
ah dd
all f
ah jh
ah 1
ah 1 f
ah I kd
al I n
ah 1 td
ah m pd
ah n ch
ah ng
ahl n jh
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation Sub-word
-ahr
-ahsh
-ahst
-ahth
-ahxst
-ahz
-aob
-aod(
-aoerd
-aoft
-aok
-aolb
-aolf
-aolin
-aolt
-aomp
-aonch
-aongk
-aorb
-aord(
-aorg
-aork
-aorn
-aors
-aorth
-aosh
-aot
-aowl
-aowt
-aoxr
-aw+
-awch
-awdh
-awk
-awlk
-awn
-awnt
-aws
ah n td
ah r
ah sh
ah s td(
ah th
( ah ax) s td
ah z
ao bd
ao dd
( ao r er Iax r ) dd
ao f td
ao kd
ao 1 bd
ao 1 f
ao 1 in
ao 1 td
ao m pd
ao n ch
ao ng k
ao r bd
ao r dd
ao r gd
ao r kd
ao r i
ao r s
ao r th
ao sh
ao td
( ao ow )1
( ao ow ) td
( ao ax )r
aw
aw ch
aw dh
aw kd
aw 1 kd
aw In
aw n td
aw s
-ahs
-ahsk
-aht
-ahv
-ahxv
-ao+
-aoch
-aoer+
-aof
-aog
-aol
-aold
-aolk
-aoln
-aomi
-aon
-aong
-aor
-aorch
-aorf
-aorjih
-aorlI
-aorp
-aort
-aos
-aost
-aoth
-aows
-aox+
-aoz
-awb
-awd
-awf
-awl
-awmI
-awnd
-awr
-awt
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Phonemic Pronunciation
ah pd
ah s
ah s kd
ah td
ah v
( ah ax )v
ao
ao ch
( ao r Ier ax r)
ao f
ao gd
ao 1
ao 1 dd
ao 1 kd
ao I n
ao in
ao ni
ao ng
ao r
ao r ch
ao r f
ao r jh
ao r mi
ao r pd
ao r td
ao s
ao s td
ao th
(ao ow) s
( ao ax)
ao v
aw bd
aw dd
aw f
aw 1
aw il
aw n dd
aw ( r I ax r )
aw td
-awth aw th -awv aw v
-awz aw z -ax+ ax
-axb ax bd -axch ax ch
-axd ax dd -axf ax f
-axg ax gd -axjh ax jh
-axk ax kd -axkt ax kd td
-axl ax 1 -axld ax 1 dd
-axlt ax 1 td -axm ax m
-axn ax n -axnch ax n ch
-axnd ax n dd -axnjh ax n jh
-axnt ax n td -axp ax pd
-axr ax r -axrd ax r dd
-axrg ax r gd -axs ax s
-axsh ax sh -axsk ax s kd
-axst ax s td -axt ax td
-axth ax th -axv ax v
-axz ax z -axzh ax zh
-ay+ ay -ayb ay bd
-ayd ay dd -aydh ay dh
-ayf ay f -ayg ay gd
-ayiy+ ( ay iy ) -ayiyd ( ay iy ) dd
-ayiyn ( ay iy ) n -ayjh ay jh
-ayk ay kd -ayl ay 1
-ayld ay 1 dd -aym ay m
-ayn ay n -aynd ay n dd
-aynt ay n td -ayp ay pd
-ayr ay r -ayrm ay r m
-ayrn ay r n -ays ay s
-aysh ay sh -ayst ay s td
-ayt ay td -ayth ay th
-ayv ay v -ayz ay z
-d dd -eh+ eh
-ehb eh bd -ehch eh ch
-ehd eh dd -ehdh eh dh
-eher+ ( er eh r ) -ehf eh f
-ehg eh gd -ehjh eh jh
-ehk eh kd -ehl eh 1
-ehlb eh 1 bd -ehld eh 1 dd
-ehlf eli 1 f -ehlg eh 1 gd
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Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation I Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
Phonemic Pronunciation Sub-word
-ehlk
-ehlni
-ehlt
-ehmin
-ehnmd
-ehn
-ehind
-ehngk
-ehnt
-ehr
-ehrd
-ehrn
-ehsh
-ehst
-ehth
-ehxl
-ehz
-en+
-enth
-er+
-erch
-erdhl
-erg
-erk
-erld
-ern
-ernt
-ers
-erst
-erth
-erz
-ey+
-eych
-eydh
-eyg
-eyk
-eym
-eyin
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eh 1 kd
ehl I n
elh 1 td
ell m
eh m dd
eh nI
eh n dd
ehll ng kd
eh n td
( ell , ae ) r
eh r dd
eh r n
eh sh
eh s td
eh th
( ehl ax ) 1
eh z
en
en th
( er I ax r )
er ch
er dh
er gd(
er kd
er 1 dd
er n
er n td
er s
er s td
er th
er z
ey
ey ch
ey dh
ey gd
ey kd
ey In
eh n
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
-ehhni
-ehlp
-ehlv
-ehmb
-ehmp
-ehnch
-ehng
-ehnjh
-ehp
-ehrch
-ehrf
-ehs
-ehsk
-eht
-ehv
-ehxnt
-ehzh
-ent
-erb
-erd
-erf
-erj h
-erl
-erli
-ernd
-erp
-ersh
-ert
-erv
-erzh
-eyb
-eyd
-eyf
-ey.jh
-eyl
-eymb
-eynch
eh 1 im
eh 1 pd
ehl 1 v
eh m bd
eh m pd
eh n ch
eh ng
eh n jh
eh pd
eh r ch
eh r f
eh s
eh s kd
eh td
eh v
( ehl I ax ) n td
eh zh
en td
enl z
er bd
er dd
er f
er jh
er 1
er im
er n dd
er pd
er sh
er td
er v
er zh
ey bd
ey dd
ey f
ey jh
ey ( ax l 1)
ey in bd
eh n ch
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciationn jh
pd
sh
s td
th I ey th
z
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-eyng
-eynt
-eys
-eysk
-eyt
-eyv
-eyzh
-iehr
-ihb
-ihd
-ihers
-ihft
-ihjh
-ihl
-ihld
-ihlg
-ihln
-ihm
-ihmp
-ihnch
-ihng
-ihnjh
-ihp
-ihrd
-ihsh
-ihsp
-ihth
-ihx+
-ihxl
-ihxs
-ihz
-is
-iyb
-iyd
-iyf
-iyk
-iyld
-iyn
Sub-word Phonemic PronunciationSub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
ey ng
ey n td
ey s
ey s kd
ey td
ey v
ey zh
( ih I eh ) r
ih bd
ih dd
( ih r I er )s
ih f td
ih jh
ih 1
ih 1 dd
ih 1 gd
ih 1 n
ih m
ih m pd
ih n ch
ih ( ng I ng gd)
ih n jh
ih pd
ih r dd
ih sh
ih s pd
ih th
(ih ax )
(ih ax )1
(ih ax)s
ih z
( ax s I iy )
iy bd
iy dd
iy f
iy kd
iy 1 dd
iy n
-eynjh
-eyp
-eysh
-eyst
-eyth
-eyz
-f
-ih+
-ihch
-ihdh
-ihf
-ihg
-ihk
-ihlb
-ihlf
-ihlk
-ihlt
-ihmb
-ihn
-ihnd
-ihngk
-ihnt
-ihr
-ihs
-ihsk
-iht
-ihv
-ihxk
-ihxn
-ihxt
-ihzh
-iy+
-iych
-iydh
-iyg
-iyl
-iym
-iyp
f
ih
(ih I ax )ch
ih dh
ih f
ih gd
ih kd
ih 1 bd
ih 1 f
ihl 1 kd
ih 1 td
ih m bd
ih n
ih n dd
ih ng kd
ih n td
ih r
ih s
ih s kd
ih td
(ih ax )v
(ih ax ) kd
(ih ax ) n
(ih ax ) td
ih zh
iy
iy ch
iy dh
iy gd
iy 1
iy m
iy pd
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
Im
s
z
ao )
aor )
-iys
-iyst
-iyth
-iyx+
-iyxml
-iyxs
-iyxz
-iyzh
-Il
-oe+
-ori+
-owb
-owd
-owf
-owg
-owk
-owlb
-owlf
-owln
-owlt
-own
-owp
-ows
-owst
-owth
-owv
-owxl
-owxz
-owzh
-oyd
-oyl
-oynt
-oyt
-oyz
-pt
-st
-ts
-uh+
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Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
iy s
iy s td
iy th
(iy ax )
(iy ax)
( iy ax )
(iy ax )
iy zh
( m ax ii
(ih uh )
( ao r ax
ow bd
ow dd
ow f
ow gd
ow kd
ow 1 bd
ow 1 f
ow 1 n
ow 1 td
ow iI
ow pd
ow s
ow s td
ow th
ow v
(ow ax'
( ow ax
ow zh
oy dd
oy 1
oy n td
oy td
oy z
pd td
s td
td s I td s
uh
I
-iysli
-iyt
-iyv
-iyxl
-iyxn
-iyxv
-iyz
-k
-n
-oo+
-ow+
-owch
-owdh
-owft
-owjh
-owl
-owld
-owlm
-owlp
-owm
-ownt
-owr
-owsh
-owt
-owuhk
-owx+
-owxIn
-owz
-oy+
-oyg
-oyn
-oys
-oyth
-p
-sk
-t
-uer+
-uhd
iy sh
iy td
iy v
(iy ax )1
( iy ax) n
(iy ax )v
iy z
kd
(n ax n )
(ow I uw )
ow
ow ch
ow dh
ow f td
ow jh
ow 1
ow 1 dd
ow 1 In
ow 1 pd
ow in
ow n td
ow r
ow sh
ow td
( ow uh ) kd
(ow aI x)
( ow ax )nm
ow z
oy
oy gd
oy n
oy s
oy th
pd
s kd
td
(w eh ao) r
uh dd
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
-uhf
-uhk
-uhlf
-uhlt
-uhn
-uhs
-uht
-uw+
-uwch
-uwdh
-uwg
-uwk
-uwld
-uwm
-uwng
-uwp
-uwsh
-uwt
-uwV
-uwzh
a
are
at
bl+
ch+
d+
des
do
dth
er
fl+
from
fy+
gl+-
gw+
has
hh
it
g I
gw
hh ae
hh
ih td
( s z ) I hh ae z
uh f
uh kd
uh 1 f
uh 1 td
uh n
uh s
uh td
uw
uw ch
uw dh
uw gd
uw kd
uw 1 dd
uw ni
uw ng
uw pd
uw sh
uw td
uw v
uw zh
( ax ey )
aa r
( ae ax ) td
bl
ch
d
d ey
d uw
( dhl th)
er
fl
fr( ah I ax )m
fy
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-uhg
-uhl
-uhlp
-uhm
-uhng
-uhsh
-uhx+
-uwb
-uwd
-uwf
-uwjh
-uwl
-uwlk
-uwn
-uwnt
-uws
-uwst
-uwth
-uwz
-v
and
as
b+
br+
come
de
df
dr+
dz
f+
fr+
fth+
g+
gr+
ham
herst
i
jh+
uh gd
uh 1
uh 1 pd
uh m
uh ng
uh sh
( ax uw )
uw bd
uw dd
uw f
uw jh
uw 1
uw 1 kd
uw n
uw n td
uw s
uw s td
uw th
uw z
v
( ax ae ) n dd
( ax ae ) z
b
br
k ah m
d(eh ey iy)
df
dr r
( dd z z)
f
fr
( f th th )
g
gr
(hh ae hh ax I ax ) m
( hh er er ) s td
ay
jh
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
k+
kr+
1+
los
Ilaek
maxg
maxk
IlaXIII
inaxnd
mlaxr
Inaxz
ime
nax+
nax
iaXIIn
naxt
iny
on
our
pl+
r+
rsyl
sh+
shaxn
sk+
skw+
sim+
sonle
spr+
sth+-
sz
tf
that
then
tqen+
tqent
ts+
( r ax r er)
sh
sh ax n
s k-
s k- w
s In
s ah in
s p- r
s th
(z s)
tf
dh ae td
dh elh n
tq en
tq en td
td s
k
k r
1
S(ow ao I aa) s
Im ae kd
in ax gd
in ax kd
mn ax In
in ax n dd
ii ax r
1 ax z
ImI iy
n ax
n ax 1
ii ax 11
n ax td
n ah n
ny
( ah I aa ) n( aw er I aa r)
pl
kl+
kw+
lives
In+
max+-
maxjh
maxl
maxn
maxnt
maxth
mnaxzh
n+
naxk
naxin
naxs
naxv
not
of
one
p+
pr+
rax+
s+
shax
sht+
skr+
sl+
sn+
sp+
st+
str+
t+-
th+
the
to
tqens
tr+
tw+
kl
kw
1 ( ay ih ) v z
m
m ax
m ax jh
in ax 1
Im ax ii
mn ax n td
m ax th
m ax zh
n
n ax kd
n ax In
n ax s
n ax v
n aa td
ax v
w ah n
p
pr
(r r ax)
s
( sh ax sh )
sh t
s k- r
sl I
s 1
s p-
s t-
s tr r
t
th
dh ( ax I ah ih I iy )
tf ( ax uw )
tq en s
tr r
t w
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
( ax I ow I gd)
v
vw
w aa
w ah z
w eh n
w uh 1
y ao r
y ax r
y(uw ax)
y uw
y uw kd
y uw n
y uw td
(y iy)
zh
Table A.1: The linguistically-motivated
phonemic representation.
us
vr+
w+
waar
what
who
y+
yaxl
yeah
your
yub
yum
yus
yuz
z+
ah s
vr
w
w aa r
w ( ax ah ) td
hh (uw I uw m I uw z)
y
y ax 1
y ( ae I eh I ey ax )
( y uw r I y ao r Iy er )
y uw bd
y uw m
y uw s
y uw z
z
sub-word units and their corresponding
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ugh
v+
vw+
waa+
was
when
wuhl
yaor
yaxr
you
yu+
yuk
yun
yut
yy
zh+
Sub-word Phonemic Pronunciation
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Appendix B
The Phonetic Alphabet
IPA ARPA Example IPA ARPA Example IPA ARPA Example
[a] aa bob [i] ix debit [I] ih bit
[e] ae bat [i] iy b eet [y] y yacht
[A] ah but [ow] aw bout [:] ao bought
[E] eh bet [3:] er bird [e] ey bait
[a] ax about [ah] ax-h potato [a] axr butt er
[ay] ay bite [u] uw boot [o] uh book
[ii] ux toot [o] ow boat [Y] oy boy
[m] m morn [n] n noon [D] ng sing
[1] 1 lay [b] b bee [b ]  bcl b closure
[f] nx winner [t)] eng Washing [0] epi epenthetic
ton silence
[d] d day [dD] dcl d closure [r] dx muddy
[P] p pea [pD] pcl p closure [?] q glottal
stop
[1] el bottle [im] em bottom [n] en button
[j] jh joke [k] k key [k"] kcl k closure
[Is] s sea [S] sh she [e] ch choke
[t] t tea [to] tcl t closure [0] th thin
[r] r ray [f] f fin [v] v van
[w] w way [g] g gay [gF] gcl g closure
[h] hh hay [f] hv ahead o0] pau pause
[5] dh then [z] z zone [t] zh azure
Table B.1: IPA and ARPAbet symbols for the phones in the English language with
sample occurrences.
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Appendix C
Rhyme Splitting
We illustrate the splitting of the sub-words corresponding to the rhyme structure into
a nucleus and a coda. If a sub-word consists only of a vowel sound, e.g. -aauh+, it is
not further split, since it, originally, consisted of a nucleus only.
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Rhynie Split Rhye Riynie Split Rhyme Rhyme Split Rhymeyaor
vut
yum
-oe+
-aa+
-aauh+
-all+
-aw+
-eh+
-er+
-ih+
-uthng
-ow+
-uer+
-aer
-aorth
-ehr
-owr
wuhl
-aan
-aernl
-ahlb
-aonIl
-ayiyn
-ehln
-ehrn
-ihln
yao! !r
yu! !t
yu! !m
-oe+
-aa+
-aauh+
-ah+
-aw+
-ellh+
-er+
-ih+
-uh! !ng
-ow+
-uer+
-aer
-ao! !rth
-eh! !r
-ow! !r
wuih! !1
-aa! !n
-aer! !n
-ah! !lb
-ao! !n
-ayiy! !n
-eh! !ln
-eh! !rn
-ih! !ln
yus
yub
yun
-oo+
-aaer
-ae+
-ao+
-ay+-
-eher+
-ey+
-iy+
-uhg
-uw+
-aar
-ahr
-awr
-iehr
-aaen
waar
-aarn
-ehn
-ahn
-aorn
-ayn
-ehlg
-ern
-ihn
yu! !s
yu! !b
yui! !n
-oo+
-aaer
-ae+
-ao+
-ay+
-eher+
-ey+
-iy+
-uh! !g
-uw+-
-aa! !r
-ah! !r
-awr
-ieh! !r
-aae! !n
waa! !r
-aa! !rn
-eh! !n
-ah! !n
-ao! !rn
-ay! !ni
-ell! !Ig
-er! !n
-ih !n
yuz
yuk
yu+
-a+
-aaer+
-aey+
-aoer+-
-ayiy+
-en+
-eyb
-uh+
-oy+
-uwg
-aarsh
-aor
-ayr
-ihr
-ori+
waa+
-aen
-ahln
-aoln
-awn
-ayrn
-ehlv
-eyn
-iyn
yu! !z
yu! !k
yu+
-a+
-aaer+
-aey+
-aoer+
-ayiy+
-en+
-ey! !b
-ulh+
-oy+
-uw! !g
-aa! !rsh
-ao! !r
-ay! !r
-ih! !r
-ori+
waa+
-ae! !n
-ah! !ln
-ao! !ln
-aw! !n
-ay! !rn
-eh! !lv
-ey! !1
-iy! !n
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Rhym Spi hm hm pi hm hm pi hm
-owln
-uhn
-aarm
-ahm
-aorm
-ayrm
-erm
-iym
-uhmn
-aal
-ael
-aowl
-ehl
-ihl
-oyl
-aab
-aadh
-aag
-aamb
-aand
-aanjh
-aarb
-aarf
-aark
-aas
-aast
-aav
-aeb
-aedh
-aeg
-aelb
-aemp
-aeng
-aent
-aerf
-aesh
-aet
-aeyd
-ahb
-ow! !ln
-uh! !n
-aa! !rm
-ah! !in
-ao! !rm
-ay! !rm
-er! !m
-iy! !m
-uh! !m
-aa! !1
-ae! !1
-aow! !1
-eh! !l
-ih! !1
-oy! !1
-aa! !b
-aa! !dh
-aa! !g
-aa! !mb
-aa! !nd
-aa! !njh
-aa! !rb
-aa! !rf
-aa! !rk
-aa! !s
-aa! !st
-aa! !v
-ae! !b
-ae! !dh
-ae! !g
-ae! !lb
-ae! !mp
-ae! !ng
-ae! !nt
-aer! !f
-ae! !sh
-ae! !t
-aey! !d
-ah! !b
-own
-uwn
-aam
-aolm
-awm
-ehlm
-eym
-owlm
-uwm
-aaol
-ahl
-awl
-erl
-iyl
-uhl
-aach
-aaert
-aajh
-aamp
-aang
-aant
-aarch
-aarg
-aarp
-aash
-aat
-aaz
-aech
-aef
-aejh
-aelf
-aench
-aengk
-aep
-aes
-aesk
-aeth
-aez
-ahch
-ow! !n
-uw! !n
-aa! !m
-ao! !lm
-aw! !m
-eh! !lm
-ey! !m
-ow! !lm
-uw! !m
-aao! !1
-ah! !1
-aw! !1
-er! !1
-iy! !1
-uh! !1
-aa! !ch
-aaer! !t
-aa! !jh
-aa! !mp
-aa! !ng
-aa! !nt
-aa! !rch
-aa! !rg
-aa! !rp
-aa! !sh
-aa! !t
-aa! !z
-ae! !ch
-ae! !f
-ae! !jh
-ae! !lf
-ae! !nch
-ae! !ngk
-ae! !p
-ae! !s
-ae! !sk
-ae! !th
-ae! !z
-ah! !ch
-oyn
-aemn
-ahlm
-aom
-aym
-ehm
-ihm
-owm
-aael
-aarl
-aol
-ayl
-eyl
-owl
-uwl
-aad
-aaf
-aak
-aanch
-aangk
-aap
-aard
-aarjh
-aart
-aasp
-aath
-aazh
-aed
-aeft
-aek
-aelp
-aend
-aenjh
-aerd
-aesp
-aest
-aev
-aezh
-ahd
-oy! !n
-ae! !m
-ah! !lm
-ao! !nI
-ay! !m
-eh! !m
-ih! !m
-ow! !m
-aae! !1
-aa! !rl
-ao! !1
-ay! !1
-ey! !1
-ow! !1
-uw! !1
-aa! !d
-aa! !f
-aa! !k
-aa! !nch
-aa! !ngk
-aa! !p
-aa! !rd
-aa! !rjh
-aa! !rt
-aa! !sp
-aa! !th
-aa! !zh
-ae! !d
-ae! !ft
-ae! !k
-ae! !lp
-ae! !nd
-ae! !njh
-aer! !d
-ae! !sp
-ae! !st
-ae! !v
-ae! !zh
-ah! !d
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Rhye Split Rliyme Rliyme Split Rliyme Rliymne Split Rhyme
-ehp -elh! !p -ehrch -eh! !rch -ehrd -eh! !rd
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-ahdhli
-ahjhl
-ahlk
-ahljh
-alind
-ahnjhl
-ahs
-ahst
-ahv
-awb
-aoerd
-aog
-aold
-aolt
-aong
-aors
-aorf
-aork
-aos
-aot
-aowt
-awd
-awk
-awnt
-awth
-ayb
-ayvf
-ayjhl
-aynd
-ays
-ayt
-ayz
-ehd
-ehg
-ehlb
-ehlk
-ehmb
-ehnch
-ehngk
-ah! !dh
-ah! !jh
-ah! !lk
-ah! !ljh
-ah! !nd
-ah! !njh
-ahl! !s
-ah! !st
-ah! !v
-aw! !b
-aoer! !d
-ao! !g
-ao! !ld
-ao! !lt
-ao! !ng
-ao! !rs
-ao! !rf
-ao! !rk
-ao! !s
-ao! !t
-aow! !t
-aw! !d
-aw! !k
-aw! !nt
-aw! !thl
-ay! !b
-ay! !f
-ay! !jh
-ay! !nd
-ay! !s
-ay! !t
-ay! !z
-eh! !d
-eh! !g
-eh! !lb
-eh! !lk
-ehl! !ib
-eh! !nch
-ell! !ngk
-ahf
-ahk
-ahllp
-ahmp
-ahng
-ahnt
-ahsh
-aht
-ahz
-aoch
-aof
-aok
-aolf
-aomp
-aongk
-aorch
-aorg
-aorp
-aosh
-aoth
-aoz
-awdhl
-awlk
-aws
-awv
-ayd
-ayg
-avk
-aynt
-ayst
-ayth
-ehb
-ehdh
-ehjh
-ehld
-ehlp
-ehmdl
-ehnd
-ehnijh
-ah!
-ah!
-all!
-ah!
-ah!
-all!
-ah!
-ah!
-alh!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-ao!
-aw!
-aw!
-aw!
-aw!
-ay!
-ay!
-ay!
-ay!
-ay!
-ay!
-ellh!
-eh!
-eh!
-eh!
-eh!
-eh!
-eh!
-eh!
!f
!k
!lp
!mp
!ng
!nt
!sh
!t
!z
!ch
!f
!k
!If
!mp
!ngk
!rch
!rg
!rp
!shl
!th
!z
!dh
!lk
!s
!v
id
!g
!k
!nt
!st
!th
!b
!dh
!jh
!ld
!lp
!md
!nd
!njh
-ahg
-ahlf
-ahlt
-ahnch
-ahngk
-ahp
-ahsk
-ahth
-aob
-aod
-aoft
-aolb
-aolk
-aonch
-aorb
-aord
-aorjhi
-aort
-aost
-aows
-awch
-awf
-awnd
-awt
-awz
-aydh
-ayiyd
-ayld
-ayp
-aysh
-ayv
-ehch
-ehf
-ehk
-ehlf
-ehlt
-ehmp
-ehng
-ehnt
-ah! !g
-ah! !lf
-ah! !lt
-ah! !nch
-allh! !ngk
-ah! !p
-ah! !sk
-ah! !th
-ao! !b
-ao! !d
-ao! !ft
-ao! !lb
-ao! !Ik
-ao! !nch
-ao! !rb
-ao! !rd
-ao! !rjh
-ao! !rt
-ao! !st
-aow! !s
-aw! !ch
-aw! !f
-aw! !nd
-aw! !t
-aw! !z
-ay! !dh
-ayiy! !d
-ay! !ld
-ay! !p
-ay! !sh
-ay! !v
-elh! !ch
-ell! !f
-eh! !k
-eh! !lf
-eh! !lt
-elh! !nmp
-eh! !ng
-eh! !nt
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-ehrf
-ehsk
-ehth
-ehzh
-enz
-erd
-erg
-erld
-erp
-erst
-erv
-eych
-eyg
-eymb
-eynjh
-eys
-eyst
-eydh
-eyzh
-ihd
-ihf
-ihjh
-ihld
-ihlk
-ihmp
-ihng
-ihnt
-ihs
-ihsp
-ihv
-is
-iyd
-iyg
-iyp
-iyst
-iyv
-owb
-owdh
-owg
-eh! !rf
-eh! !sk
-eh! !th
-eh! !zh
-en! !z
-er! !d
-er! !g
-er! !ld
-er! !p
-er! !st
-er! !v
-ey! !ch
-ey! !g
-ey! !mb
-ey! !njh
-ey! !s
-ey! !st
-ey! !dh
-ey! !zh
-ih! !d
-ih! !f
-ih! !jh
-ih! !ld
-ih! !lk
-ih! !mp
-ih! !ng
-ih! !nt
-ih! !s
-ih! !sp
-ih! !v
-is
-iy! !d
-iy! !g
-iy! !p
-iy! !st
-iy! !v
-ow! !b
-ow! !dh
-ow! !g
-owlb -ow! !lb
-ehs
-ehst
-ehv
-ent
-erb
-erdh
-erjh
-ernd
-ers
-ert
-erz
-eyd
-eyjh
-eynch
-eynt
-eysh
-eyt
-eyv
-ihb
-ihdh
-ihft
-ihk
-ihlf
-ihlt
-ihnch
-ihngk
-ihp
-ihsh
-iht
-ihz
-iyb
-iydh
-iyk
-iys
-iyt
-iyz
-owch
-owf
-owjh
-eh! !s
-eh! !st
-eh! !v
-en! !t
-er! !b
-er! !dh
-er! !jh
-er! !nd
-er! !s
-er! !t
-er! !z
-ey! !d
-ey! !jh
-ey! !nch
-ey! !nt
-ey! !sh
-ey! !t
-ey! !v
-ih! !b
-ih! !dh
-ih! !ft
-ih! !k
-ih! !lf
-ih! !lt
-ih! !nch
-ih! !ngk
-ih! !p
-ih! !sh
-ih! !t
-ih! !z
-iy! !b
-iy! !dh
-iy! !k
-iy! !s
-iy! !t
-iy! !z
-ow! !ch
-ow! !f
-ow! !jh
-owld -ow! !ld
-ehsh
-eht
-ehz
-enth
-erch
-erf
-erk
-ernt
-ersh
-erth
-erzh
-eyf
-eyk
-eyng
-eyp
-eysk
-eyth
-eyz
-ihch
-ihers
-ihg
-ihlb
-ihlg
-ihmb
-ihnd
-ihnjh
-ihrd
-ihsk
-ihth
-ihzh
-iych
-iyf
-iyld
-iysh
-iyth
-iyzh
-owd
-owft
-owk
-eh! !sh
-eh! !t
-eh! !z
-en! !th
-er! !ch
-er! !f
-er! !k
-er! !nt
-er! !sh
-er! !th
-er! !zh
-ey! !f
-ey! !k
-ey! !ng
-ey! !p
-ey! !sk
-ey! !th
-ey! !z
-ih! !ch
-iher! !s
-ih! !g
-ih! !lb
-ih! !lg
-ih! !mb
-ih! !nd
-ih! !njh
-ih! !rd
-ih! !sk
-ih! !th
-ih! !zh
-iy! !ch
-iy! !f
-iy! !ld
-iy! !sh
-iy! !th
-iy! !zh
-ow! !d
-ow! !ft
-ow! !k
-owlf -ow! !lf
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-owlp
-owp
-owst
-owuhk
-owzh
-ovnt
-oyth
-uhf
-uhlp
-uhsh
-uwch
-uwf
-uwld
-uwnt
-uwsh
-uwth
-uwzh
-ow! !lp
-ow! !p
-ow! !st
-owuh! !k
-ow! !zh
-oy! !int
-oy! !th
-uh! !f
-uh! !lp
-uh! !sh
-uw! !ch
-uw! !f
-uw! !ld
-uw! !nt
-uw! !sh
-uw! !th
-uw! !zh
-owlt
-ows
-owt
-owv
-oyd
-oys
-oyz
-uhk
-uhlt
-uht
-uwd
-uwjh
-uwlk
-uwp
-uwst
-uwV
-ow!
-ow!
-ow!
-ow!
-oy!
-oy!
-ov!
-uh!
-uh!
-uh!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
!It
!s
!t
!v
!d
!s
!z
!k
!It
!t
!d
!jh
!lk
!p
!st
!v
-ownt
-owsh
-owth
-owz
-oyg
-oyt
-uhd
-uhlf
-uhs
-uwb
-uwdh
-uwk
-uwng
-uws
-uwt
-uwz
-ow!
-ow!
-ow!
-ow!
-oy!
-oy!
-uh!
-uh!
-uh!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
-uw!
!nt
!sh
!th
!z
!g
!t
!d
!If
!s
!b
!dh
!k
!ng
!s
!t
!z
Table C.1: The total number
split into nucleus and coda (if
denote the nucleus and coda r
of rhymes in the sub-word units is 487, and most are
possible). The ! at the end and beginning of each unit
espectively. If a rhyme ends with the diacritic +, then
it corresponds to a vowel sound and is itself a nucleus, so it is not split any further.
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Appendix D
Sample Queries
A sample bigram query corresponding to the top-10 hypotheses displayed in Table
D.1. Bigram terms are combined with each other with implicit ORs.
10-best list
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
is she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
as she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl +z
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl -d
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl -iy+
she had something br+ -ax+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
she had something br+ -ey+ k+ -er+ b+ -axl
she had something br+ -eh+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axi
verse you had something br+ -ey+ k+ -ax+ b+ -axl
Table D.I: The 10-best output of a hybrid recognizer with a 3% OOV rate for the
utterance "she had something breakable".
("she had" "had something" "something br+" "br+ -ey+"
"-ey+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl")
OR
("is she" "she had" "had something" "something br+"
"br+ -ey+" "-ey+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl")
OR
("as she" "she had" "had something" "something br+"
"br+ -ey+" "-ey+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl")
OR
("she had" "had something" "something br+" "br+ -ey+"
"-ey+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl" "-axl +z")
OR
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("she had" "had something" "something br+" "br+ -ey+"
"-ey+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl" "-axl -d")
OR
("she had" "had something" "something br+" "br+ -ey+"\verb
"-ey+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl" "-axl -iy+")
OR
("she had" "had something" "something br+" "br+ -ax+"
"-ax+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl")
OR
("she had" "had something" "something br+" "br+ -ey+"
"-ey+ k+" "k+ -er+" "-er+ b+" "b+ -axl")
OR
("she had" "had something" "something br+" "br+ -eh+"
"-eh+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl")
OR
("verse you" "you had" "had something" "something br+"
"br+ -ey+" "-ey+ k+" "k+ -ax+" "-ax+ b+" "b+ -axl")
A sample bigram query corresponding to the confusion network in Figure D.2.
-axl:-axl/0.000873053 E:/0.000476474 g:F/0.00379243
ax+:-ax+/0.00141357 
:c/0.000869652
S-er+:-er+/6.62453 b+:b+/0.000593004 -oo+:-oo+/9.41215 10 -ow+:-ow+/10.5465 11 -ow+:-ow+/8.68241 +z:+z/7.23718 -i+:-i /.88378
-uw+:-uw+/.2061 v+:v+/7.40893 -ow+:-ow+/8.5324 E:E/2.6286e-05 +:/:+./8.30988051 +z:+z6.1215
-ihxl:-ihxl/7.40894 
-d:-d/9.70875 
-d:-d/6.71434
Table D.2: The confusion network generated by a hybrid recognizer with a 3% OOV
rate for the utterance "she had something breakable". The network figure is split in
half for lack of space and is read left to right. Note that the confusion network is
inclusive of the 10-best list shown in Table 7.4.
( "as she" "as you" "as he" "as she's" "as sea" "as"
"verse she" "verse you" "verse he" "verse she's"
"verse sea" "verse" "she" "you" "he" "she's" "sea"
"is she" "is you" "is he" "is she's" "is sea" "is"
"see she" "see you" "see he" "see she's" "see sea "see"
OR
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( "she had" "you had" "he had" "she's had" "sea had" "had")
OR
("had something")
OR
( "something br+")
OR
( "br+ -eh+" "br+ -ax+" "br+ -ey+")
OR
( "-eh+ k+" "-eh+ g+" "-ax+ k+" "-ax+ g+" "-ey + k+" "-ey+ g+
OR
( "k+ -uw+" "k+ -er+" "k+ -ax+" "g+ -uw+" "g+ -er+" "g+ -ax+")
OR
( "-uw+ b+" "-uw+ v+" "-er+ b+" "-er+ v+" "-ax+ b+" "-ax+ v+")
OR
( "b+ -axl" "b+ -ow+" "b+ -ihxl" "b+ -oo+" "v+ -axl" "v+ -ow+"
"v+ -ihxl" "v+ -oo+")
OR
( "-axl -ow+" "-axl " "-ow+ -ow+" "-ow+ " "-ihxl -ow+"
"-ihxl " "-oo+ -ow+" "-oo+ ")
OR
( "-ow+ +z" "-ow+ -ow+" "-ow+" "-ow+ -d" "+z" "-ow+" "-d")
OR
( "+z +z" "+z " "+z -d" "-ow+ +z" "-ow+" "-ow+ -d" "+z"
"-d" "-d +z" "-d " "-d -d" )
OR
( "+z -iy+" "+z +z" "+z " "+z -d" "-iy+" "+z" "-d" "-d -iy+"
"-d +z" "-d " "-d -d")
The parentheses "()" allow the grouping of terms. Bigram terms are combined with
each other with implicit ORs.
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